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Written evidence

APPENDIX 1

Memorandum by the Association of Electricity Producers

1. The Association of Electricity Producers (AEP), with a membership of almost 100 companies,
represents the interests of the electricity generation sector in theUK. This sector accounts for around a third
of all gas used in the UK with gas-fired generation making up around 40% of all electricity produced.

2. The Association notes the findings of the Committee from its report published in March this year;
namely that the market was robust but that volatility in UK gas prices can be expected to continue for some
time whilst the supply/demand position remains tight and continental European markets take time to fully
liberalise. The Committee also noted the linkage of electricity prices with gas prices.

3. The Committee is now seeking views on developments since its previous report in February and
whether the gas supply situation is better, worse or the same.

4. The gas destined for electricity generation is procured by a variety of means with contracts having
varying durations and delivery characteristics. Companies with gas-fired generating assets and supply
businesses will be likely to manage their gas position on a portfolio basis, so that gas purchased may
ultimately be delivered to domestic customers, industrial customers or power stations depending on the
relative demand from each sector and the contractual conditions. For example, in cold weather gas demand
from domestic customers will rise and, as these customers have firm supplies, their demand will be met, but
some interruptible sites and power stations that have interruptible contracts may face interruption by their
shipper. Additionally, if the shipper and power station operator are part of the same group then other factors
will also be considered including: the relative gas and electricity prices, available generation on other fuels,
and environmental constraints. This adds complexity to the management of the gas supply/demand
position, which will be further compounded this year by the first winter of operation under the EU emissions
trading scheme.

5. The Association considers that there have been a number of developments that should improve the
general supply situation but also others which may have the opposite eVect as perceptions of market risk
have increased. One aspect of the latter is the extent of regulatory changes that have occurred during the
summer and continue to occur as we enter the winter period. In order for markets to work eYciently it is
important that all the rules are well understood by all participants in advance of the winter period.

6. An example of change that will have increased the perception of risk in the market by shippers is the
change to the emergency cashout arrangements which were brought about by an urgent modification
proposal in August, following an earlier failed proposal that was inadequately developed. At the time the
Ofgem-led Cash Out Review Working Group had been suspended and had not reached any conclusions
with respect to gas emergency cashout. Notwithstanding that, the proposal now implemented increases
shippers’ risk position this winter. This and other changes made just prior to the winter do not encourage
confidence that the market will operate eYciently and eVectively. Last minute changes such as these and
others yet to come make it hard for participants to keep abreast of the trading rules and lack of awareness
could mean that companies do not always respond to conditions in the most appropriate way.

7. The Winter Outlook Report (WOR) recently published by National Grid (NG) provides a useful
summary of the position as we enter this winter and it is helpful that NG published an initial view in May
and sought comments from the industry. This report highlights the continuing decline in gas supply from
indigenous sources with the maximum beach delivery expected this winter now some 9mcm/d below that
forecast at the time of the initial consultation in May. The decline in beach deliveries is oVset by a
10mcm/d reduction in total demand, some of which is reduced demand by CCGTs in response to higher gas
prices. In electricity terms 9mcm/d of gas would fuel 2,000 MW of gas-fired generation running baseload.

8. This report also notes the requirement for extensive demand-side response from CCGTs in the event
of colder than average winter conditions.We note that CCGTs have shown responsiveness to high gas prices
in the past by reducing demand for gas at times of low electricity demand. However, in the event of severe
conditions, the extent of response expected in the WOR will far exceed that provided historically and we
will be in new territory. In this context and in recognition of environmental constraints, if the markets are
allowed towork as intended and create the appropriate commercial signals wewould anticipate a substantial
response from CCGTs. In this regard it is helpful that EON has returned to service unit 4 at Grain which
provides additional non-gas generating capacity, although it is unclear as to where this has been reflected
in the WOR.

9. TheWORalso expects CCGTs capable of running on distillate to do so for 200 hours during the winter
period; the implication being that these CCGTs do not run on gas during this period. This would be an
untested scenario and concerns have been expressed over the number of switchovers and start ups this would
require, with the commercial and technical risks this would create. At many of the stations with the
capability to run on distillate, the contractual arrangements are such that the decision to run on gas or
distillate, or not at all, will be a commercial one, rather than one determined by National Grid as operator
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of the gas transmission system. This is because the rights that National Grid previously had to interrupt for
supply demand reasons on high demand days have been removed from the Network Code, such that it may
only interrupt these sites where the network becomes constrained.

10. There have also been a number of developments which are likely to be beneficial to the situation this
coming winter and will assist the eYcient operation of the market. These include: the DTI information
initiatives that are delivering more information to the market, improvements to storage facilities including
increased deliverability and new facilities, commissioning of the Isle ofGrain LNG importation facility, and
early availability of additional importation capacity on the Interconnector.However, it should be noted that
the coincidence of cold weather in the UK and Continental Europe could suppress supplies to the UK, as
was seen in early March 2005 when the interconnector reduced imports to the UK at a time of high prices
and demand in the UK. This did however seem to be an appropriate response to prices in Europe at the
time, although any response in extremely severe conditions may not be solely driven by market forces.

11. The decision by the Gas and ElectricityMarkets Authority in June this year to delay implementation
of the enduring NTS exit arrangement may also have had a beneficial (if unintended) impact on the ability
of CCGTs to use diverse fuels this winter. If the arrangements had been implemented, there would have been
no opportunities for interruptible sites to ensure they could remain interruptible in the long term. The 5.7
GW of CCGTs with the ability to generate on back-up fuel are mostly interruptible sites. In this scenario,
these sites would most likely have opted for firm transportation, which under the interim arrangements they
would have secured before this winter. The economics of maintaining back-up capability whilst paying for
firm gas transportation is likely to have led sites to decommission their back-up plant which would have
increased overall firm gas demand.

12. We also consider that the daily outlook website which is due to go live on 1 November and the newly
defined “gas balancing alert” should assist the industry in understanding the status of the gas system. This
will also potentially facilitate demand-side response by large industrial users that will have a broadly helpful
eVect. The downside to this is that it has only been progressed late in the summer, the first meeting of the
Demand Side Working Group to consider this only took place in late July and these initiatives are yet to be
implemented. It is unfortunate that this was not progressed and implemented earlier in the year to allow
participants to familiarise themselves with the information presented on the website and underlying
assumptions.

13. In consideration of what the Government and Ofgem could do in the event of a severe gas and/or
power shortage, we have suggested that onemeans of enhancing the resilience of the generation sector would
be to selectively and temporarily relax some of the environmental constraints on generators. Amongst other
things this would encourage demand-side response by gas-fired generation by facilitating fuel switching, but
such initiatives would not be limited to gas-fired generators. Such steps could include relaxation of;
particulate emissions, cooling water temperature limits, gaseous emissions such as SOx, and/or NOx ,as well
as making the regulatory controls on fuel switching be operated more eYciently. There are additionally
issues arising from the introduction of BETTA that have resulted in coal-fired generators in Scotland having
a tighter sulphur constraint than their counterparts in England andWales. We are aware that this last issue
is currently under consideration by the Scottish Environmental Protection Agency (SEPA).

14. The government has just issued a revised version of the Fuel Security Code for consultation. The
Association applauds the government for bringing this code up to date (the previous version refers to the
conditions of the Pool and would not be workable under the NETA). The central thrust of the revised code
is to seek to maintain market mechanisms and processes for as long as possible, even when there is a
requirement for fuel usage to be directed. In principle, we support this approach, although we have some
concerns about remuneration mechanisms for generators under such circumstances and the detail of the
governing processes. The Association will be responding constructively to the consultation.

15. In the longer term the Government should continue to press for European market liberalisation to
ensure the UK market interacts eYciently with Continental markets on an equitable basis.

To summarise, there have been a number of developments that may impact security of gas supply this
coming winter. On balance it is diYcult to say whether the overall situation is better or worse than it was in
the spring. However, our Members are aware of the potential tight situation this winter.

Their business is to make and sell electricity for their customers and we understand that they are as
prepared as they can be given the circumstances and uncertainties that the industry faces.

25 October 2005
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APPENDIX 2

Memorandum by the British Ceramic Confederation

I was asked by the Chairman, Peter LuV, to write to you setting out our concerns regarding gas prices,
particularly as they relate to correspondence and discussions with the Energy Minister.

I am the Chairman of the Energy Intensive Users Group in addition to being the Chief Executive of the
British Ceramic Confederation. The Energy Intensive Users Group met with Malcolm Wicks on 20
July 2005 following initial discussions with Patricia Hewitt and a Working Group with DTI OYcials. The
outcome was the attached statement. The DTI undertook to take the action specified and perhaps more
importantly to review the progress made at appropriate intervals. We are now in the process of seeking a
further meeting.

One area which requires further probing or elucidation is the issue of the terms on which contracts are
available. Historically the regulated market in European countries has been more beneficial to industrial
users. There have been some suggestions that similar terms have been enjoyed by some UK customers,
particularly some of the early gas turbine generators. I sought personally to ensure that this issue was
included in the agreed actions. The DTI took the view that the issue could not be included explicitly because
anti-competitive behaviour or abuse could not be implied without specific evidence.

The issue regarding the forms of contract which are available is a major issue. DiVerent forms of contract
are clearly an element in any solution to ensure more competitive gas and energy markets.

Please let me know if you require any further information.

Kevin Farrell
Chief Executive

19 October 2005

INDUSTRIAL GAS PRICES

Action points from the Gas Prices Working Group

Introduction

Over the past two years, gas supplies into the GBmarket have tightened, contributing to substantial rises
in the prices of both gas and, consequently, electricity. The price diVerential with theContinent forwholesale
gas is also significant. In response to concerns from industrial users, the DTI established a Gas Prices
Working Group (GPWG) with the EIUG in January. In addition, oYcials from Ofgem and Treasury were
asked to attend to give advice and support. The DTI and EIUG have identified a number of key issues and
conclusions:

— Recognition of the very serious implications of current prices for UK competitiveness and
potentially for the continued viability of some manufacturing operations;

— Analysis commissioned from Global Insight1 which concluded that forward gas markets are
functionally liquid but more should be done to build confidence and increase liquidity;

— A potential for distortive interactions between the UK’s liberalised market with the less liberalised
markets on the Continent, and the urgent need for rapid progress towards full liberalisation and
eVective market arrangements in Continental markets in order to remove such distortion; and

— New import projects that help ease market tightness are expected to reduce upward pressure on
prices.

This Note reports the conclusions arising from the Group’s work, including the report on the forward gas
market by independent consultant Global Insight, and a stakeholder seminar for 40 senior players across
the gas chain.

As a result of the work done since January, the DTI/EIUG have identified the following actions:

Action List

Maximise gas supplies from UKCS

North Sea gas continues tomake a significant contribution, andDTI is workingwith industry tomaximise
production. This year’s licensing round attracted unprecedented levels of interest. Ministers have been in
contact with the key producers operating in the North Sea to stress the importance of securing maximum
flows and reliable deliveries over the winter months.

1 http://www.dti.gov.uk/energy/publications/policy/forward gas markets.pdf
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Maximise gas supplies from storage

DTI will continue to do its utmost to ensure that new UK storage projects commission on time, and is
supporting the work of the Commission and the European regulators to provide non-discriminatory access
rights for storage facilities across Europe.

Maximise gas import capacity

DTI will continue to work closely with new import projects (pipelines and LNG terminals) to ensure that
there are no avoidable roadblocks in the Government’s control.

Ensure interconnector and LNG import capacity is fully utilised

DTI is introducing this autumn a new licensing regime for all interconnectors; regulation for LNG import
facilities was introduced last August. All unused capacity on interconnectors and LNG facilities will have
to be made available to the market under the “use it or lose it” obligation. All import facilities and
interconnectors will be brought under Ofgem’s regulatory oversight. DTI and Ofgem have hosted a meeting
to discuss the new provisions and details of these proposals with EIUG and its members.

Encourage Demand Side Response

Ofgem’s Demand Side Working Group has, in response to requests made by the group’s members,
increased its eVorts to identify and assess any practical and/or commercial obstacles to demand side
participation in the wholesale gas trading arrangements. Ofgem is urgently progressing work in this area,
with the help of EIUG members.

Further improving information flows

DTI and Ofgem will monitor the provision of upstream information through the voluntary agreement
with gas producers, and Ofgem will consider whether more downstream information could be provided to
enable widermarket transparency. In particular, Ofgem is progresssing improved downstream transparency
in its work with EIUG members on demand-side response.

Confidence-building arrangements for forward markets

DTI is planning a series of one-to-onemeetings or a seminar with banks, commodity traders, hedge funds,
etc., to identify if/why they are not directly trading on the forward market.

Reform of Gas Imbalance Charges

Ofgem is considering various code modifications to improve the functioning of the market in delivering
security, including reform to gas emergency “imbalance charges”. Ofgem considers this a key priority for
this coming winter.

Pursue energy market liberalisation in Europe

DTI will use the UK Presidency to make progress on the liberalisation agenda. DTI, Ofgem and EIUG
will support the Commission inquiry into gas and electricitymarkets in Europe by highlighting any concerns
about the operation of the market, such as reported diVerences in contract terms and conditions for
industrial consumers between the Continent and the UK.

Next Steps

DTI, EIUG and Ofgemwill continue to work together to deliver these and other actions*. They will meet
again early in the autumn to review progress.

DTI

Energy Markets Unit

July 2005 (Amended August 2005)* EIUG endorses this as an account of a programme subject to review,
in which other actions EIUG believes are necessary, not listed here, will be discussed.
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APPENDIX 3

Memorandum by the British Glass Manufacturers’ Confederation

1. Firstly, the Good News

(a) Since 1990 the amount of energy required to melt a tonne of glass is down by 21%.

(b) Since 1990 CO2 emissions per tonne of glass produced are down by 27% allowing the industry to
contribute significantly to the national 2010 Kyoto target and even exceed the Government’s own
20% stretch target.

(c) Glass products contribute significantly to CO2 savings: thermal glazing, fibre insulation,
photovoltaics, fibre for wind turbines . . .

2. Now, the Not so Good News

From a survey of BG members we can conclude:

(a) Gas prices have risen by 94% over the last two years.

(b) Electricity prices have risen by 74% over the last two years.

(c) Resulting from the above, raw material costs have also risen sharply and some are in short supply.

(d) Transport costs are up substantially as a result of increases in the cost of oil.

(e) With one or two notable exceptions, we have been unable to recoup these cost increases in our
selling prices and as a result we have already witnessed two facility closures and the partial closure
of two others. Industry average operating profit will fall in percentage terms frommid teens in 2003
to low/negative figures this year.

Result—at a time of high capital investment cost in environmental control equipment there is reduced or
deferred expenditure on eYciency improvement manufacturing equipment, R & D, innovation and
customer service—all the elements that go toward adding value to our product.

3. The Really Bad News

(a) Our survey forecasts that Q1 2006 gas prices will rise by a further 63%—a 166% increase over
Q1 2003.

(b) Electricity prices for Q1 2006 will rise by a further 8%—an 85% increase on Q1 2003.

(c) Further increases in raw material prices will ensue.

(d) This scenario would push energy costs to nearly 25% of our total cost and our trading position
would become untenable.

Industry ownership is largely global. Many CEOs look upon what is happening in the UK with dismay.

These levels of energy cost increases are not happening to the same extent outside the UK and it would
be very easy to transfer production to non-UK plants where costs would be lower.

The EIUG2 report that the energy price premium that we are currently paying in the UK is about 30%
relative to the EU average: a situation which will worsen if our forecasts for 2006 prove to be accurate.

4. The Doomsday Scenario

“A bitterly cold winter—rising demand for gas—industry supplies cut oV and it is forced to burn
oil or LPG.”

Oil and LPG are more expensive than gas and come with an extra CO2 burden. If this were to happen for
any length of time it would seriously jeopardise the industry’s ability to stay within its obligations under
IPPC3, its Climate Change Agreement and its EU emissions trading CO2 allocation!

The need for additional purchases of CO2 allowances and possible fines could be the final nail in the coYn
for much of the UK’s glass industry.

We need urgent Government action to ensure that this does not happen and that a level playing field
across Europe on energy pricing and CO2 allocation is achieved.

2 Energy Intensive Users Group.
3 Integrated Pollution Prevention and Control Legislation.
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5. Actions Needed

(a) A recognition from Government that the situation for the heavy energy using manufacturing
sector is serious.

(b) Restoration of competition in energy supply:

— Gas: unbundling of equity and operational links between those companies that produce,
transmit and store.

— Gas: concerted approach to refreshing third party access to the interconnector

— Gas and Electricity: review of anti-competitive long term supply contracts.

(c) Import and Storage Capacity

— Government action to make infrastructure enhancement a priority by cutting red tape—
especially planning consents.

— Government to ensure that all current interconnector, LNG terminal and storage capacity is
fully and eYciently utilised.

(d) Real time, transparent information on gas flows for buyers as well as sellers.

(e) One body to oversee the working of the gas market—both upstream and downstream.

(f) Develop a back-up plan should the rest of Europe delay or even abandon plans for market
liberalisation.

(g) Firm policy statement on nuclear energy.

(h) Immediate 100% discount on Climate Change Levies for all energy intensive industries—a
recommendation from the earlier 2004 TISC enquiry into energy pricing.

(i) Improved capital allowances for IPPC related investment.

(j) Carbon credits under EUETS for the manufacturers of products which in themselves save CO2.

APPENDIX 4

Memorandum by Centrica

Executive Summary

This winter, the gas market is tighter than in recent years as a result of the decline in North Sea reserves.
However, we support National Grid’s conclusions that even in a severe winter, supplies to domestic
customers will continue although some major energy users with interruptible contracts may be aVected.

The market is responding in anticipation of declining UK gas supplies with new import and storage
infrastructure some of which will be available this winter. Existing storage facilities going into the winter
are all virtually full. The Rough gas storage facility is able to deliver up to 17% of peak winter demand and
additional gas storage will be released ahead of this winter from its “cushion” gas contained within the
facility.

There is a possibility that LNG destined for the UKmay be diverted to the USA this winter where prices
are higher. In the longer term many new projects are expected to come on line in response to the high levels
of gas prices. With the construction of new regasification terminals in North America and elsewhere, the gas
market is becoming increasingly international and the UK will have to compete globally for future LNG
supplies.

In a severe winter, power station and large energy users may have their supplies interrupted. These
customers are fully aware of the risks associated with interruptible supplies and will either have alternative
energy sources or will adapt their production. The majority of customers are on agreements which mean
that they can be interrupted for a maximum of 45 days.

We believe that customers on firm contracts would only have their supplies interrupted in a very severe
winter by National Grid under their emergency plan for dealing with essential services.

A number of uncertainties regarding the gas supply outlook for this winter, as well as the longer term
position of the UK in terms of pricing and security of supply, relate to the interaction between UK and
continental European markets.

The eVect of limited liberalisation in continental gas markets on wholesale prices was highlighted in a
recent report by Global Insight, This costed the impact of this failure on end consumers at as much as £10
billion in 2006. These costs predominantly arise because the lack of liberalisation has meant that the pricing
of gas on an oil-indexed basis across continental Europe has been maintained, isolating the level of
European gas prices from underlying supply and demand dynamics.
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Lack of liberalisation is also causing distortion in the market as evidenced by the failure of the
interconnector to respond correctly to price signals in February/March 2005. This episode has highlighted
the need for greater transparency of information on the European market such as information about gas
flows and available pipeline capacities.

Going forward, if we are to secure the gas we want at aVordable prices it is vital that UK suppliers get
access to the continental energy networks and that markets are fully open.

A particular concern for the longer term is the lack of eVective open access to the German gas pipeline
network through which all Russian gas would have to pass to reach the UK. The position has been
reinforced by the recent deal between Russia and Germany by which a major new pipeline, essential for
bringing gas from the East will now bypass Poland to go direct to Germany through the Baltic Sea.

It is therefore essential that the UK Government keeps pressing the European Commission and other
Member States to ensure eVective implementation of the EnergyMarketDirectives throughout the EU.This
means that all Member Sates must implement the Directives in a way that achieves the agreed objective of
a fully functioning internal market.

Introduction to Centrica

Centrica plc was formed in 1997 when the former British Gas plc was demerged to form BG Group and
Centrica. In the UK, it trades under its brand names, British Gas, Scottish Gas and Nwy Prydain. It is the
UK’s largest energy supplier, supplying around 11 million gas and six million electricity customers in the
domestic sector and around 900,000 in the Industrial and Commercial sector.

To support its supply businesses, Centrica owns both gas and electricity production assets. In the UK, a
significant but declining proportion is secured through our own reserves, chiefly the Morecambe gas field.
The company has also invested around £1.4 billion in the UKCS with interests in 28 producing,
development, storage or exploration fields in the UK sector.

Over the past three years, Centrica has further committed over £12 billion to contracts for new
international gas supplies, helping underpin two new pipeline projects, BBL and Langeled, and one new
LNG facility at Milford Haven. Two long-term gas contracts with Statoil and Gasunie will deliver 10% of
future UK gas supplies. The company has also announced a contract with Petronas in Malaysia to bring
LNG to the UK. In addition, Centrica has made a long-term capacity booking in the second phase of the
Isle of Grain LNG import terminal and is part of a consortium seeking to develop a further LNG import
terminal on Canvey Island.

Centrica’s subsidiary, Centrica Storage Limited (CSL) operates Rough, one of the largest gas storage
facilities in Europe. CSL is a separated business unit operating with “chinese walls” between and limited
contact with other parts of Centrica.

Renewable energy is also playing an increasingly important role in Centrica’s energy portfolio both to
deliver diversity of supply and to reduce the UK’s carbon emissions. To date, the company has committed
£750 million in developing both oVshore and onshore windfarms.

1. Energy market overview

1.1 Secure energy supplies are vital to both domestic and non-domestic consumers. Centrica’s view is that
security of supply is best maintained through eYcient and appropriate regulation of networks and properly
functioning wholesale and retail energy markets. This has served British consumers well by delivering
supplies at a reasonable cost.

1.2 Themarket is delivering considerable investment in sourcing new gas supplies. For example, Centrica
alone has committed £12 billion to long-term gas procurement contracts withGasunie, Statoil and Petronas.
In power, there are currently consents for three new large-scale power stations, including our own project
at Langage, whilst other mothballed power stations are being brought back on stream.

1.3 Since privatisation in 1986 and the start of liberalisation in the early 1990s, over 15 billion has been
invested in the gas network—a much higher amount than before privatisation. Proposals are also being put
forward which will increase the amount of gas storage available to help meet peak winter demand.

1.4 Diversity of gas supply and transport routes is another important factor in ensuring security of
supply. As North Sea supplies of gas decline, the UK is increasingly dependent on importing gas from
further afield. Some of this gas will come in Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG) and be imported into purpose-
built terminals. Gas will be also imported through the interconnector pipelines from Belgium, The
Netherlands and Norway. The diagram below shows the range of infrastructure to bring new imports to
the UK.
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Langeled (Pipeline): 
 27 BCM capacity by end-2006 
Connection to Ormen Lange Gas Field end-2007 
 

BBL(Pipeline): 
 17 BCM capacity by end-2006 

IUK (Pipeline): 
8.5 BCM 
8 BCM expansion by end-2005 
+7 BCM expansion by end-2006 

Canvey (LNG): 
 5.4 BCM by 2010 

Isle of Grain (LNG): 
   4.5 BCM in 2005 
+8.3 BCM by end 2008 

Milford Haven (LNG): 
Dragon 6 BCM by end-2007 
South Hook 10 BCM from 2007/8 

1.5 With gas accounting for 33% of British electricity generating capacity, there is a clear interaction
between the gas and electricity markets. Electricity plant margins are currently around 21% (ie available
capacity exceeds expected peak winter demand by 21%) which is still within the acceptable margin band
supported by National Grid. For the purpose of this submission, we will be focusing on gas supply.

1.6 As the UK becomes increasingly dependent on international sources of gas, eVective liberalisation of
the gas and electricity markets in continental Europe is essential to deliver greater security and competitive
pricing of gas supplies to theUK. The priority for the EuropeanCommissionmust be to ensure thatmarkets
are fully opened and access to networks is granted to third parties on equal terms to incumbent suppliers
(including Transmission System Operator aYliates).

2. Gas supply/demand & Winter Outlook 2005–06

2.1 This winter, the gas market is tighter than in recent years. North Sea gas supplies are declining and
the UK is now a net importer of gas. However, we support National Grid’s conclusion that even in a severe
winter, supplies to domestic customers will continue although some major energy users with interruptible
contracts may be aVected.

2.2 The market has already responded in anticipation of declining UK gas supplies with new import and
storage infrastructure, some of which will be available this winter. Capacity in the existing interconnector
pipeline from Zeebrugge in Belgium has been doubled enabling it to import more gas from continental
Europe and the first phase of capacity at the Isle of Grain LNG terminal is also ready to receive imports.
Recently Centrica’s £4 billion contract with Statoil in Norway has started delivering gas to the UK.

2.3 Existing gas storage facilities going into the winter are all virtually full and new storage facilities are
being built. The Rough Storage facility has achieved record deliverability in the first half of 2005, increasing
its peak capability by 7%. Besides having record levels (117bcf) of gas in store ahead of the winter, Centrica
Storage Limited has also announced recently that it is releasing additional gas storage from its “cushion”
gas contained within the facility. The additional gas equates to supplying around 65,000 homes over 52 peak
days of winter (this is over and above Rough meeting 10% of UK peak gas demand from its normal storage
capacity) and clearly comes at a time when any additional storage capacity will be very beneficial.

2.4 Centrica has beenmaximising supplies from its own operations.We have discovered some additional
gas as part of our drilling programme in the South Morecambe field. We have also preserved supplies by
deferring a high proportion of production for the winter peak period.

2.5 Our long-term contract with Shell, Exxon and BP in the Sean field is specifically designed for peak
winter use to meet domestic customer demand requirements in the coldest periods of the winter. The field
can supply up to 3% of peak winter demand.

2.6 Despite all this investment, there are, however, a number of uncertainties that could aVect the gas
supply/demand balance this winter. These relate to the interconnector import flows, diversion of LNG to
the USA and the weather. These are addressed in more detail in the following sections.
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3. Interconnector Import Flows

3.1 The events of late February/March 2005 when gas did not flow in response to high UK prices has
raised concerns that the interconnector may not deliver suYcient volumes of gas to the UK when required.

3.2 As the graph below shows, last February UK prices rose to nearly 120p/therm against the 30p
contract price in Europe. However, little gas flowed to the UK. A contributory factor was undoubtedly
severe winter weather in parts of North West Continental Europe. Winter 2004–05 also saw major supply
reductions from Libya to Italy and Russia to Europe causing heavy storage stock reductions on Europe.
However, the incident also highlighted that the Continental gas markets do not respond to price signals in
a way that would be normal in a liberalised competitive market.
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3.3 A key issue is the lack of transparency in much of the EU market. Unlike the UK market, there is
frequently no real time information about gas flows and available pipeline capacities. As a result, the UK
is left guessing as to the precise reasons why observed gas flows have diverged from expected market
behaviour.

4. LNG Imports

4.1 As the Trade and Industry Select Committee press release highlights, a further uncertainty is the
amount of LNG that may be diverted to the USA this winter.

4.2 Unlike pipeline deliveries, LNG vessels have some flexibility and can be redirected to other receiving
terminals around the world, attracted to where the price is highest. Current US wholesale gas prices this
winter are very high in part due to shortage of supply as a consequence ofHurricaneKatrina. This is creating
some commercial incentive for gas exporters to divert cargoes to the USA. There are, however, a number
of practical constraints on the extent of such diversion including contractual restrictions that preclude
diversion.

5. Weather

5.1 The supply/demand outlook for this winter is heavily dependent on the severity or otherwise of the
weather. National Grid’s assessment of supply security in a “severe year” (1 in 50) uses 76 years of weather/
demand data. It is interesting to note, for example, that the last severe 1 in 50 winter was in 1963. In fact,
evidence seems to suggest that winters have been getting warmer with eight of the last 10 winters being
warmer than average whilst seven of the 14 warmest winters since 1928–29 have occurred in the last 10 years.

5.2 The UK Metrological OYce has made a number of predictions of a colder than average winter this
winter, assigning a 66% probability. However, even if the UK has a colder winter than 1995–96 which the
Metrological OYce is predicting, this is still significantly milder than the 1 in 10 winter referred to in the
National Grid conclusions.
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6. Interruptible Supplies

6.1 In the event of a severe winter, it is essential that domestic supplies are maintained. Consequently,
there are a number of demand side responses that can be used by Centrica through contractual rights to
interrupt delivery of gas supplies to a number of larger gas customers.

6.2 These typically apply to power stations and the largest energy users who benefit from a discount to
compensate for the possibility of interruption. Such interruptible customers pay between 3–12% less than
equivalent firm (ie non interruptible) customers, depending on the total days of interruption accepted.

6.3 In the event of an interruption, power stations, including several of our own, have the facility to switch
to an alternative fuel, chiefly to oil. Alternatively they are able to seek replacement gas in the gas market.
For larger energy customers, who are fully aware of the risks associated with interruptible supplies, they will
either have alternative energy sources or will adapt their production accordingly. Themajority of customers
are on agreements which mean that they can be interrupted for a maximum of 45 days.

6.4 Centrica have a small number of customers on interruptible contracts. All customers have annual
interruptible briefingmeetings and we update our interruptible contact base on an annual basis so that when
we are given notice by National Grid to interrupt we can notify our customers as quickly as possible.

6.5 We believe that customers on firm contracts would only have their supplies interrupted in a very
severe winter by National Grid under their emergency procedures which includes an emergency plan for
dealing with essential services.

7. Impact onWholesale Prices

7.1 Inevitably, the tightness of supply and demand is contributing to high wholesale gas prices. For the
coming winter, forward prices are 58p/therm compared to 43.2p/therm at the same period last year, an
increase of 34%.

7.2 We also estimate that the lack of liquidity in the market with fewer traders prepared to sell forward
is adding to the upward price pressure and contributing to an “anxiety premium” in future wholesale gas
price levels. In particular, Q1 2006 prices still appear to us to be higher than is justified by the fundamental
supply/demand outlook.

7.3 Limited liberalisation in Continental gas markets is also having an aVect on UK wholesale prices. A
recent study by Global Insight costed the impact of this failure on end consumers at as much as £10 billion
in 2006. These costs predominantly arise because the lack of liberalisation has meant that the pricing of gas
on an oil-indexed basis across continental Europe has been maintained, isolating the level of European gas
prices from underlying supply and demand dynamics.

7.4 The research also found that the level of premium (anxiety or risk premium) in the forward market
was somewhere around 20p/therm in August when the report was written.While not all of this premium can
be put down to the interaction with Europe, even 1p/therm due to this would add £200 million in costs to
energy users in the UK over next winter

7.5 Going forward, if we are to secure the gas we want at aVordable prices, then it is vital that UK
suppliers get access to the Continental energy networks and that markets are fully opened—see section 10
below.

8. Impact on Domestic Consumers

8.1 Domestic and business consumers are seeing high wholesale prices feeding through to their energy
bills. In line with other energy suppliers, British Gas announced in September of this year that it was
increasing gas and electricity prices by 14.2%. Even factoring this increase, UK domestic prices are still 17%
cheaper than France and 40% cheaper than in Germany.

8.2 The increases are significant for all customers, but particularly those vulnerable customers least able
to pay their energy bills. To mitigate the impact of the rise, British Gas announced a rebate of up to £60 for
250,000 of its most vulnerable customers which will oVset the increase. This is the largest social initiative of
any energy supplier and is in addition to a £10 million Energy Trust Fund and our “here to HELP”
programme. “here to HELP” aims to alleviate household poverty by targeting 500,000 homes with a range
of benefits including free energy eYciency measures and charity support. British Gas has recently extended
the reach of the scheme to cover one million homes

8.3 As energy prices rise, more people are pushed into fuel poverty, making the Government’s target to
eradicate fuel poverty amongst vulnerable groups by 2010 and all groups by 2020 all the more diYcult.

8.4 Low energy prices have been one of the key factors in reducing the levels of fuel poverty from four
million in 1996 to 1.75 million in 2002. The Fuel Poverty Action Group (FPAG) warn that a 10% increase
in prices pushes an extra 400,000 people into fuel poverty.
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8.5 However, fuel poverty is a complex interaction of income, housing quality, energy prices and
consumption in the long-term. Reductions in the number of fuel poor can not be sustained by energy prices
alone Government, industry and all stakeholders need to work together to address the root causes of fuel
poverty and to ensure that the money available is targeted at the most needy.

9. Impact onMajor Energy Users

9.1 The current fluctuation in wholesale prices is having a significant impact on major energy users who
are more directly exposed to the patterns of the wholesale curve. However, there is evidence that prices are
increasing in Europe too. Germany has recently seen increases in the region of 10% and further increases
are expected next year. Norsk Hydro is reported to be planning to close an Aluminium smelter plant in
Germany as a result of the price increases. As European prices increase, and there is often a lag of between
three and ninemonths for price increases on the Continent to pass through to consumers, this should reduce
the competitive disadvantage experienced by a number of UK companies.

9.2 It is worth noting though that for smaller industrial users, prices in the UK are lower than in several
major Continentalmarkets. According to recent figures fromEurostat corresponding to the 1 January 2005,
average UK prices for such customers are 5% lower than the EU average, 25% lower than the German
average and 7% lower than the French average.

10. EU Energy Liberalisation

10.1 A number of uncertainties regarding the gas supply outlook for this winter, as well as the longer-
term position of the UK in terms of gas pricing and security of supply, relate to the interaction between UK
and continental European markets.

10.2 With the UK now a net importer of gas and to an increasing extent dependent on international
supplies, it is essential that there are no obstacles to the free flow of gas across continental Europe to the
UKon fair and reasonable terms and, that companies such asCentrica are able to buy this gas in a liberalised
EUmarket. If not, UK security of supply could be put in jeopardy and UK consumers will continue to pay
more for their energy.

10.3 The EU has a clear timetable for liberalising energy markets, which should already include all
business customers across the community and which will extend to household competition by 2007.
However, the continued reluctance of someMember States to open up their energy markets eVectively is to
the detriment of UK businesses and customers.

10.4 Increasingly there is evidence of energy company consolidation and the creation of favoured
“national champions” on the continent, even before energy markets have liberalised. The most recent
example is the proposed merger between Gas Natural and Endesa in Spain. Such deals often have the
support of national Governments but their impact is to foreclose eVective competition even before markets
have been eVectively liberalised.

10.5 A particular concern for the longer-term, is the lack of eVective open access to the German gas
pipeline network, through which all Russian gas would have to pass to reach theUK. This position has been
reinforced by the recent deal between Russia and Germany by which a major new pipeline, essential for
bringing gas from the East, will now bypass Poland to go direct to Germany through the Baltic Sea.

10.6 It is therefore essential that the UK Government keeps pressing the European Commission and
other Member States to ensure eVective implementation of the Energy Market Directives throughout the
EU. This means that all Member States must implement the Directives in a way that achieves the agreed
objective of a fully functioning internal market.

10.7 Member States need to do more to provide real third party access to gas pipeline networks and gas
storage on the same terms as incumbents, confidence that network-operator unbundling is preventing
discriminatory conduct, full transparency of the market and a regime that encourages investment.

10.8 The Commission must also be encouraged to take prompt action to address anti-competitive
behaviour, under the ongoing sector inquiry into the gas and electricity market.

11. Future Outlook Beyond 2006

11.1 As new import infrastructure comes on-line, the pressure on UK security of supply will be reduced
and Centrica would expect downward pressure on prices, especially from 2007–08 onwards. The Langeled
pipeline running from Norway to Easington is due to be completed in 2007 and the BBL pipeline from the
Netherlands to Bacton in the UK will be completed in 2008. Additional capacity in the Interconnector UK
from 2006 will also increase the potential amount of gas to the UK.
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11.2 LNG provides important diversity of gas supply sources for Europe, since it provides a way of
transporting gas economically over longer distances. Currently the UK has only limited LNG import
capacity at 4% of total supplies compared to 63% in Spain and 21% in France.With the construction of new
terminals at the Isle of Grain and Milford Haven and the conversion of the LPG facility at Canvey Island
this should increase to an estimated 20% by the end of the decade.

11.3 Although global LNG supplies are expected to be tight over the next few years, there are many new
LNG projects under development (eg Nigeria, Qatar). Large scale liquefaction trains and bigger ships mean
that the economics of supplying LNG have improved. Many new projects are expected to come on line in
response to the high levels of gas prices, particularly in the US. With the construction of new regasification
terminals in North America and elsewhere, the gas market is becoming increasingly international and the
UK will have to compete globally for future LNG supplies.

11.4 The UK has lower levels of storage capacity relative to the rest of Europe. Over the next five years
if planned constructions delivered the UK should double its current capacity. Access to European storage
will also be important going forward.

October 2005

APPENDIX 5

Memorandum by the Chemical Industries Association

The following paper represents the Chemical Industries Association’s (CIA’s) formal submission to the
House of Commons’ Trade and Industry Committee’s Inquiry, in accordance with the terms of reference
set out in the Committee’s press notice of 27 September 2005. The paper briefly reviews the chemical
industry’s main characteristics as an energy consumer, outlines the fundamental features of UK gas supply
and demand, assesses the likelihood of shortages and consequent high prices in the coming winter,
emphasises the risks for serious lasting damage to industrial competitiveness, and suggests how disruption
to output may be minimised.

Key Credentials

1. The CIA is the leading representative and employers’ body for the UK chemical industry, with 150
members at over 200 manufacturing sites. Some sites produce bulk chemicals by energy intensive processes;
others make smaller volumes of speciality chemicals. Almost all depend upon energy inputs at some stage
of their operations.

2. The chemical industry contributed a surplus of £4.5 billion4 to the UK’s balance of payments in 2004.
Total turnover is almost £50 billion.4 It accounts for 1.5% ofUKGDP1; 11%ofmanufacturing’s gross value
added;4 employs some 200,000 highly skilled people directly4 and supports several hundred thousand jobs
throughout the economy nationwide. The industry is global both in terms of markets and ownership, with
over 65% of CIA’s membership being foreign “headquartered”. Any significant imbalance between the UK
business climate and other markets can therefore lead to the loss of UK trade and investment.

3. The industry is one of themost energy intensive sectors of the economy, and accounts for 19%5 of total
industrial energy consumption. Gas is also used as a feedstock for making many chemical products,
including fertilizers. The industry’s annual combined energy and feedstock bill amounts to an estimated
£2.5 billion.6 The industry has an excellent record of improving energy eYciency and was the only industry
sector to commit to a voluntary energy eYciency agreement with Government. As part of its ongoing
commitment to energy eYciency, the CIA is now part of a negotiated Climate Change Agreement with UK
Government to deliver an aggregate improvement in eYciency of 34% between 1990 and 2010. A significant
proportion of these improvements have already come from additional Combined Heat and Power (CHP)
plants and the chemical industry now generates around 30% of its own electricity requirements, most of
which is from CHP.7

4. The CIA warmly welcomes this Trade and Industry Select Committee inquiry into the security of the
UK’s gas supply. We hope the Inquiry may help to deliver greater business planning certainty and
competitiveness for our members as significant energy users and major contributors to the UK economy as
a whole.

4 Source: OYce of National Statistics.
5 Source: DTI Energy Consumption Tables, ONS.
6 Extrapolated from 2002 input-output data from the OYce of National Statistics.
7 Source: CHP Association.
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Summary of CIA Response

5. CIA believes that gas supply in the coming winter will be tighter than expected earlier this year. The
period of cold weather in late February and early March demonstrated clearly that capacity to import does
not guarantee that gas will flow to the UK, even whenUK prices are at unprecedentedly high levels. Output
from the North Sea is expected to decline further this winter, leaving the UK even more dependent on
imports. Storage capacity remains wholly inadequate. After the cold spell in February and March forward
prices for gas delivery in winter 2005–06 rose even higher: the market clearly adjusted expectations towards
increased tightness.

6. The UK chemical industry already suVers from high and volatile energy costs that place it at a serious
disadvantage to European competitors. Closures and job losses have already occurred. Cold weather this
winter is likely to see industrial plants cut oV in order to protect household supplies. For chemical plants
the consequences are particularly serious, since lengthy closing and restarting procedures are often needed.
Production is lost for much longer than the actual emergency period. Product quality can be impaired and
process plant damaged. Energy eYciency is adversely aVected, leading to possible failure to meet agreed
climate change targets, resulting in financial penalties. Credibility is lost with both customers and (mostly
overseas) owners: UK plants are less likely to receive essential investment to maintain, upgrade or expand
them. Performance suVers and site closure is more likely.

7. Short-term measures by Government and Ofgem to minimise the risk and severity of industrial
dislocation should include:

— Maximise supply from all sources. Storage should be full at the start of winter, and if drawn down
early in the season should be replenished as soon as market conditions allow. If import channels
are not fully utilised, promote access to spare capacity by third parties at regulated, cost related
tariVs.

— The least disruptive way to reduce gas consumption is by persuading generators to switch fuel. To
encourage this, alternative generating capacity should be at the ready, with adequate stocks of
backup fuel in place, and the logistical means of replenishing them. Any disincentives such as
higher cost of carbon allowances or infringement of other controlled emissions levels should be
removed by a temporary waiver of such regulatory constraints.

— If industrial shutdowns cannot be avoided, then give maximum notice and ensure appropriate
compensation.

Preliminary Observations on Essentials of UK GasMarket

8. Demand for gas in the UK in 2004 was a little over 100 billion cubic metres, or an average of roughly
290 million cubic metres (mcm) per day. There is however a large seasonal variation in demand, both in the
daily average and the peak on a single day, as shown by the chart8:
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8 Monthly data taken from National Grid Gas web site.
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Supply flexibility comes from primary sources, that is to say beach deliveries and imports, in conjunction
with available buVering storage. Peak short term supply is determined by the maximum physical flow rates
from primary sources plus storage. Supply over an extended period is also limited by total storage capacity,
since it is finite. It should also be noted that import capacity does not guarantee actual flow, as the experience
of late February/early March this year demonstrated — see paragraph 16 below.)

9. In the UK’s current position, the maximum gas supply may be inadequate to meet peak winter
demand, so that demand must necessarily adjust. Some gas users might consider switching to electricity as
an alternative, but since 40% of UK electricity generation is now gas fired, this would be of only limited
help. Greater relief would be obtained if industrial gas users and electricity generators could switch to other
primary fuels such as coal or oil distillates. This requires the necessary plant flexibility, fuel stocks,
replenishment arrangements, and emission agreements to be in place. If all other measures are inadequate,
the ultimate “demand side response” means enforced shut down of industrial operations.

10. The UK is linked to Continental Europe by the Bacton-Zeebrugge Interconnector pipeline. This
provides physical access to gas in the Continental European market from Russia, North Africa and other
sources. UK supply and prices are therefore aVected by market conditions on the Continent. Two-way flow
of gas is possible: at any given time, the balance of exports and imports required by shippers determines
actual physical flow.

11. The indirect eVect on the gas market of the electricity link to France should also be noted—export
or import of power respectively increases or reduces generators’ demand for gas in the UK.

12. The newly commissioned Isle of Grain LNG import terminal provides another import route.
Investors in the terminal presumably intend it shall be used, but LNG cargos destined for the UK could
nevertheless be diverted elsewhere, most obviously to the US, if a more attractive price is available.

Prospects for the ComingWinter

13. National Grid’s assumptions in the Winter Outlook Report foresee the following gas supply
capabilities for winter 2005–06:

— Beach deliveries (from North Sea): a maximum potential of 327 mcm (million cubic metres) per
day, with likely sustained production levels of 92.5% of this, or 303 mcm per day available over
an extended period;

— The Interconnector, after the expected timely completion by December this year of its augmented
import flow capacity, can supply up to 48 mcm/day (previously 25 mcm);

— The Isle of Grain LNG import terminal has a maximum throughput of 17 mcm/day, although the
principal users (BP/Sonatrach) have purchased capacity of only 13 mcm/day;

— Maximum flow rates from storage are 42mcm/day from Rough (75 days’ capacity), 29 mcm/day
from medium term storage (for 26 days) and 49 mcm/day from LNG storage (but only 3.3 days’
capacity at this rate.)

14. Overall maximum supply over an extended period, excluding storage, is therefore 354 mcm/day
(taking Interconnector imports at 80%ofmaximum capacity,9 andGrain imports at the contracted 13mcm/
day), which equates roughly to the average midwinter demand in the last two years. Meeting a cold weather
peak no worse than those in these last two very mild winters would still involve drawing at maximum rate
from long and medium term storage. Any prospect of extended cold weather would inhibit release of the
limited stocks of LNG from short term storage at anything like peak rate. All the examples of peak day,
week and month in the Winter Outlook Report (Fig 5, p19) show the necessity of curbing demand in order
to protect supplies to households. If storage falls below the safety monitor level (set high at the beginning
of the winter season, and falling as spring approaches), an emergency is triggered, and the Network
Emergency Co-ordinator acts as system operator and can curb withdrawals or indeed require storage to be
replenished. This would obviously further reduce gas available for immediate consumption.

15. Apart from variations in weather related demand, uncertainties exist over the reliability of North Sea
output and the extent to which both the Interconnector and Isle of Grain terminal actually deliver their
projected contributions. We note that National Grid have now adopted a more conservative view of
maximumNorth Sea output than previously assumed (327 mcm/day compared to 336 mcm/day in theMay
provisional Winter Outlook Report): there should therefore be a smaller chance of an unwelcome
undershoot. This new baseline, together with a downward revision to the demand forecast (now flat:
increased domestic consumption is oVset by lower price sensitive industrial and CCGT demand) implies a
similar supply balance to that assumed earlier in the year. However, with increased imports not fully
compensating for projected lower domestic output, the market is expected to be tighter than last winter.

16. Experience of late February and early March this year, when a cold spell in the UK coincided, not
unexpectedly, with below average temperatures on the Continent, suggests that the Interconnector is
unlikely to import gas at its maximum rate. According to Ofgem’s analysis of this period, inward gas flow

9 The Winter Outlook Report has a slightly more optimistic assumption of 100% of “old” capacity plus 75% of the soon to be
completed expansion. This gives an extra 4 mcm/day.
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was an average of 8 mcm/day, or 30%, below its maximum.10 Shippers may find it even harder to source an
increased volume of gas from the Continent, which has its own logistical supply and flow limitations. The
possibility of the Interconnector actually exporting gas cannot be ruled out. After the recent hurricane
damage in theUS, there is likely to be greater competition for international LNG supplies, so that the Grain
terminal may not reach capacity when most needed. LNG may also be diverted away from the terminal at
Zeebrugge, thus reducing gas availability on the near Continent and putting further pressure on the UK
market.

17. Shippers must be expected to act in their own best commercial interests to maximise profits by
exploiting opportunities both in the UK, on the Continent and indeed further afield: in a free market they
have no explicit obligation to ensure that the UK is adequately supplied with gas.

18. It is therefore extremely likely that the coming winter will force some form of the euphemistically
named “Demand Side Response”, either because instantaneous demand is so high that supply cannot cope,
or because there is sustained high demand over a longer period so that storage is depleted and the need to
conserve what is left further reduces the maximum available flow.

19. Ideally, generators would switch to alternative fuels, but their flexibility may be limited. Electricity
demand itself is likely to be higher than normal during cold weather. Demand from the Continent could
lead to electricity exports to, rather than imports from, France: as well as higher demand in cold weather,
extended dry periods can reduce hydroelectricity supply in France, Italy and Spain. Given the role of gas in
UK electricity generation, this implies extra strain on UK gas availability. Further, stocks of alternative
fuels have to be available, and capable of replenishment if needed for an extended period. Greater use of
coal is penalised by the cost of CO2 allowances under the EU Emissions Trading Scheme (ETS), and use of
various forms of fuel oil, while incurring a lower EU ETS penalty, may fall foul of regulations relating to
emissions of other pollutants.

20. If the generating sector is not able to reduce its gas usage significantly, or in the absence of adequate
financial incentives chooses not to do so, it is almost inevitable that the burden to make these fuel switches
and/or to reduce demand for gas and gas-generated powerwill fall on energy intensivemanufacturing plants,
including key chemical sites.

21. While a few chemical plants can be stopped for a limited period and restarted later, suVering “only”
disruption to deliveries and commercial reputation in the global market place, many operate continuous
processes that are diYcult and expensive both to shut down and restart. Even batch processes operate in
cycles which run over several days and where it is simply not feasible to halt the process in the middle of a
cycle. Apart from the need for advance warning in order to plan such a temporary interruption in
production—without proper notice, it may be impossible to undertake such a procedure safely—the time
needed for both shutdown and start up of the largest plants is measured in days rather than hours.
Instantaneous response cannot be expected. The cost of lost output and spoiled batches of very high value
product will be high. Further,many chemical plants are interlinked, with the output of one plant being piped
direct to a neighbouring one, without any significant intermediate storage, so that a stoppage at one
immediately aVects the rest.Many CHP plants at industrial sites are in a similar position, in that they supply
steam to several process units. The output of some energy intensive chemical plants may be essential to the
operation of other vital activities, for example chlorine for water purification, and carbon dioxide for
cooling in nuclear power stations.

22. The experience of the last winter suggests that high prices may persuade plants which can safely do
so to pre-empt calls for emergency demand reduction by closing or reducing production levels before any
enforced response to safeguard physical supplies is called for. While such action might appear “voluntary”
it demonstrates clearly the damage being done to the competitiveness of UK companies and to the
reputation of the UK as a reliable place to do business. High prices are in any case a symptom of market
tightness and of worries over actual shortage.

23. Although fuel switching may be a theoretical option at some chemical manufacturing facilities, sites
which are covered by tight environmental regulation of their emissions (for example, under the Integrated
Pollution and Prevention Control (IPPC) regulations) may find themselves out of compliance with their
emission limits if they switch fuel for any substantial period and thereby run the risk of prosecution by the
regulator.

24. The Climate Change Levy agreement and rebate system requires individual companies tomeet energy
eYciency improvement targets, which will have been set on the basis of running their most energy eYcient
fuel mix—most likely gas—and on the basis of running the plant at planned levels of “occupacity”. Any
enforced changes in fuel mix or requirements to run the plants at lower level of production, and therefore
less eYciently, are likely to risk failure to meet energy eYciency performance targets. In the event that this
happens, the company will be liable to pay the full climate change levy, without any rebate, on all of their
energy consumption for the next two year agreement period.

25. Many UK chemical plants are owned and operated by multinational companies, of which a
significant proportion are owned and headquartered outside of the UK. The UK plants have sister facilities
located elsewhere in the world and overall company sourcing plans are determined through central planning

10 Presentation to Demand Side Working Group, 6 April 2005.
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functions and planned on a long term basis. Any short-term unplanned interruptions in production at UK
facilities as a result of enforced demand sidemanagementmeasures or of plant closure because of prohibitive
gas prices, will lead to long term loss of confidence in the UK as a reliable sourcing location for such a
multinational company.

Possible Ameliorating Actions in the Event of a ColdWinter

26. We believe the following measures could help in the first instance to prevent, and subsequently
ameliorate the eVects of, a gas shortage. We recognise that in a free market, with independent commercial
operators, the Government’s ability to intervene is limited, so that some suggestions may be diYcult to
enforce; however, we have tried to review all the principal aspects of the supply balance:

— Ensure that North Sea installations are kept in best possible operational order and that
maintenance work is completed in good time.

— Ensure that all available storage is full at the start of winter, and that if drawn down early in the
winter it is replenished as quickly as weather andmarket conditions allow. Any potential planning
barriers for future projects should be removed expeditiously to ensure new storage sites can be
completed as quickly as possible and ideally be available for next winter 2006–07.

— Seek tomaximise Interconnector import flows at times of need. The net flow on the Interconnector
is determined by the balance of shippers’ import and export nominations, and it appears
theoretically possible for shippers to draw supplies from the UK market in order to supply
Continental customers even at times of shortage in the UK. If the Interconnector was not already
importing at full physical capacity, limiting exports might therefore increase net imports—
provided shippers did not reduce import nominations by an equivalent amount. Making it easier
for third parties to access spare import capacity on a regulated cost related basis11 could also help
to increase flows to the UK.

— Maximise flexibility in demand side response by removing disincentives to use alternative fuels (by
simplifying dealings with regulatory authorities, for example by temporary waivers of emissions
limits and other regulatory constraints); ensuring that as much alternative generating capacity as
possible is at the ready; that adequate stocks of backup fuels are in place and replenishment supply
lines are available; and that trials of fuel switching and voltage reduction have occurred.

— Give maximum notice of any required demand side response. This would allow our member
companies to explore a full range of operational options.

— National Grid Gas should consider contracting directly with end users for the ability to turn down
consumption in order to be able to balance supply and demand.

— National Grid Gas to ensure their web site is stable and robust as consumers use this site to keep
themselves informed about the market.

— Review the current drafting of the Network Emergency Co-ordinator’s Safety Case and its
interaction with the Network Code. We are concerned that the NEC’s ability to curtail flows from
a storage site in the event of an imminent or actual breach of the safety monitors may create
perverse incentives on market participants, for example to withdraw from storage earlier in the
winter than otherwise.

— Promote customers’ equal access to data. We call for the approval and implementation of
energywatch’s modification to publish real-time data detailing flows of gas into the market.

October 2005

11 If the price is not regulated, and the capacity seller sets it so as to gain the whole gas market price diVerential between the UK
and the Continent, the incentive to move gas physically is eliminated.
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APPENDIX 6

Memorandum by Ciba Speciality Chemicals PLC

Introduction

1. Ciba Specialty Chemicals12 welcomes the opportunity to contribute to the Trade & Industry Select
Committee’s Inquiry into the UK’s Security of Gas Supply. A reliable, low cost energy supply is critical for
ourmanufacturing options, therefore the possibility of our gas supply being shutdown and the consequences
of this are of great concern.

System Forecast

2. Although we are unable to provide with authority any information on the gas supply situation, the
evidence available to us leads us to conclude that the situation has deteriorated since last winter. This
evidence includes reduced North Sea output, insuYcient new sources to compensate for this and the
relentless increase of gas prices in the forward market. The latter factor is of particular significance to us,
as it appears to indicate a belief that themarket will be tight over the next year. As a significant user of energy
on our manufacturing sites we are extremely concerned by this scenario.

Impact of Gas Shutdown

3. The proposal to shutdown our gas supply would result in:

— High Energy Costs & Uncertain Availability. Although we have the ability to switch to fuel oil
there remains a high level of uncertainty with respect to the availability and price of alternative
fuels. We therefore believe it is entirely possible that we would require to shutdown our operations
in the event of a shortage of gas. This would have adverse short and long term impacts on our
business, which is already under severe competitive pressure.

— Potential Loss of Business, We would require suYcient notice to ensure we can fulfil our customer
orders on time. We are not convinced from recent discussions at the Demand Side Working
Group, set up by Ofgem that NGT would give suYcient warning.

— UK& EU Emission Trading Schemes, There is a significant impact on our emission targets when
burning on oil. Our energy eYciency decreases and our emissions to atmosphere increase. It is not
desirable for any plant to operate on oil under the present Emissions Trading Schemes.

— Increased Legislative Burden. Although we have the ability to switch some equipment from gas to
oil burning, this is only permitted in the event of an emergency.Our authorisation under Integrated
Pollution Prevention and Control (IPPC) does not allow oil burning for other reasons. We would
require to apply, in writing, to the relevant Environmental Authority for a Notice of Variation to
our IPPC Authorisation. We would also have to inform the agency, giving suYcient advanced
notice, of any proposed shutdown of gas and switch to oil burning.

If burning on oil, the agency requires to be notified of the time, date and duration of each
interruption. They also apply stringent emission monitoring & reporting procedures.

Ofgemhave been asked to assist in discussionswith the environmental agencies to allow alternative
fuels to be burned under these circumstances, however progress in this area has been limited.

— Site Operations, Although we have the ability to switch to fuel oil it does not protect all our
operations. We currently have a small Firm Gas Allowance to ensure we maintain various critical
operations on site. If this supply is also cut oV we will have a total site shutdown, with resultant
loss of production.

— Safety Implications, Not only do we require advance notice for the reasons above it is imperative
that we are able to shut our plant operations down safely before switching fuel. Notice is required
to plan and implement our plant shutdowns eVectively.

Possible Response

4. Demand side response is yet another activity which would distract us from our core activities. It
should only be used as a measure of last resort. In addition, as a minimum we would require the following
to be implemented.

12 Ciba Specialty Chemicals contributed to TISC Inquiry into Fuel Prices.
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— Actions need to be put in place to give those businesses aVected as much notice as possible to fully
explore all operational options.We would suggest that NGT are best placed to carry out this task.

— Up-to-Date, real time information on gas flows should be available to gas consumers, in
accordance with Energywatch recommendations. Progress on this to date has been too slow.

— Appropriate incentives should be in place to maintain adequate stocks of alternative fuels across
the country.

— Measures to compensate those impacted adversely by fuel switching in terms of emissions trading
should be considered.

— Any necessary modifications or variations to environmental or other legislative authorisations
require to be fast-tracked with the relevant authorities.

Summary

5. We’re very pessimistic about the security of supply situation with UK gas over the next two years and
only see this resulting in further increases in gas and electricity prices and greater volatility in the markets.

Our business is already suVering real job losses because of increasing competition from the rest of Europe
as well as the Far East. The possibility of unplanned interruptions to our gas supply this winter, and the
consequent damage to our business, has been noted by our Headquarters in Switzerland and will be viewed
as yet another reason why investment in UK is no longer attractive. Measures must be put in place, as a
matter of urgency, to allow appropriatemanagement of any gas shortage byminimising disruption, ensuring
availability of alternative fuels, maximising notice periods and easing regulatory restrictions.

APPENDIX 7

Memorandum by the Department of Trade and Industry

Introduction

1. The DTI welcomes the Committee’s continued interest in this important issue and recognises the
valuable contribution of its 2002 Report on Security of Supply and the Report on Fuel Prices from earlier
this year. The Committee’s emphasis is on security of gas supply. In this Memorandum we have focussed
on security of gas supply for this winter which is of immediate interest, and also looked at howwe can ensure
security of supply in the longer-term.

The Government’s Approach

2. The role of Government is to establish a regulatory and commercial environment conducive to major
new ventures, and to work with individual projects to identify, and help remove, avoidable non-commercial
obstacles so that an eYcient energy market can best balance energy supply and demand.

3. We believe that this approach has borne dividends, in the form of consumer benefits and a healthy and
forward-lookingUKgas sector. Prices to consumers have been low compared to our EUpartners. However,
we take the issue of rising energy prices in theUKvery seriously, and are leaving no stone unturned in finding
ways to mitigate the impact on customers, particularly energy intensive industry and those in fuel poverty.

Gas Supply

The UK Continental Shelf

4. As illustrated in the chart below, gas production from the UK Continental Shelf (UKCS) peaked in
2000 and has since been declining. Forecasts of annual production are given below and show a steadying in
2005–06 and then the continuation of the decline to 2014. This chart also demonstrates how alternative
sources of gas will become increasingly important in addressing this trend.
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5. Maximum daily UKCS production for this winter has been forecast by the oVshore producers to be in
the region of 290 million cubic metres (Mcm) which represents more than half of the total maximum supply
capability from all sources, including imports and storage.

6. After taking account of plant reliability, within-season reservoir decline and potential commissioning
delays, gas availability from the UKCS is expected to be between 85% and 95%. DTI is working with the
oVshore producers to ensure that disruptions are kept to a minimum.

7. This winter, UKCS production could meet about three quarters of average winter demand, with the
rest being made up from imports and storage.

New Investment in Gas Infrastructure

8. In response to increasing demand for gas, the UK gas industry has invested in a number of important
infrastructure projects, representing a private sector investment of at least £10 billion over the next few
years.

9. Three new import facilities will contribute to the amount of gas available to the UK this winter. The
new liquefied natural gas (LNG) import terminal at the Isle ofGrain has already commissioned and received
its first shipments of LNG.A new gas storage project at HumblyGrove inHampshire will begin commercial
operations by early November and a large increase in the import capacity of the interconnector from
Belgium is due to commission in November, a month early. In addition, the eVective capacity of the large
Rough gas storage facility has been increased.

10. There are several further major projects which should be up and running over the next few winters.
These include further up-grading of the interconnector from Belgium. The new “BBL” interconnector from
the Netherlands is on track to commission for winter 2006–07. The Treaty with Norway signed earlier this
year cleared the way for the major “Langeled” import pipeline, also due to commission for winter 2006–07
and further LNG import terminals are under development or being planned at Milford Haven, with other
conceptual LNG projects under consideration for Canvey Island and in North Wales. There are also a
number of new gas storage facilities under active development or planning.

11. These projects are all contributing to the security and diversity of the UK’s gas supplies, including
giving the UK valuable access to the increasingly flexible LNG market.

12. For the longer term, DTI has played a key role in providing a regulatory environment conducive to
new gas infrastructure projects, for example through: inter-governmental treaties with Norway (already
signed) and the Netherlands (to facilitate the Langeled and BBL import pipe-lines respectively); exemptions
from the requirements to hold a gas transporter’s licence and to oVer regulated third party access (relevant
to the interconnectors and the new LNG import terminals); and by ensuring that local planning authorities,
considering gas storage projects, are aware of the national energy policy background. DTI’s confirmation
that there will be no early change to GB’s gas quality regulations (see below) has also helped to reduce
regulatory risk.
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Gas Prices

13. Apart from short-term volatility and seasonality, average wholesale spot prices have been rising over
the period from 2003, having fallen in 2002. These rises are partly driven by the increasing tightness in the
UK market, from the fall in UKCS production, but are also determined by the rising price of oil and other
fossil fuel products. This latter factor aVects the UK gas price because gas prices on the Continent are
contractually linked to oil and oil product prices and theUKgasmarket is physically linked to theContinent
through the gas Interconnector.

14. There is a similar story for the forward wholesale price of gas. This has also been rising, again driven
by higher oil price but also the expectation of a continuing high price, as seen by the forward curve for oil.
However, forward gas prices also are aVected by uncertainty over the potentially tight gas market in the
coming two winters, as UKCS production is projected to decline in 2006 and 2007 and dependence on
import sources and storage increases. Winter prices are very sensitive to the weather and extreme weather
can result in price changes. Price spikes are also likely if the market becomes tighter and nervousness
takes hold.

15. Industrial and household gas prices have also been rising from summer 2004. The factor driving these
price rises is the higher wholesale price. The UK prices for both these groups of users are still below the EU
median apart from the very largest industrial users.

Impact on Electricity Generation

16. Gas has become an increasingly important fuel source for electricity generation in the past fifteen
years. For instance, gas accounted for 40% of total UK electricity supplied in 2004—the single largest
component. By comparison coal and nuclear provided 33% and 19% respectively. In a competitive
generationmarket thewholesale price is determined by themarginal cost of generating electricity of themost
expensive plant on the system at any given time, so one would expect the cost of natural gas to have a strong
impact on wholesale electricity prices given the importance of gas-fired generation.

17. Moreover, the growing integration of the world gas market means its price is increasingly determined
by global supply and demand conditions over which the UK has a relatively small influence. As mentioned
above, the prevalence of oil-indexed gas contracts on mainland Europe means that the market price of gas
is closely linked to that of oil. Consequently, changes in the price of oil can cause similar changes in the price
of natural gas which then feed through to wholesale electricity prices in the UK. Over the past year, for
example, the price of Brent crude has risen by around 19%, the day-ahead price of gas by 18% and the
forward annual baseload price of electricity by 21%.

Impact on Security of Supply

18. The impact of this particular relationship on security of supply is no diVerent in principle to having
wholesale electricity prices largely determined by alternative fuels. So long as there are several independent
sources of the fuel in question, there is less risk of inadequate generation due to unexpected supply
disruption of the fuel. It is should be noted, furthermore, that a potential shortage of one fuel can be oVset
by the greater use of alternatives; and that the UK generation sector has demonstrated itself capable of
switching between diVerent fuels in response to price signals. For instance, coal’s share of the generation
mix rose from 32% in 2002 to 35% in 2003 while gas’s share fell from 40% to 38% as the price of gas relative
to coal increased significantly.

Winter Outlook 2005–06

19. In May of this year, Ofgem published a preliminary consultation by National Grid (NG) on its
outlook for winter 2005–06. This set out possible scenarios for winter gas and electricity supplies and was
published to allow the gas and electricity markets to get information about likely supply and demand
scenarios so that it could prepare an appropriate commercial response.

20. Taking on board those comments received during the preliminary consultation, NG published its
final Winter Outlook Report for 2005–06 in October of this year.

Gas Supply

21. NG confirmed that the demand supply situation for gas will be tight this winter. Principally this is
due to the decline in the UK continental shelf, although, as detailed above, new imported sources of gas are
expected through an expansion of the gas interconnector capacity and the new LNG terminal at the Isle of
Grain. Increased aggregate peak storage deliverability is also expected.

22. NG report that, in all credible cold winter scenarios, it is expected that gas supplies to non-daily
metered customers (eg households and smaller businesses and organisations) can be maintained.
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23. In an average winter (such as last year), it is expected that some large users of gas will be interrupted
through their commercial arrangements with their gas shippers or large consumers could choose to sell their
gas rather than use it, in response to prices. This could include power stations.

24. If the winter is colder than average or if supplies are below NG’s base case scenario then more
significant demand response is required. Two weather scenarios are:

— A “1 in 50 cold” winter—this is a severe winter where there is a prolonged period of cold weather
(ie temperatures averaging"2C over a month and!2C over a further 2 months).

— A “1 in 10 cold” winter—the last cold winter in Britain occurred in 1985–86, where temperatures
averaged"2C for a week and around 0C for two months.

Electricity Supply

25. Events have shown that the market has responded positively to NG’s preliminary report, with some
mothballed plant returning to service, including Killingholme power station and Unit 4 of Grain power
station.

26. NG report that electricity generation plant margins (the amount by which installed generating
capacity exceeds peak demand) are healthy at around 21% this winter. As around 33% of British generating
capacity is gas-fired, there is of course an important interaction between the gas and electricity markets. NG
report that in all credible cold winter scenarios, it is expected that electricity supplies to non-daily metered
customers (eg households and smaller businesses and organisations) can be maintained.

Demand Side Response

27. Electricity generators routinely arbitrage between diVerent forms of fuel according to variations in
price and the Government would therefore expect an eYcient response from this sector to price signals
indicating tightness in the gas market.

28. Other large users of gas have been less accustomed to active management of their energy buying,
following years of historically and internationally low prices. However, Ofgem and DTI have been working
closely with industry in such as the Gas Prices Working Group and the Demand Side Working Group, and
a number of actions have emerged from those processes.

29. TheGas PricesWorkingGroup confirmed the value ofmuch of the work already being taken forward
by DTI, such as the maximising of gas supplies from the UKContinental Shelf, from storage, from imports
and from the interconnector, insofar as this can be addressed through regulatory means. For example, all
unused capacity on interconnectors and LNG facilities will have to be made available to the market under
a new “use it or lose it” obligation. In addition, DTI is undertaking a series of meetings with banks,
commodity traders, hedge funds and so on with a view to confidence building in forward gas markets.

30. Output from the work of Ofgem’s Demand Side Working Group includes the introduction of the
“Gas Balancing Alert” through which National Grid will notify the market of impending shortfalls in gas
supply. This will alert market participants to the opportunity to oVer additional gas for sale, in a way
analogous to the existing electricity Notification of Inadequate System Margin (NISM). A new website
oVering at-a-glance information close to real time on the overall supply-demand balance in the market is to
be launched shortly and additional technical support is being made available to improve the reliability of
the National Grid website.

DTI response

31. Ministers are working to ensure that all possible measures are taken to anticipate problems with
energy supply in the event that an extreme weather scenario should occur. Weekly monitoring by DTI and
Ofgem using information provided by NG mean lengthy periods of severe weather and the consequent
impact on gas supplies will not come out of the blue.

32. Ministers are also in regular contact with key energy industry players to make them fully aware of
the implications of a severe weather scenario and ensuring that they are doing everything they can to be in
a position to address any potential problems.

33. Government also stands ready to respond to an actual energy supply emergency however unlikely
that is this winter; we have well worked out and rehearsed plans to work with industry in such an event.
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Impact of Hurricane Katrina

34. There is still a lot of uncertainty about the level of damage in the US, and the time taken to repair
infrastructure. There are of course reports, however, that the US might be well behind the supplies needed
this winter.

35. TheUS is likely to try tomake up any shortfall by increasing LNG imports from the Atlantic Basin—
though its ability to do so will be constrained by the availability of import facilities, and the extent to which
cargoes are contracted elsewhere. This could potentially aVect LNG supplies into Europe.

36. Both producer and consumer countries could potentially benefit from maximising pipeline supplies
of gas into Europe this winter. It would also be beneficial to improve transparency of gas in pipelines and
storage capacity and to improve flows of gas around Europe this winter—from the areas receiving piped gas
(eg Germany) to those potentially aVected by Atlantic Basin LNG trade (eg W and S Europe). My
Department is in touch with oYcials and market participants in major exporting and importing countries
to encourage consideration of the opportunities here.

Longer-term Outlook

37. We published our views on the longer-term outlook for gas supply in the Secretary of State’s first
Report to Parliament on Security of Gas and Electricity Supply in Great Britain in July this year. Longer-
term information is also published by the Joint Energy Security of Supply working group (JESS).

38. In addition to the new gas import infrastructure detailed above, it is worth touching on the likely
sources of imported gas. Russia holds around a third of the world’s proven gas reserves (2004 estimate).
Over 80% of the world’s proven gas reserves, at end 2004, are located in the Middle East, Africa, Europe
and Russia; many of these are within potential pipeline distance. Within Europe, the Netherlands and
Norway have around four trillion cubic metres of gas reserves (2004 estimate).

39. The UK is increasingly part of the integrated EU gas network, which draws gas from as far afield as
Russia and North Africa and may soon do so from Central Asia and Iran. At present most of the EU’s
imported gas is supplied by pipeline, often over considerable distances, on long-term contracts. While this
creates potential exposure to political threats to cut oV the gas supply and to disruption of supply by political
and economic instability, in practice such incidents have been extremely rare. Moreover the UK’s chief
supplier of piped gas for the foreseeable futurewill beNorway and theUKhasmuch experience of importing
Norwegian gas.

40. The sourcing of gas supplies from overseas is a matter formarket participants. Commercial operators
have every incentive to make their own assessment of the merits of supplies from diVerent countries and
thereby to ensure diverse sources of gas, supply routes and entry points so as to reduce the risks arising from
supply interruption from any one source. Current UK gas market arrangements are already delivering a
number of competing gas import projects, potentially delivering gas from such diverse sources as Norway,
the Netherlands, Russia, Algeria, Qatar and other LNG exporters.

EU Liberalisation

41. The 2003 EU energy liberalisation package requires Member States to open their gas and electricity
markets to competition by July 2007.

42. DGTREN is currently reviewing the progress made by Member States in meeting their obligations
under these measures and is to report to the European Council and Parliament before the end of this year.
We would expect the Commission to take action to ensure Member States meet their obligations.

43. DGCOMP are also conducting a review of competition in the energy sector, with interim results due
later this year and the final report in 2006. This could lead to action being taken under competition law. The
results of this study and the DGTREN review will also be considered to see if further legislation is required
for the development of a properly functioning internal energy market.

Gas Quality Exercise

44. On occasion it is expected that certain future imports may not comply with the UK’s gas quality
specifications—the 1996 Gas Safety (Management) Regulations [GS(M)R]. The Government committed in
the Energy White Paper to monitoring developments regarding gas quality (paragraph 6.21) and in June
2003 the then Energy Minister launched the 3-Phase Gas Quality Exercise to examine the interoperability
issues arising. Work to identify the scale of the issues involved, and the available policy options to address
these, is now almost complete. The Government expects to go to public consultation on the policy options
in due course.

45. Meanwhile, the Government has made it clear that there is no question of an early change in the
GS(M)R. Available evidence indicates that the market is responding appropriately; specifically that
processing facilities to manage gas quality diVerences are being developed where these are required. There
is no evidence that the UK’s gas quality specifications have deterred the development of import projects.
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46. Completion of the 3-PhaseGas Quality Exercise will also put theUK in a strong position to influence
developing proposals at European level for harmonised cross-border gas quality specifications. This will
oVer the best opportunity of ensuring that any proposals are conducive to the eYcient operation of a single
EU gas market and are in the UK’s best long-term interests.

APPENDIX 8

Supplementary memorandum from the Department for Trade and Industry

During my oral evidence on Monday I promised to write to the Committee to clarify the relative prices
of gas and electricity for industrial consumers in the UK and Germany.

I understand that the prices Alistair Buchanan quoted on Monday were for electricity, and thus should
not be compared with the prices I was quoting, which were for gas.

In July 2005 (the latest date for which oYcial figures are available) the UK was at, or below, the EU
median for both industrial and domestic electricity and gas prices, except perhaps for a handful of the very
largest industrial gas and electricity consumers who are not captured separately in oYcial statistics. These
prices refer to the actual average prices paid by retail customers, such as households and businesses.
Individual customers may of course pay more or less, depending on the terms and conditions of their
contracts.

The very large industrial users in GB mentioned above tend to purchase gas at wholesale prices based on
the forward curve, which has recently been higher in the UK than in Continental markets, because of
potential supply/demand tightness in the coming winter. For example, at the end of October the forward
price for Q1 2006 was around 70p/therm in the UK compared with around 50p/therm on the Continent (this
is the price at the TTF hub in theNetherlands, which is more liquid than theGerman Bunde hub). However,
if you look at the forward price for the whole of the 2006 “Gas Year” (which runs from October to
September) the diVerential is much less, around 10%. (As of the date of this letter the diVerential is 12% ie
51.3p/therm for theUKand 46p/therm for the Continent.) If youwere to quote forward prices for individual
months, such as January, you would get a diVerent picture again, so it all depends on the date the prices are
quoted and for which forward period.

I appreciate that the super large industrial consumers are in a very diYcult position, and that rather than
tie-in to annual contracts based on high forward prices, some are reported to have taken the commercial
decision to purchase gas on the spot market. This is a valid alternative strategy but it contains its own risks,
as was seen in February/March this year when spot prices broke the £1/therm level for a brief period.

Turning to electricity, as Alistair Buchanan said in his oral evidence, the forward price for Q1 2006
baseload electricity is currently about 50 Euros/MWh in Germany and 80 Euros/MWh in Britain. Longer
term, however, the forward annual baseload price is around 45 Euros/MWh and 66 Euros/MWh
respectively. It is notable, moreover, that British forward electricity prices have declined from the peak they
reached in mid July this year. In 2004, industrial real electricity prices were 27% lower than in 1997, and
even in July 2005, UK’s electricity retail prices, excluding taxes, for industrial consumers remained below
the EU median.

I can assure the Committee that I take the recent increases in energy prices very seriously, and particularly
their impact on the competitiveness of UK industry. My Department and Ofgem monitor the spot and
forward prices very closely and are leaving no stone unturned in investigating ways to mitigate the impact
on all consumers.We have been meeting regularly with the energy intensive users in theGas PricesWorking
Group and have agreed a list of short to medium term actions such as maximising gas supplies, improving
the functioning of the gas market, encouraging demand side response and pursuing energy market
liberalisation in the EU.

I am copying this letter to Alistair Buchanan at Ofgem.

Malcolm Wicks
Minister for Energy

2 November 2005
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APPENDIX 9

Memorandum by E.ON UK

1. E.ON UK is the UK’s second largest retailer of electricity and gas, selling to residential and small
business customers as Powergen and to larger industrial and commercial customers as E.ON Energy. We
are also a leading power generator and operate Central Networks, the electricity distribution business
covering theMidlands.We buy gas for power generation and for supply to customers, and trade on the UK
wholesale gas market.

2. E.ON Ruhrgas is responsible for E.ON’s Pan-European gas business. It procures gas from Russia,
Norway, the Netherlands, Germany, Denmark and the UK, and delivers it to gas retailers, industrial
consumers and power stations in Germany and in other European countries. It has interests in oVshore UK
gas fields, a stake in the Bacton-Zeebrugge gas interconnector, and is a partner in the new BBL
interconnector.

3. This evidence updates the evidence we submitted to the Committee at the beginning of 2005, covers
market developments since January 2005, the impact of continental gas market conditions, and steps that
we and the E.ON group are taking to help customers and ensure secure gas supplies for the future.

GasMarket Developments Since January 2005

Security of Gas Supply

4. Expected UKCS supply for winter 2005 is lower than expected, with the UK demand/supply balance
now much tighter than forecast a year ago as a result of declining UKCS production, notwithstanding the
commissioning of the LNG import facility at Grain and the upgrading of the import capability of the
existing gas interconnector with the continent. NGT’s Winter Operations Report has concluded that under
normal weather and supply conditions, there are suYcient gas supplies to meet demand with only a limited
amount of demand side response required. In severe weather conditions there are suYcient gas supplies to
meet domestic demand but this will require a significant demand side response (from CCGT power stations
and industrial and commercial gas customers). The gas interconnector cannot be relied upon to import gas
as a cold weather spell is likely to have an impact also on northern Europe.

Prices

5. Gas prices continue to be driven by a combination of declining UKCS gas supply and UK exposure
to market conditions in continental Europe, with the tightness in supply essentially accounting for prices
rising above those available on the continent. In addition to the tight demand/supply balance, the following
factors are particularly relevant:

— forward gas prices have reflected the risk of high demand this winter arising from a potential return
to normal winter temperatures or colder;

— although forward prices have, in our opinion, at times exceeded the top end of extreme weather
scenarios (assuming reasonable infrastructure availability), a period of cold weather could lead to
very high spot prices as, if conditions get tight, gas pricing will not be based on cost, but on
scarcity value;

— forward gas prices also reflect some concern about the availability of continental gas supplies,
given that cold weather in the UK will also cause high demand in North Western Europe. We
estimate that there is an 80% chance of cold weather in the UK also being experienced in North
Western Europe;

— gas prices on the continent have themselves risen further in response to rising oil prices;

— the eVects of hurricanes in the Caribbean have led both to temporary rises in oil prices and to
concerns that LNG that otherwise might be supplied to the UK, would be diverted to the US
market.

Longer Term Price Trends

6. It remains our view that, with the completion of additional gas import infrastructure by 2007, the
supply/demand balance will improve and UK gas prices will converge with continental gas prices which are
likely to continue to be influenced by oil prices for some time to come. It is unlikely that prices will fall to
the level experienced when the UK had surplus domestic gas production.
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The Effect of Continental Gas Prices on UK Consumers

7. Some commentators have suggested that UK gas consumers have been disadvantaged by the
relationship between gas and oil prices on continental gas markets and that this in turn arises from limited
progresswith the introduction of competition in the gasmarkets of someMember States.A report byGlobal
Insight estimated the cost to the UK consumer at £10 billion.

8. We support the introduction of more competition in EU energy markets but believe it is misleading
to hold out the expectation that the UK consumer could benefit from price reductions of this order of
magnitude. Examination of the validity of Global Insight’s assumptions which underpin the £10 billion
figure make clear why this is the case:

— Global Insight adopts long runmarginal costs as its benchmark for assessing the level of gas prices
that would apply in a fully competitive market but then recognises these will not in fact determine
day to day prices and short run marginal costs are far more relevant;

— it assumes that gas would be in substantial surplus. This assumption does not hold for the
continental gas market where existing gas purchase contracts are used to nearly full capacity to
meet contractual commitments to customers. The report also assumes that the producers of gas
selling into the EU market have no market power. This cannot be assumed given that five gas
producers account for about 60% of total supplies.

9. In the absence of oil indexed contracts gas prices would be driven by gas fundamentals (including
demand for LNG from the US and for piped gas in South East Asia) and more influenced by the decisions
of upstreamplayers. There is no reason to suppose that prices would be based onLRMC. In fact prices could
be set at what the market would bear.

10. Continental Europe imports most of its gas (for example, Germany imports 80% of its gas) and the
market has been driven by the need to support the investment in long distance pipelines and gas fields
necessary to ensure security of gas supply. This fundamentally requires an approach where investors in new
gas fields and long distance pipelines can recover their costs through long term contracts with gas buyers.

11. Oil-indexed gas contracts have been attractive, either because they have historically oVered
competitive pricing given market conditions, or because they avoid the price variability that could result
from indexation to short-term gas prices which could be aVected by supply/demand imbalances or any
emergence of co-ordinated behaviour by the limited number of upstream gas producers. Oil indexed long
term contracts have enabled large amounts of infrastructure to be built while maintaining the
competitiveness of gas with other oil-based fuels. Without them, gas supplies to the EU could be less secure
than they are.

12. We expect more indexation of contracts to shorter term wholesale gas prices to emerge, but oil-
indexation to remain a significant component of long term contracts withmajor producers and a continuing,
if diminishing, influence on final prices for some time.

13. A key conclusion from this is that theUKGovernment should not only be seeking to encouragemore
EU energy market liberalisation but should be doing what it can to reduce the price of oil given that the link
between UK gas and oil prices is likely to persist. We welcome the Chancellor’s proposals for international
action to increase production and investment of 13 September.

Retail Gas Prices

14. Suppliers have been obliged to pass on rising wholesale gas costs to consumers, although very large
industrial consumers will seemore immediately the eVects of rising wholesale prices as suppliers individually
hedge these contracts with their own purchases in the wholesale market. Suppliers will back their domestic
sales with a portfolio of gas purchase contracts purchased over time and the eVect on domestic consumers
of rising prices is delayed.

What can be Done to Help Customers?

Domestic customers

15. Rising fuel prices can create major problems for consumers, particularly those for whom energy
already accounts for a significant proportion of expenditure.We have taken a number of steps to reduce the
impact on both domestic and industrial customers.

16. To reduce the impact of the increase in prices announced in July, we oVered an £18 million package
of measures to protect our most vulnerable customers, including:

— a rebate for all customers on our Age Concern tariV for the over 60s to oVset the price rise until
next year;

— an increase in the Cold Weather Payment for Age Concern gas customers of 40%;

— removing the surcharge for prepayment electricity customers;
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— free cavity wall insulation for all customers aged 60 or over and for those onmeans tested benefits,
Tax Credit or Pension Credit;

— free loft insulation for all customers who are on means tested benefits, Tax Credit or Pension
Credit.

17. Our Staywarm tariV continues to provide customers over 60 with energy at a fixed annual price and
we now oVer an energy audit to high energy consumers on this tariV to enable them to continue to benefit
from these terms.

Industrial customers

18. Rising prices over the last year have led to large gas consumers increasingly procuring gas on flexible
contract prices related to short term as opposed to forward wholesale gas prices. About 40% of our total
industrial and commercial sales volume is on this basis, with about 40% of that on a day-ahead price
mechanism which enables customers to use the day-ahead gas price as a signal to load manage if they have
the ability and desire to do so.

19. Many customers approaching contract renewal from a particular date are simply deferring the
purchasing decision and waiting as long as possible to see where the price goes before fixing the price. In
our view, delaying a decision is not necessarily prudent and some customers have found themselves
disadvantaged as a result.

20. We have also seen some fuel switching driven by high gas prices. One of our customers has switched
10 million therms usage from natural gas to gas oil over the period January to March 2006.

Ensuring the UK has Access to Secure and Affordable Gas Prices in the Future

21. In January, we outlined a number of steps to be taken by Government, regulators and companies to
ensure that UKmarkets are operating eYciently and that the UK adopts policies which will help ensure that
it has access to energy at prices that remain competitive. The following developments since then are worth
highlighting.

22. To help maintain secure energy supplies this winter, we have:

— returned 1300MW of mothballed plant at Grain to service, which will enable us to switch from
gas fired to oil generation, reducing demand for gas. However, output from Grain is limited by
environmental constraints, which would need to be relaxed if the station is to contribute eVectively
to avoiding any supply emergency.We are in discussion with the Environment Agency about this;

— purchased distillate for Corby CCGT power station to enable switching from gas to distillate,
subject to technical and environmental constraints;

— ensured fuel stocks at coal and oil stations are at maximum levels in preparation for the winter,
that our gas storage is full; we have also purchased LNG;

— conducted emergency planning to ensure we are as prepared as can be under such conditions.

23. To support secure gas supplies to the UK in the longer term, E.ON continues to invest in
infrastructure which will enhance UK access to gas:

— E.ON UK will be investing £100 million in a major gas storage development in Cheshire and
continues to explore further opportunities for investing in flexible storage;

— E.ON AG has signed an agreement with OAO Gazprom, and BASF AG for the construction of
theNorth EuropeanGas Pipeline (NEGP) through the Baltic Sea which will provide an additional
supply route for Russian gas into North Western Europe including the UK;

— E.ON Ruhrgas has diversified its own sources of gas through the purchase of Caledonia Oil and
Gas Limited with interests in a total of 15 gas fields in the UK Southern North Sea. Caledonia’s
gas reserves total about 14 billion m3 and are to be produced mainly over the next 10 years.

24. Political and regulatory developments are also relevant:

— the UKGovernment has worked to develop a more eVective EU and UK dialogue with Russia on
energy issues culminating in the recent meetings in London in October;

— liberalisation of the EU gas market in Germany has made progress with implementation in July
of the EU electricity and gas directives in national law, establishing the Federal Networks Agency
as an independent energy regulator;

— further progress has been made on making available to the market additional aggregated
information about the physical flow of gas from the UKCS as a means of improving market
confidence. Ofgem are expected to approve an energywatch proposal to publish near real time
delivery flow data at each of the larger multi-user entry terminals in the late Spring of 2006;

— changes to the Network Code have been implemented to encourage market participants to take
action which would help avoid supply shortages and short term price spikes. The harsher
emergency cash-out regime under the Network Code is designed to elicit an early demand side
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response. However this may also increase the premium of forward over spot prices, increasing the
incentive on retailers to buy forward, and the incentive on upstream players to hold gas until the
day ahead. (Significant concerns remain about the potential financial exposure of shippers, who
through no fault of their own find themselves “short” of gas either because of a “rapid” emergency
brought about by major field/transmission system failure and/or Transco preventing storage
withdrawals in an emergency. We have proposed an urgent modification to deal with final
exposure caused by Transco curtailing shippers’ ability to withdraw gas from storage in an
emergency).

October 2005

APPENDIX 10

Memorandum by EDF Energy

About EDF Energy

1. EDF Energy is a major supplier of gas and electricity with approximately five million customer
accounts. We also own and operate an 800MW CCGT power station at Sutton Bridge, 4GW of coal fired-
power stations currently being fitted with Flue Gas Desulphurisation (FGD) equipment and some smaller
CHP generation assets. We have no gas “upstream” field or pipeline interests and procure the majority of
our gas on the UK NBP balancing market ahead of the day. We are therefore reliant on a stable and
transparent gas market where gas prices reflect market fundamentals.

2. EDF Energy welcomes the opportunity to respond to the Trade and Industry Select Committee’s new
inquiry into the security of gas supplies ahead of this winter.

Summary

3. There have been several changes relating to the UK gas supply position and the industry’s perception
of market risk since the TISC presented its findings in March.

4. National Grid’s (NG) forecast of beach supplies for this winter has decreased several times this year.
In addition shippers and suppliers perception of market risk have also changed due to the events of last
March when, despite periods of extreme prices and high demand in the UK, the interconnector exported
gas to the continent. Another contributory factor to the market’s increased perception of risk is the amount
of regulatory change that has taken place this year in anticipation of this winter being the tightest on record.
We believe that some of the modifications recently implemented by Ofgem have significantly increased
shippers risk exposure and will do little to improve security of supply this winter. Indeed, this extra
uncertainty and complexity could exacerbate a potential emergency this winter.

5. In the shorter term it would be useful if Ofgem and NG gave a seminar on gas emergency procedures
to both Shippers and customers ahead of this winter to familiarise the industry with the new emergency
arrangements. Government should also look at putting in place a mechanism to relax local environmental
constraints on non gas-fired generators before the winter so that the system can benefit from having extra
generation capacity available if needed. In addition, Ofgem should not approve urgent modifications
aVecting emergency arrangements close to winter, unless there is a specific event that signals such a need.
We have seen no such event in the last few years that warranted changing cashout prices or emergency
procedures as close to winter as has been done this year.

6. In the longer-term we believe Government should continue to promote the liberalisation of European
energy markets to remove any artificial constraints that may be impeding third party access or trading
liquidity. The implementation of information provisionmodifications to harmonise the level of information
available to gas market participants would also be welcome to ensure the gas market is as transparent as
the electricity market.

7. We are committed to working closely with Ofgem and DTI in the coming months to ensure that the
market works eYciently and eVectively this winter and that security of gas and electricity supplies are
maximised.

Question 1: Is the supply situation in the coming winter likely to be about the same, better or worse than
predicted in February this year?

8. The supply situation is worse than predicted in February, primarily due to downward revisions in
maximum beach deliverability.
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Beach supply

9. National Grid (NG) recently published their final Winter Operational Report (WOR) for 2005–06
which showed a maximum beach supply of 327mcm, which is 9mcm lower than originally predicted in their
May 2005 WOR forecast earlier this year. This reduction is largely due to responses NG received in July
through their Transporting Britain’s Energy (TBE) process and shows supplies from the UK’s Continental
Shelf (UKCS) decreasing faster than originally anticipated by NG. Also, due to the increasing number of
oVshore production problems arising from ageing equipment and mature fields, NG has estimated that on
average only 92.5% of maximum beach deliveries are expected to be delivered this winter. This expectation
is 2.5% lower than the 95%NG used in their 2004–05WOR. In the past NG has over estimated the amount
of beach supplies likely to be received over each winter period and we welcome the fact that NG has
consulted with industry this year in order to produce a more realistic supply and demand assessment.

Demand-side response

10. NG has revised downwards its estimate of the demand-side response that can be realistically expected
from gas-fired power stations (CCGTs) switching to distillate in the event of an emergency in light of
responses to their MayWOR. The actual level of response depends on a number of factors such as the level
of distillate re-supply, the technical ability for CCGTs to successfully switch fuels without tripping and
environmental constraints. NG’s new estimate looks more robust but these are, as yet untested, estimates.

Gas imports and price arbitrage

11. LNG imports are likely to form the peak daymarginal therm of gas in theUK this winter. The volume
of LNG imports into the UK will therefore depend on the price arbitrage between other continental LNG
markets such as Spain and even the USA. Similarly imports of gas via the UK-continental interconnector
will depend on the price arbitrage between these markets. For example, in March this year, the
interconnector exported gas to the continent during periods of high UK demand and high UK gas prices
making the National Transmission System very short. This was eYcient market behaviour as prices on
the continent, where severe weather conditions meant that many large loads were interrupted, ended
20–30p/therm higher than the UK on the day.

12. Uncertainty in LNG and interconnector flows creates uncertainty in the absolute level of supply
available for this winter. However this isn’t new information. We believe that the market has factored in the
likely increase in peak prices into this winter’s risk premiawhen deciding howmuch gas to contract for ahead
of winter.

13. Spain has recently introduced a new cashout price regime that sets prices to 1.5 times the higher of
the Henry Hub or the IPE index during an emergency. This type of arbitrary price fixing does little to
promote an eYcient and single liberalised market as per the recent second European Gas Directive and is
likely to raise prices in neighbouring economies because of the level of interconnectivity.

Weather

14. NG’s base case assuming average temperatures in their WOR forecasts that demand will remain
broadly the same as last winter, with slight increases in domestic volumes oVset by decreases in industrial
and commercial volumes due to high gas prices. TheUKMeteorological OYce has recently issued a forecast
that gives a 66% chance that this winter will be colder than average. Even in an average winter NG predict
that a small volume of demand response will be required to balance the gas system. The forecast of an
increased probability of colder weather suggests that significant levels of demand response are likely to be
required this winter to balance the gas system.

Question 2: If worse, what will the consequences be, and what the Government’s and Ofgem’s responses to the
problem should be?

Consequences of tighter supply margins

15. NG has stated that it can meet all gas demand requirements this winter under average weather
conditions with only a modest amount of demand-side response required and in a one in 50 winter with
3.7bcm demand-side response. However, the UK has never had a gas emergency and the ability for the
market to respond accordingly will depend on:

— significant, as yet untested, volumes of gas demand response from both power and non-power
daily metered customers;

— prudent use of storage throughout the winter period. This potentially includes prudent use prior
to it becoming apparent that the winter is going to outturn colder than average13;

13 NG’s modelling assumes gas is withdrawn optimally from storage to meet demand peaks across the winter. In reality gas will
be withdrawn in response to price signals. These signals may not always be caused by, or coincident with, demand peaks.
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— successful operation of the electricity system at peak requiring some CCGTs to switch to distillate
and others to be displaced by oil and coal plant. Thismay be limited by environmental constraints;

— no major unplanned plant, field or terminal outages occurring; and

— users understanding of the diVerent cashout, balancing and emergency arrangements in the UK
and the continental markets.

Government response

16. In the short-term the tight supply margins in gas and electricity are clear to all energy market
participants and market prices provide a clear signal to maximise the availability of energy installations and
infrastructure this winter. We welcome the DTI’s initiative to produce real-time oVshore gas information
on an aggregate level but we believe that the market would have benefited greatly from having Energywatch
modification 72714 implemented to provide sub-terminal level information in time for this winter. It would
be prudent if Ofgem, system operators and the Government familiarised themselves and the industry with
the procedures for operation in an energy emergency15.

17. To prevent non gas-fired stations being hindered from running to displace CCGTs, it may be useful
if the government put in place a mechanism to relax short-term environmental constraints on non gas-fired
generators before the winter so that system can benefit from having extra generation capacity available if
needed. Examples of limits that could be relaxed are spot particulate and cooling water temperature limits.
Similarly, limits on the number of days onwhich stations can run using back-up fuels could be relaxed. There
is no need to relax annual emission limits (eg sulphur B limits at coal stations) as any increased emissions
during winter can be accommodated by lower use of the aVected plants in the spring and summer when the
gas supply position will be less tight and by the trading of sulphur bubbles between operators.

18. In the longer-term Government should promote European market liberalisation to remove artificial
constraints to gas flows and market liquidity and streamline planning and licensing processes for new
installations. The government should also encourage diversity in the UK generation fleet. The UK is
fortunate that it has a diversified generation mix—c.30% of capacity is gas-fired and of these around 30%
(5.7GW) have the ability to use back-up fuels. In future, if the UK has a higher dependence on gas-fired
generation then the impact of tight gas supply margins on electricity security of supply could be much
more serious.

Ofgem response

19. The amount of regulatory change that has taken place this year in anticipation of this winter having
the tightest supply-demand balance on record has increased the perception of risk in the market. For
example:

— Ofgem has encouraged NG to raise urgent modifications to the Unified Network Code (UNC) to
introducemore penal balancing signals ahead of this winter16. This was done even though industry
spent eight months discussing cashout issues at Ofgem’s Cashout Review Working Group
(CORWG) meetings and concluded that no better alternative to the existing gas emergency
cashout arrangements could be found. Ofgem then prevented the industry from appealing its
decision to implement modification 0044 using Article 12 of The Electricity and Gas Appeals
Order.

— NG has also fundamentally changed its safety case by introducing Monitor Levels17 into their
contract with theHSEwithout consulting the industry. The introduction of safetymonitors means
that withdrawals of gas in store may be curtailed during periods of high demand if NG believes
the monitor levels will be breached. This could precipitate an emergency as shippers withdraw gas
to prevent it being trapped in storage by an emergency even though if left in storage this gas could
have ultimately resolved a supply or transportation constraint that eventually causes an
emergency.

20. These modifications have significantly increased shipper’s risk exposure ahead of this winter as many
of their interruptible and storage contracts were signed before these modifications were implemented.
Changes such as these, with limited lead times, make it diYcult for industry participants to plan eYciently
for winter in confidence that market rules will not change significantly. Indeed, we believe these
modifications to the UNC and NG’s safety case have created greater uncertainty and do little to improve
security of supply ahead of this winter. The perceived increase in market risk may have contributed to the
increase in UK gas prices and it reduces the confidence of shippers and consumers that the market is
producing cost-reflective prices.

14 UNC mod 006—“3rd Party Proposal: Publication of Near Real Time Data at UK sub-terminals”.
15 NG Transco has recently completed an emergency simulation called Operation Moscow.
16 UNCmodification 0044 “Revised Emergency Cash-out & Curtailment Arrangements” andUNCmod 0021 “Revision of the
Emergency Cashout Arrangements”.

17 Safety monitors are used to determine the amount of gas that needs to be retained in storage for NG to safely operate the
network and maintain suYcient gas supplies to deliver security of supply to domestic and non-daily metered customers.
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21. The creation by Ofgem of a gas sub-group of the Demand-side Working Group (DSWG) has been
a welcome development and EDFEnergy has participated in these meetings. However, we are disappointed
that, despite this sub-group being set-up a year ago by Ofgem, it has only met twice—once early this year
and then in late July following a request by a customer representative. The plan to provide the Summary
Gas System Information Service to all shippers and customers via NG’s website is a sensible and prudent
step to ensure that the whole market receives the same information at the same time. This should be
implemented on the 1st November. However, many interruptible contracts are “buyer nominated” which
means that not all shippers will be able to interrupt their sites ahead of an emergency even if they are aware
that an emergency is imminent. The provision of this information may therefore not be able to avert a
potential Gas Supply Emergency.

22. Ofgem should investigate further the role of demand-side services in balancing the gas system. NG
has stated on several occasions that it is not its duty to contract with end-customers for demand-side
response but Ofgem’s legal opinion, and ours, is that there is nothing in theGas Transporter’s licence, which
prohibits them from entering into such contracts. Indeed, Transco spent a considerable amount of time three
years ago working with the industry to design gas demand-side and “turn-down” services and ultimately
raised modifications to the Network code to introduce this18. This reluctance to contract for demand-side
services is in direct contrast with the activity of NG in balancing the electricity system.

23. As previously mentioned we believe it would be useful if Ofgem and NG gave a seminar, ahead of
this winter, on emergency procedures to both Shippers and customers to familiarise industry now that the
emergency procedures have been fundamentally changed.

24. In the longer-term Ofgem needs to liase more closely with industry rather than getting NG to make
changes to industry arrangements that have no support from other market participants. Supply issues will
becomemore significant as the UK begins to import much of its gas needs. Early and eVective dialogue with
industry should allow the design of solutions that meet the needs of all parties.

October 2005

APPENDIX 11

Memorandum by energywatch

1. Context

1.1 energywatch strongly welcomes the Trade and Industry Select Committee (TISC)’s decision to stage
another investigation into a critical sector of the UK economy and its announcement of 27 September, and
is grateful for the opportunity to submit this evidence. Although the submission is from energywatch, it
draws upon a series of business breakfast events, seminars and discussions hosted by energywatch for a
range of consumer groups and commercial energy users who are concerned about the consequences of colder
than average weather, tight supply and energy shortages.

1.2 The last two years have seen turbulent energy markets, which have caused considerable distress to
gas and electricity consumers of all types. In particular a number of fundamental issues have emerged at the
root of these diYculties, and all the indicators are that these factors could be even more influential this
winter. Forecasters are flagging up the potential for severe weather conditions, the UK’s own gas resources
and supply infrastructure faces real challenges in meeting increased demand in those circumstances, and
international energy markets are continuing to see very high prices as global demand and supply conditions
remain tight at a time when market sentiment is adverse. At the same time, the ability of the demand side
(daily metered gas customers) to respond to price and reduce demand on a location-specific basis remains
largely untested.

1.3 In one way or another, all these factors have a linkage to security of supply on the gas system and
will be in play this winter.

2. energywatch Position

2.1 energywatch believes there are four key areas of focus for TISC to address in its investigation. They
go right to the heart of the operation of the current UK energy market regimes and are:

— issues flowing from supply/demand scenario plans that are being made, especially by National
Grid (NG), that warrant discussion and analysis;

— building confidence that assumptions about whether short-term energy needs can be met this
winter are correct, and if not why not;

18 NetworkCodemodification 584 “Provision of Contestable Transmission Support Services”, andmodification 585 “Provision
of Contestable System Reserve Services”. NG subsequently withdrew these proposals without any explanation.
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— considering how to increase the robustness of the energy system over the longer term and
stimulating greater demand side responsiveness in the gas sector; and

— addressing overhanging issues from this year’s earlier gas enquiry by TISC that interrelate with
the current investigation.

3. Problems with Scenarios and Assumptions

3.1 At first glance, NG’s Winter Outlook 2005–06 gives the impression that in normal conditions the
energy demands of British energy consumers can be met. However, digging deeper into the assumptions
behind the Outlook reveals a number of issues that require further investigation. They include:

— the potential for assumed demand response under current rules and incentives, and whether this
capability is being overstated;

— assumptions about energy supply flows, some of which may be overly optimistic; and

— whether there is, with a littlemore eVort, much greater potential for demand side involvement than
is currently possible under market arrangements, and whether accessing it requires additional
measures especially by NG and shippers.

3.2 We expand on each of these points below.

4. Demand Response from Industry

4.1 This is a critical area. NG’s figures imply that voluntary reduction in consumption will be required
through interruptability clauses in the contracts of daily metered gas customers outside the power sector
even under average weather conditions. In a one in 10 cold winter, 30% demand response from non daily
metered industrial customers would be needed and, in NG’s opinion, could be expected for periods of up
to 40 days. In the “Siberian” one in 50 scenario, the requirement on commerce and industry would be
immense and would extend beyond voluntary agreements, perhaps exceeding 50% of the non-power Daily
Metered sector over as much as 50 days if supplies to domestic consumers are to be preserved. This level of
curtailment is simply assumed by NG to be there and available when needed. It would be additional to any
disconnection of gas-fired power stations, and the allied disruption this would cause in the electricity
markets, a contingency, which does not as far as we can see, appear to have been fully worked through in
an integrated analytical process.

4.2 We accept that no energy system is designed to guarantee continuity of supply in the most extreme
of weather conditions. Much of the media and industry attention, however, has focused on average weather
assumptions and scenarios. Met OYce reports of a 67% probability that this winter will be colder than
average would mean that domestic supplies could only be guaranteed through disruption to certain non
domestic gas consumers and in severe weather conditions the disruption might spread to the power sector.

4.3 We would make a further point on the presentation of the outlook. Whilst NG’s analysis is useful in
that it shows average trends over an entire winter, conditions within the season are likely to vary. This
situation means that there may be times in a winter which is classified overall as mild where significant
demand response is required from the industrial sector on exceptionally cold days. The position could be
severe were any cold snap to occur early into the winter, leading to an early recourse to modest storage
quantities available in the UK (see further comment below).

4.4 In this context, there has been remarkably little testing of potential gas consumer behaviour,
especially outside of the energy intensive users. Soundings from this sector suggest that little attempt has
been made to capture demand responsiveness outside of traditional contractual arrangements and outside
of the most energy intensive players. Such a focus is of course understandable against a historical backdrop
of abundant, cheap gas supplies, but in our discussions with small and medium-sized consumers we have
been surprised to learn that there has been little appetite by upstream players to identify further flexibility
as depletion has occurred faster than expected and as prices have escalated. A factor here is simply that of
context. Following a sustained period of low energy prices, there are indications that many large consumers
have run down their physical and intellectual capability to provide back-up supplies and increase
operational flexibility to deal with high prices. An example here is the water sector where significant back-
up generation has been taken out over the 1990s, but it is unclear whether this diminished capability is
reflected in the energy industry’s contingency planning.

4.5 There are also a number of practical or logistical aspects of demand response that require
consideration as there are indications that these points have not been taken into account by NG. They
include:

— quantification of back up/switching capability in the light of environmental consents and
restrictions on operation;

— ensuring that Environment Agency restrictions do not inadvertently increase energy supply
insecurity by placing consenting limitations on operating back-up plant. There is a clear tension
here between the Government’s objectives in reducing greenhouse gas emission limits and the
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possibility that coal and oil-fired plant may need to run beyond their Environmental Agency
restrictions, possibly through derogation, to meet demand in the case that insuYcient gas is
available to run gas-fired plant;

— ensuring that electricity DNOs have up-to-date operational voltage reduction capability;

— alerting consumers to the logistical limitations on operating their back-up plant, including:

— fuel supply procurement and delivery during severe weather;

— condition of equipment;

— adequacy of timescales to switch fuels; and

— potential operational duration available from switched fuels.

4.6 We also note NG’s statement from the Winter Outlook that “It is unlikely that NG will use its
interruption rights to contribute materially to this required [demand] response.” We believe that this
situation eVectively means that shippers’ individual commercial incentives—especially those regarding
balancing of their own positions and gaining from others being out of balance—will naturally encourage
them to act first in their own commercial interests, and not in the interests of the wider system.We therefore
believe that incentives on shippers are not necessarily aligned with those of NG, or indeed consumers. If so,
it follows that their behaviour at times of system stress could have a detrimental eVect on overall system
stability.

5. Assumptions About Energy Flows

5.1 energywatch questions some of the assumptions about import availability behind supply demand
forecasts for the winter in the Winter Outlook. NG’s report itself says that “Security of supply will . . .
significantly depend upon the commercial arrangements [in global markets and Europe] relating to the
importation of energy and demand side response. This market backdrop inevitably creates uncertainty.”
Experience of the cold snap in February andMarch 2005 suggests that even very high prices inGreat Britain
would not necessarily curtail exports from the UK continental shelf into Europe. NG data assumes 100%
utilisation of existing import links and 75% of new links, but we believe this could discount the very realistic
possibility of gas flowing out of GB. The European Commission is also examining access limitations that
may restrict surplus gas on the continent finding its way into GB.

5.2 We also believe that the international nature of the gas market means that we should not assume
import capacity will directly translate to access to gas when we need it, especially when so many unresolved
issues exist about the ability to achieve unfettered access from neighbouringmarkets with dominant players.
LNG is another example of the complexities of increasing globalisation of energy markets. LNG cargoes
cannot necessarily be relied upon for delivery to the UK when they are needed even if new facilities are
commissioned to timetable—if prices are higher elsewhere, as was demonstrated earlier this year, then the
gas will not flow into the UK.

5.3 Equally, it is often observed that the UK has less storage relative to our European partners, with an
average of 11 days storage compared to 55 days in Europe—a position that has been highlighted by other
parliamentary committees. We have yet to see schemes under development come on line when they are
needed, a fact that was recently acknowledged by the energy minister. He told MPs recently: “I would have
hoped that some developments had come on line a year or two earlier.” “That is partly the result of the fact
that the decline in oil and gas from the North Sea happened at a faster rate than many in the market and
in government had anticipated.”19 With gas dependency due to increase over the both the short and longer-
terms, we would like to see the Government address how vital strategic projects can be incentivised and
brought through the planning process expeditiously, especially where they increase the flexibility of the
system to respond to shortage.

6. Encouraging Longer-Term Demand Side Response

6.1 Security of gas supply is not just a winter 2005–06 issue. Wholesale gas prices for winter 2006–07
prices stand well in excess of the 50p/therm level, and oil price forecasts continue to be revised upwards by
industry analysts. As TISC has already noted in its previous gas inquiry, it is not the case “that the decrease
in production [from the UKCS] will take place in a managed and predictable way.” Therefore, in these
circumstances, there are considerable merits in demand response contributing to a more resilient energy
system.

6.2 Looking forward, energywatch believes that there are a number of measures that can be taken to
enhance demand side participation in energy markets. Better integration of the demand-side into energy
markets that are dominated by supply interests would have a number of real advantages. It could:

— bridge short-term supply shortfalls;

— in so doing, alleviate excessive supply-side pricing pressures;

19 Westminster Hall debate on oil and gas security of supply, 12 October 2005.
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— help oVset any predatory pricing in the market place on a localised basis;

— contribute to eYcient resource usage; and

— generally mitigate pressures to burn environmentally detrimental substitute fuels.

6.3 Demand side response is often the “bridesmaid” in energy markets, and needs more thoughtful
analysis and examination both conceptually given diVerences between the electricity and gas sectors and in
terms of practical delivery. There are several indications that NG has not placed suYcient emphasis upon
this option in its planning. In the short term, energywatch considers that immediate actions can still be taken.
Work taken forward byOfgem and theDemand SideWorkingGroup (DSWG) this year has identified some
enhancements, but the work needs to be taken significantly further forward, if not for this year, at least as
an imperative for 2006. The need to take action in this respect is no less real in the longer term, and short-
term measures should form part of a more coherent strategy to establishing an enduring role for the
demand side.

6.4 Examples of areas that energywatch considers warrant early examination are:

— NG should be asked to evaluate gas balancing services as it has already done in the electricity
sector. We believe there are options and opportunities that need not necessarily lead to a
redefinition of NG’s role in this area, which we understand is a concern to the company;

— to do this, DTI and Ofgem should urgently clarify the ability of NG to contract direct with
customers;

— customers need additional routes to market for surplus gas or gas they elect not to use. We do not
understand, for instance, why they cannot be permitted to trade in the on-the day commodity
market should they have the appetite to do so, thereby enabling them to capture the benefits of
their own flexibility;

— more information must be made available to customers on the forward view of supply/demand
conditions, backed up by requirements on physical participants where necessary to give volume
indications. Having information on the day or for the day ahead only in gas is in stark contrast to
the position in electricity where operating margins are publicised up to a year ahead. For many
consumers with rolling weekly production processes, taking a view over at least the operational
week ahead is an imperative. energywatch continues to believe strongly that transparency is a key
requirement for appropriate economic signals to be provided to users and the market in general;
and

— additional routes need to be identified for customers to sell their flexibility back to the market, and
the necessary rule changesmade. For instance, permitting the involvement of agents/consolidators
in the sale and resale of gas. We see no justification for current limitations that tie customers to
their existing shipper/supplier.

7. Overhanging Issues

7.1 The inquiry highlights a number of important interactions with wider market developments. The
Committee addressed a number of these in its 2004–05 price investigation into the gas market, but most of
these still overhang the market. In particular, we would note:

— wholesale liquidity continues to decline. There has been no influx of traders as predicted, and there
remains a number of real structural impediments to realisation of active wholesale trading in both
the gas and electricity markets;

— the understanding of interactions with continental gas markets is limited and evidence suggests the
problems of gaining access to the UK gas market may be greater than initially thought or at least
more deeply entrenched;

— initiatives to improve market transparency have not progressed. Recommendation 15 of the
2004–05 TISC report: “It is currently impossible to provide real time information on gas flows . . .
Information delayed [only] by an hour represents a huge increase in the transparency of this
market”. Producers and shippers continue to share information of a strategic and commercial
nature to which customers have an equal right, but still no access, both in absolute terms and in
terms of timing;

— the assumption that vertical integration creates eYciency for consumers and contributes to greater
security of supply is contestable. Moreover, we believe that there are risks to UK consumers from
moves to increase consolidation within national energy markets across Europe;

— we believe that analysis (conducted on behalf of DTI by Global Insight) of energy market
conditions in 2004–05 as a “perfect storm”—an isolated incident triggered by a unique coincidence
of remote events—underestimates circumstances that are demonstrably repeatable, have since
been repeated, and which may, we believe, create significant risks and costs for consumers in an
even more extreme form this winter.
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8. Conclusion

8.1 The TISC inquiry comes at an important time. energywatch strongly supports the committee’s desire
to establish a deeper understanding of the drivers behind security of supply on the gas system at a time when
the UK is becoming increasingly dependent on imports. This heightened dependency is making British
consumers more susceptible to competitive distortions in international energy markets, and it is they who
will be exposed in the event that the domestic markets do not operate as expected.

APPENDIX 12

Memorandum by The Gas Forum

1. Introduction

1.1. The Gas Forum is the national representative body for all significant UK gas shippers and gas
suppliers and exists solely to serve the interests of its members. Our principal objective is to represent the
views of members, securing consensus where possible through debate and discussion, exchanging ideas,
exploring and investigating industry issues through expert working groups and via specific industry
research.

1.2. On behalf of the Forum members, I welcome the opportunity to respond to the Trade and Industry
Select Committee’s new inquiry into the security of gas supplies ahead of the coming winter. Forum
members have been working intensively with Ofgem and the DTI over recent years to ensure that market
arrangements are in place, which will help ensure maximum gas supplies are available for the next few
winters given the expected tight supply/demand balance.

2. Recent Changes

2.1. Ofgem has recently approved National Grid’s (NG) urgent modification to the Uniform Network
Code (UNC) which introduces more complex balancing incentives on shippers ahead of this winter20 (which
were not supported by the majority of members of the Gas Forum). These changes were approved shortly
after Ofgem approved a change (Modification 0013A),21 which removed the potential for NG to step in and
take actions to reduce gas oVtake at times of very high demand and potential system stress. Whilst this
change was generally supported by the industry, it was a significant change, which requires corresponding
market action in the form of amended shipper behaviour and changes to contractual arrangements between
suppliers and large gas consumers, without which the change could potentially increase the likelihood of
invoking emergency arrangements.

2.2. These uncoordinated changes may not have the intended consequences due to the lack of time for
parties to respond before this winter. It could be argued that if Ofgem felt further changes for this coming
winter were needed, as a result of the introduction of Modification 0013A, then they should not have
approved 0013A in isolation. Regardless, there is now serious concern that these subsequent last minute
changes to the emergency cashout regime have introduced an element of complexity and unmanageable risk
as they have the potential to leave many participants confused, others unable to react constructively and
overall to reduce confidence in the market. We should emphasise that we do not object to further pragmatic
change if this can be made in time to alleviate some or all of these concerns.

3. Demand Side

3.1. We would like to emphasise that the Gas Forum welcomes the work undertaken by the DTI and
Ofgem through the Ofgem Demand-side Working Group (DSWG). However, we are disappointed that
despite this working group being set-up a year ago by Ofgem, it has only recently discussed gas issues in
earnest.

3.2. There are many factors, which need to be considered holistically, to address concerns for this and
future winters, such as the ability and willingness of customers to oVer demand side response. For instance,
many customers are physically unable to interrupt or turn down their oVtake in under three days, as
highlighted in the DSWG. Neither have the arrangements on the continent been explored, for example, in
the event that there is an emergency in the UK and similar problems on the continent, what powers do the
relevant bodies have to curtail exports to the UK? Until all those concerned explore these issues, and many
more, in a coordinated manner, price incentives alone will not resolve concerns.

20 UNC modification 0044 “Revised Emergency Cash-out & Curtailment Arrangements”.
21 UNC modification 0013A “Amendment to Transco’s rights to interrupt for supply/demand purposes”. Modification
Reference Number 0013a(0740a).
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3.3. Gas Forummembers take considerations of security of supply seriously and are very happy to work
with the rest of industry in order to address any issues.While high pricesmay provide an incentive to provide
demand side services, particularly for the extremely large gas users, many customers may find this
insuYcient compared to their own requirements to continuewith production processes to satisfy orders. The
Gas Forum therefore welcomes initiatives to communicate to customers the need for them to participate in
demand side activities to protect the gas system.

4. Next Steps

4.1. The Forum welcomes the Ofgem seminar, “Options for energy buyers this winter”, planned for
7 November. However, we also believe it would be beneficial if Ofgem and NG/IDNs gave a seminar on
emergency procedures to both shippers and customers ahead of this winter to familiarise the industry with
the new emergency arrangements, given the newNetwork Emergency Coordinator safety case that has been
agreed by the HSE and fundamental changes to the UNC that have been agreed by Ofgem. Such a seminar
would provide an opportunity for the industry to go through emergency scenarios step by step under various
conditions and to identify potential issues that may not have been considered. It is the Forum’s view that
it would be preferable for such a seminar to take place before December 2005.

4.2. Gas Forum members consider that further Government intervention is likely to be counter-
productive in ensuring/enhancing security of supply at this stage of the winter. It should also be noted that
there are already existing emergency procedures in place to protect supplies to domestic consumers.

5. Conclusion

5.1. The Gas Forum believes that there may be an issue with continuity of supply for this winter
(depending on the actual severity of weather and demand). The supply and demand balance will
undoubtedly be tight although we are inclined to support NG’s view that provided all parties in the supply
chain co-operate then the UK will be able to cope. However, we consider that any additional market based
intervention would not be constructive.

5.2. It would be helpful if in the longer term customers and shippers were invited to the JESS working
group to participate in the assessment of risks to Britain’s future gas and electricity supplies. In the same
vein, we welcome the inclusion of customers in the Ofgem seminar, as we believe that greater transparency
can only assist in demand side actions.

5.3. I hope that the Gas Forum’s comments have been useful and we look forward to continued work
with the TISC, the DTI and Ofgem to develop better solutions to resolve security of supply issues ahead of
this winter and the next.

25 October 2005

APPENDIX 13

Memorandum by Heren Energy Ltd

Introduction

Heren Energy Ltd is an independent energy markets publisher specialising in the British and European
natural gas and power markets, as well as the international LNG market. Our publications include
EuropeanGasMarkets, European SpotGasMarkets, EuropeanDaily ElectricityMarkets andHeren LNG
Markets. The prices we publish every day are regarded as the benchmark for these markets, and are used
as reference prices for a wide range of sales contracts and intra-company transfers.

TheWinter Outlook

Under certain weather and supply conditions, the gas market in Britain could be severely aVected by
factors outside the control of any market players or other agencies in Britain. The factors at play include:

1. Shortage of indigenous supply due to the decline of the UKContinental Shelf. In the round, this is a well-
known and closely monitored situation. The uncertainty tends to surround the performance of oVshore
fields in periods of peak demand. Severe weather conditions that increase energy demand also cause
problems for oVshore installations, especially the older ones which form the majority. It is notable that
National Grid, in its winter supply outlook, has lowered its assumption of the proportion of oVshore
productive capacity that will actually be available from 95% in 2004–05 to 93% in 2005–06.
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2. The faulty interaction between the British free gasmarket and the neighbouring continentalmarkets which
are monopolistic and whose prices are linked to oil. This relationship has been addressed in detail by the TISC
andOfgem in previous inquiries, but it is worth reiterating that while the Britishmarket is an open and liquid
one that generates competitive gas prices and acts on them,Europeanmarkets work to a completely diVerent
system. Experience over the most recent two winters demonstrates that even when (a) UK wholesale prices
are significantly higher than wholesale prices in northern Europe and (b) there is suYcient import capacity
via the Anglo-Belgian interconnector pipeline (IUK), European gas merchants tend not to respond to price
signals from the UK market. Publicly they argue that cold weather and high demand in the UK nearly
always coincides with similar conditions in their own markets. In private they pour scorn on suggestions
that they should respond to short term price signals, which they say are irrelevant to their core business.
Heren Energy suspects, though it cannot oVer definite proof, that some at least of these companies refuse
to sell gas into the UK at such times because their directors believe that well-publicised diYculties in the
liberalised British markets will assist them in slowing the liberalisation of their domestic markets.

3. The international market in liquefied natural gas (LNG), which for the first time threatens to divert UK
winter supply to other markets in North America or Asia. This adds another layer of complexity to that
already provided by the link with an incompatible market in Europe. The scope for LNG diversion from
Britain this winter is limited in volume during the winter of 2005–06, but its impact on prices could be severe.
From 2008, when the single existing LNG import terminal at Grain in theMedway estuary is joined by two
larger terminals in Milford Haven, the proportion of UK gas supply subject to short notice diversion will
grow from less than 5% to nearly 20%. The dynamics of the LNG market and its eVect on the UK’s inland
market are discussed at greater length below.

Gas Prices at Home and Abroad

In a competitive market, prices reflect the realities of short term supply and demand, and perceptions of
supply and demand in the future. In the British gas market, this means that prices of gas for immediate
delivery reflect the immediate weather outlook. Forward prices ie, prices of gas for delivery from one week
to several years ahead, reflect temperature forecasts (of declining reliability), traders’ judgements of future
supply and demand, and the overall level of risk appetite.

Broadly speaking, the same is true of North America, although there is less emphasis than in the UK on
very prompt gas and more on the forward month. In addition, with a well-supported gas futures market,
there is proportionately more forward trading than in the UK, reflecting much larger risk appetite and a
more homogeneous pricing environment.

In markets designed to restrict or eliminate competition, gas prices generally reflect the oil prices to which
they are linked by contract formulae. The European standard contract references relevant to this discussion
are inland heating oil and fuel oil prices, averaged over a period of three to six months. These prices are
confidential, but their approximate level is well known, and to some extent their future development can be
modelled by reference to the forward oil price (either Brent crude oil or Rotterdam fuel oil and heating oil).

The high oil prices experienced during 2005 have pushed European wholesale gas prices up in to the range
35–40 p/th.

LNG Prices andMarkets

LNG has only recently begun to become a factor in gas price formation in Britain. The first eVect was
seen in the winter of 2001, when high gas prices in the United States resulted in a number of cargoes being
diverted from France and Belgium. The gas companies in these countries replaced the LNG diverted to the
US with spot purchases at Zeebrugge, thus driving up the British spot gas price. The eVect was relatively
short-lived.

The LNG industry is project-specific: typically a complete supply chain is developed on the basis of long
term contracts, with liquefaction plant, tankers and reception/regasification plant all dedicated to a single
buyer or group of buyers. Pricing in the main markets (Japan, South Korea, France, Spain and Belgium)
tends to be similar to that used for pipeline gas in continental Europe, in other words it is oil-indexed. In
general, gas intended for a particular buyer was delivered to that buyer with complete regularity.

Two developments have begun to change the LNG industry:

1. Greater flexibility (or redundancy) has crept in to LNG as the number of projects has grown, and
economies of scale have been introduced. The capacity of a typical liquefaction train hasmore than
doubled since 1990, while the standard cargo capacity of a new LNG tanker looks like increasing
by 80% by 2010. Liquefaction plants generally exceed their design output capacity by 10-15%. At
the same time changes in demand patterns, especially in Japan, have added to the potential surplus
of LNG capacity.

2. With the growth in import demand fromNorth America and Britain, LNG exporters have turned
their attention for the first time to liquid gas markets. Rather than price their LNG sales oV

relatively predictable oil price formulae, they have been forced to accept gas market price risk.
Thus LNG sales (contracts entered into but not yet in operation) into Britain are typically priced
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at the NBP forward month price (M-1). Sales to the US are priced by reference to the benchmark
Henry Hub price. This in turn has encouraged the counterparties to these contracts to formally
include diversion clauses in their contracts.

LNG Arbitrage Trade

Arbitrage refers to the ability to trade at short notice between diVerent markets. While throughout the
1990’s a trickle of LNG cargoes was diverted from normal contractual destinations to other markets, these
tended to be within Asia or from Asia to buyers in southern Europe, especially Spain and Turkey. Initially
they did not involve short term diversions based on opportunity prices in liquid markets.

One particularly contentious diversion has involved Trinidadian LNG sold under long term contract to
several Spanish buyers, nominally for delivery to Spanish terminals. However, nearly all of this gas has in
fact been sold, by the Spanish buyers, under various short- and medium-term arrangements, to the United
States. The Spanish buyers have mostly been able to replace this gas with LNG purchased elsewhere,
particularly fromQatar, Algeria andAbuDhabi. Spain is physically isolated from the rest of the continental
European market, being connected only by one relatively small pipeline from France. The result has been
that the marginal price of gas in Spain is set at Henry Hub, Louisiana, some 3,500 miles away across the
Atlantic Ocean.

The Spanish examplemay set a precedent for theUK.However, there are important diVerences, discussed
later in this paper.

The Structure of LNG Arbitrage

Although transatlantic arbitrage has hitherto been limited in its eVect on the British gas market, the
opening of the Grain LNG terminal in the Medway estuary to the east of London in the summer of 2005
raises the prospect of such trades having a direct impact on short term gas supply. By early 2008, the opening
of much larger capacity facilities at Milford Haven will increase the possibilities.

It is important to understand that the sale of LNG into liquid markets does not necessarily involve a
specific LNG sales contract. Rather, the critical step for companies active in the production and sale of
LNG, or which are active in the onshore gas market concerned, is to secure regasification (regas) capacity.
Control of the regas capacity is a precondition for LNG imports, but it is not necessary to tie the supplier
to a specific physical delivery schedule.

In the British market LNG suppliers have a choice between

A. Selling the gas at the National Balancing Point (NBP). This is the virtual point on the National
Grid’s National Transmission System (NTS) at which all spot trade takes place in the UK, as well
as most deliveries under long term pipeline contracts.

B. Selling the gas ex-regas terminal, that is, re-vaporised and at the inlet to the NTS.

C. Selling LNG ex-ship, that is delivered to the regas terminal, but still in liquefied form.

Option A does not commit the seller to delivering LNG. As long as he delivers the contracted energy at
the NBP, he is not restricted to where he sources it. It would be quite possible to envisage a scenario under
which the seller sources a large part of the gas from the general market, rather than by importing LNG. This
would be especially likely when he has decided to divert the LNG on which he is basing this contract to a
more lucrative market. At the time that he made this decision he would also attempt to secure the
replacement supply. There would inevitably be an eVect on the gas price in Britain,

Although LNG imports into the UK have barely resumed after a break of nearly 20 years, a number of
LNG or LNG-related supply arrangements have been put in place:

— BP and the Algerian state-owned petroleum company Sonatrach, one of the world’s largest
exporters of LNG, have jointly secured the entire 5 BCM/yr capacity of the initial phase of Grain
LNG. The capacity can be used by the owners or it can be re-sold (partially or entirely) to third
party LNG importers. BP has a substantial gas supply business in the UK based largely on its
UKCS production. Sonatrach has begun to market gas in Britain, and is believed already to have
secured several contracts with power generators and industrial buyers. These sales are likely to be
at theNBP, and priced by reference toNBP price indices, such as those published byHeren Energy
Ltd. The source of LNG to be processed through Grain is not restricted to Algeria, and BP in
particular has many options for securing LNG. Both companies have active LNG trading
operations. While neither company has commented publicly on its intentions towards the use of
Grain, it would make no business sense for them to leave the capacity idle or under-used over a
significant period of time. On the other hand, since the Grain facility opened in May, only three
cargoes have been processed through it, in July, September and October. This represents less than
20% of available capacity during that time. The reasons for this low usage are fairly clear: the US
market has oVered significantly better returns throughout the summer and early autumn of 2005.
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From what can be seen of the BP-Sonatrach strategy, it falls under Option A, though it is also
possible, especially in cases where capacity at Grain is being used by or on behalf of third parties,
that Options B and C could come into play.

— Petronas, the Malaysian state petroleum company with major LNG interests in Malaysia and
Egypt, has a contract to supply Centrica (British Gas) with 3.3 billion cubic metres a year of gas
delivered at the NBP from 2008. Petronas has secured regas capacity at the Dragon LNG terminal
now under construction at Milford Haven, and it is therefore safe to assume that Petronas intends
to fulfil the contract predominantly with LNG delivered to Milford Haven. However, because the
contractual delivery point is the NBP, this arrangement falls under Option A above.

— Qatargas II (QG2), a joint venture between Qatar Petroleum (QP) and ExxonMobil (Exxon),
intends to deliver in its first phase about 11 BCM a year of Qatari LNG to the British market via
a dedicated regas terminal at South Hook,Milford Haven. The project is structured 70%QP, 30%
Exxon right through from production, liquefaction, tanker transport to regasification and sales.22

The LNG will be regasified by QG2 in its own South Hook terminal and sold at the inlet to the
NTS to Exxon’s European marketing aYliate. Thus it comes under Option B above. The sales
arrangements are understood to include provision for cargo diversion, though given the size of the
tankers that are likely to be used (up to 250,000 m3 cargo capacity compared to 135,000 m3) the
number of ports to which the QG2 tankers can be diverted will be limited.

— Centrica and Gaz de France have secured capacity rights in the expansion of Grain LNG which
is due to be completed in 2009. GdF is an important supplier in the British industrial market, with
about 13.2% of the market by volume.23 Centrica is understood to be seeking long term contract
suppliers to fill its capacity while GdF is already a major player in European LNG. In addition,
both companies have interests in North American gas, Centrica in Ontario and Texas, GdF in
Quebec. Both are planning to invest in regas capacity inNorthAmerica, and the prospect therefore
is for them to be arbitraging LNG across the Atlantic as part of their wider gas supply portfolios.

North American GasMarkets and LNG Demand

The three countries of North America (USA, Canada, Mexico) constitute a largely integrated market
which is more than seven times the size of the British market and nearly twice as large as the entire EU
market (including Britain).

Consumption 2004 (bcm) LNG Imports

USA 647 18
Canada 89 —
Mexico 48 —
Total North America 784 18
Britain 98 —
Rest of EU 369 40
Total EU 467 40

In 2004, 71% ofUSLNG imports came fromTrinidad. The only other supplier of note wasAlgeria, which
provided 3.4 BCM, or 18% of the US total. Algeria is also likely to be the chief source of LNG for the UK
during the coming winter.

The USA has four existing LNG reception and regas terminals, plus a fifth floating regas terminal in the
Gulf of Mexico owned and operated by Excelerate Energy. The latter is limited in scope by the lack of
available LNG.

The only US LNG terminal with significant spare capacity is at Lake Charles, Louisiana, where the
capacity is owned by BG Group. On the assumption that other terminals largely have dedicated supply for
the winter, this is where any competition with Grain will be focused.

The Outlook forWinter 2005–06

As ever with gas markets, the scale of demand depends on the temperature. On the face of it, there is a
possibility of a bidding war between the US and British markets, assuming cold weather on both sides of
the Atlantic.

Furthermore, competition would not be limited to the Atlantic. The bulk of LNG trade takes place in the
Far East. Asian buyers imported 119 bcm in 2004, or 67% of the 178 bcm of LNG traded worldwide. The
majority of this goes into Japan, South Korea and Taiwan, and it represents almost the entirety of their gas
supply. Thus while LNG is important at the margin for Britain and the US, it is absolutely essential for the
big three Asian buyers.

22 A potential second phase, also 11 BCM/yr, would include Total as a minority shareholder.
23 Datamonitor estimate, August 2005.
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It is useful to compare the current future capacity of Lake Charles with Grain LNG, given below in
bcm/yr:

2005 2006 2007 2008

Lake Charles 6.5 12.4 18.6 18.6
Grain LNG 4.5 4.5 4.5 13.2

Source: BG Group, National Grid, Heren Energy

Heren NBP Price Assessments Jan-Oct 2005
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The chart above compares the Heren Report’s daily prices for the day-ahead and the forward month
through 2005 with its published price for the first quarter of 2006. Heren day-ahead prices are used for
settling industrial contracts within the UK as well as for pricing transfer arrangements between upstream
and downstream arms of the same company. Month-ahead prices are typically the prices used in long term
sales contracts, including those for LNG. The Q1 2006 price represents the market’s view of the peak
demand period in the coming winter.

The chart on the next page demonstrates the outlook in late October. Following the September hurricanes
and the resulting damage to US gas production capacity in the Gulf of Mexico, US gas prices rose sharply,
and reversed the forward arbitrage with the NBP. The clear message is that the US market will outbid the
British market.
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Heren LNG arbitrage outlook Oct 2005
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However, the forward winter price is not set in stone, and cargo diversions are not as simple for LNG
traders to make as is sometimes assumed. Nor are they made many months in advance. A decision to divert
will probably be made 4–6 weeks before scheduled delivery. Therefore for LNG trading purposes, the key
price is the forward month.

At the time of writing the November (forward month) price at Henry Hub is $13.55 per million BTU, or
76.9 p/th—32.1 p/th higher than the NBP November price of 44.8 p/th. Under the circumstances it is
unsurprising that only three cargoes of LNG have been imported to Grain since it opened in July. That is
less than 20% of its capacity.

The peak period of demand in the UK usually falls in January and February. Critical decisions about
whether to route LNG cargoes to Grain or to the USA are likely to be taken in early or mid-December.

The forward month price will be an important factor, but not the only one. For instance, the capacity
holders at Grain (BP and Sonatrach) may take the view that their downstream businesses in the UK require
a certain minimum number of cargoes.

In addition, these companies have already paid for their capacity, and this provides an additional
incentive for them to deliver LNG to Grain. The capacity holders are obliged to oVer unused capacity to
third parties under the use-it-or-lose-it provisions of the facility’s licence. Clearly although they have not
been using their capacity to the full, there has been no demand fromother LNG traders, all of whomoperate
under the same economic and commercial conditions.

A capacity holder at Grain contemplating a diversion to the United States would base his decision on a
number of factors:

1. LNG entering the US at Lake Charles incurs a processing fee of about 30 cents/MMBTU (1.7 p/
th). In addition, there is a basis diVerential (discount) of about 15 cents/MMBTU (0.85 p/th) from
Henry Hub.24

2. The additional cost of transport. At current freight and fuel rates, the cost of a voyage fromAlgeria
to Grain is about 25 cents/MMBTU (1.4 p/th), while a voyage from Algeria to Lake Charles is
about 70 cents/MMBTU (4 p/th).

3. The cost of not using capacity at Grain.

4. The cost to its UK marketing operation of replacing the LNG on the British market.

As an example the prices in the market on 19th October for January gas at the NBP and Henry Hub were
72.85 p/th and 80.9 p/th ($14.24/MMBTU) respectively.25 Subtracting the additional cost of transport and
processing—5.15 p/th—brings the netback fromHenry Hub to 75.75 p/th, a premium of 2.9 p/th over NBP.
Given the other factors involved, this is unlikely to trigger a diversion.

However, the example given above is purely notional, and based on prices for gas to be delivered three
months in advance.

24 Source: BG Group website.
25 Sources are The Heren Report (ESGM) for NBP and Nymex for Henry Hub. Exchange rate £1% $1.76.
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Conclusion

In a situation where both the US and Britain were short of gas, there would be limited competition for
available LNG cargoes. The price eVect cannot be predicted, but it would apply to the entire gas market in
Britain as well as the US.

The competition would be limited by the available capacity at both Grain and Lake Charles as well as
other US import terminals. But amore important consideration is likely to be the limited amount of “spare”
LNG: during the northern hemisphere winter, most LNG projects will be delivering strictly to programme,
and there may only be a handful of cargoes available.

For this reason alone, we find it hard to support the assumption in National Grid’s winter supply outlook
that Grain LNG will deliver gas into the NTS at an average rate of 14 million cubic metres a day, close to
capacity. Actual availability will be a function of the gas prices in North America, Northeast Asia and the
NBP, and the complex and unpredictable interactions between them.

APPENDIX 14

Memorandum by INEOS Chlor Ltd, INEOS Fluor Ltd and INEOS Vinyls Limited
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1. Executive Summary

1.1 INEOS Chlor Limited, INEOS Fluor Limited and INEOS Vinyls Limited are major chemical
companies operating throughout Europe. We are able to provide evidence on behalf of all three companies
based on extensive and comprehensive knowledge of the gas and electricity markets in which the
companies operate.

1.2 Our evidence is based on first hand experience of the operation of UK and Continental European
markets as well as our own extensive modeling of possible supply and demand scenarios developed over the
last 12months. This demonstrates that without corrective action it is foreseeable that the UKwill experience
Security of Supply failures combined with continuing uncompetitive energy prices into the medium term.
In March of this year we sent a report to DTI highlighting our concerns about security of supply for the
coming winter.

1.3 The UK needs secure supplies of aVordable energy. In our view it is unacceptable to balance supply
and demand by either closure of massive sections of the UK’s industrial base or by putting vulnerable
households at risk.

1.4 Since the Committee’s Fuel Prices Report (HC 279-I) was published there have been two further price
“shocks” in the UK gas market. In February/March “spot” prices rose by around 400% and in July forward
prices rose to levels very significantly higher than those seen during the October 2004 “spike”. Prices for the
next three winter periods are already around the price seen at the peak of the October 2004 spike.

1.5 It is the stated and published view of OFGEM/National Grid (NG) that the supply situation for the
coming winter will be worse than predicted in February this year or more correctly since the previousWinter
Outlook publication. An assessment of NG’s one in 10 winter case (which we believe is optimistic) by
consultant cornwallenergyassociates concludes that, for a 40-day period, there will be a need for 100%
switch oV of NTS industrial loads, LDZ large loads and 20% of LDZ interruptible loads.

1.6 We agree with the demand numbers and the capacity of the various supply systems used in the current
Winter Outlook Report (WOR). However a fundamental issue is how much gas will flow through the
interconnector in the event of a colder than average winter across the UK and Continental Europe. We
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believe the assumption in theWOR that the interconnector will be almost full to capacity is unsafe. The only
time this has been tested in cold conditions (last February/March) the flows through the interconnector fell
to almost zero.

1.7 In the event of very credible temperature scenarios, the interaction of the UK and European Gas
Markets can result in very severe gas shortages in the UK leading to the wholesale closure, for significant
periods of time, of vast sections of UK industry.

1.8 The impact of such a scenario will be hugely damaging to UK manufacturing in both the long and
short term. It is quite conceivable that many businesses will simply not restart production operations.

1.9 New infrastructure projects are unlikely to help in the near term. They are simply import
infrastructure and do not give the guarantee of secure sources of supply.

1.10 We consider it untenable that as the EU’s largest andworld’s 4th largest gas producer we have nearly
the world’s highest prices and the severe risk of energy rationing in anything other than an average winter.
It is not being overly dramatic towarn that in the event of below average temperatures theUKwill be thrown
into crisis.

1.11 As a member of the EIUG, we have met regularly, over the last 12 months or so, with DTI and
OFGEM as part of the Gas Working Group. We made a number of suggestions of action that could have
helped improve the situation for this winter. In our view these suggestions have been largely ignored.

1.12 It is now too late to take proper corrective action for this winter. The window of opportunity has
been missed but some immediate actions could be taken to ensure that the UK is prepared for a Gas Deficit
Emergency. These actions are covered in more detail in section 6.

1.13 For the future, the UK needs to press for liberalisation of Continental markets but in the meantime
take urgent action to ensure secure and aVordable sources of supply for the UK.

1.14 The DTI acknowledge the success of UK manufacturing as being crucial to the UK’s prosperity.
Manufacturing is one sixth of the UK economy, accounts for two-thirds of exports, generates 3.5 million
jobs directly andmillionsmore through supply chain and related services. This world leadingmanufacturing
base is already being eroded by high energy prices. An energy crisis will inflict terminal damage on many
sectors, destroying huge amounts of value for the UK economy in the long term.

2. Review of PriceMovements Since “Fuel Prices” Report

2.1 At the time of the Committees inquiry into Fuel Prices, forward gas prices had gone through a peak
in October 2004. This was observed by Government to have been a “spike” and indeed Global Insight, in
a report commissioned by DTI, noted “contributory factors to the spike were many and various”. Some
observers have referred to this price excursion as “a perfect storm”.

2.2 Since the Committee published its Fuel Prices report two further price “shocks” have been observed
in the gas market:

— The February/March price shock. During the period 23 February to 11 March 2005 “prompt”
prices increased by around 400% from around 30 pence/therm (ppt) peaking at around 150 ppt on
one day. During this period, imports of gas through the interconnector fell to nearly zero. The UK
became an exporter of energy by supplying electricity to France through the England to France
interconnector;

— During July 2005 forward prices went through another “spike” reaching levels much higher than
those seen in October 2004. While prices for the near winter have fallen from these highs they
remain at levels seen around the October 2004 spike and prices for future winters are already
trading at record levels (Addendum 1).

2.3 In the Fuel Prices Report, the Committee observed, “without further liberalisation of the European
Gas Market the wholesale market in the UK will malfunction”. We have now seen further stark evidence
of this and are alarmed that the serious impact this is having on the competitiveness of energy prices in the
UK, which we believe will now continue beyond even the next couple of winters.

2.4 Gas producers have invested in infrastructure, which has enabled them to benefit formany years from
selling the UK’s gas reserves at on average near the European “oil-linked price”—a price that bears no
relation to the cost of producing the commodity. This additional demand has surely increased the rate of
decline of UK production and in so doing, has contributed to many of the problems that the UK market
now faces.We believe the energy industry has a responsibility to theUKmarket and they should be required
to provide some of the solutions.
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3. Gas Supply Situation for the ComingWinter

3.1 The Committee is seeking views on “whether the supply situation in the coming winter is likely to be
about the same, better or worse than predicted in February this year”.

3.2 In March of this year, following the spike in prompt gas prices, we predicted the potential for severe
security of supply issues andmade our concerns known to theDTI and OFGEM. The e-mails in Addendum
2 and the report in Addendum 3 were sent to the DTI Energy Team duringMarch. The report was also sent
to OFGEM and NG (then Transco) during March. Our view remains as it was then; the UK is very
vulnerable to supply shortages in cold winter conditions.

3.3 On 5 October 2005 OFGEM/NG published NG’s “Winter Outlook Report 2005”. This report was
presented with the cover headlines that “under average weather conditions . . . a modest amount of demand
response required” and “in 1 in 50 winter conditions . . . suYcient gas to maintain supplies to domestic”.

3.4 In our view the latest version of the WOR is correct in its assessment of the capacity of the various
supply systems and the demand that is likely in various winter scenarios. There is in fact a large amount of
agreement in the capacities of the various “building blocks” that make up any supply/demand model.

3.5 The WOR seems to assume that various market actions are independent of each other. In our view
several facets of the market are likely to depend on temperature as shown in the table below.

Supply/Demand Winter Temperature
Warm Cold

Demand
UK demand Low High
Continental Demand Low High
Supply
UK Beach Supplies High and reliable High (possible reliability issues)
Storage “Churn” High Low
ICUK Imports High if required Low (no gas available)
LNG imports High if required Probably low
Demand Response High if required Low (risk of freezing)

In summary a cold winter is likely to have two eVects, demand will go up and available supplies are likely
to go down. This “double whammy” causes supplies to be low when the need for them is greatest and is the
key reason why the UK market is so vulnerable to cold winter conditions. A more detailed explanation is
given in section 4 and Addendum 4.

3.6 Within the detail of the WOR, NG has considered a single base case supply scenario and the likely
consequences of diVerent weather conditions. In particular, NG considers the scenario of a 1 in 10 cold
winter, which we would consider to be statistically quite likely. (We would note theMet OYce have already
issued an “amber alert”, based on their long range forecasting models, to the energy industry, essential and
emergency services). In NG’s report it is hard to understand the real implications of such a scenario. One
independent consultant, cornwallenergyassociates, has interpreted the analysis and has described much
more clearly the reality of this. They note that for a 40-day period, there will be a need for 100% switch oV

of NTS connected industrial loads, LDZ large loads and 20% of LDZ interruptible loads. This is in addition
to Demand Response by the power generators.

3.7 The extent and impact of this is actually quite diYcult to comprehend but in our view such impacts
are likely to make recent petrol shortages look trivial.

3.8 Importantly we are concerned that NG do not adequately recognise the experience of February/
March 2005 and have base case analysis assumptions which are, at best, extremely optimistic. In particular
we do not consider that suYcient attention has been given to:

— The behaviour of Continental EuropeanMarkets in the event of cold weather and the implications
of this on the likelihood of imports being made at the time that we have the greatest need;

— The ability of the demand side, both power generation and industrial sectors, to provide demand
response; and

— The likelihood of LNG imports being available, again at the time when we actually need it.

3.9 We conclude that the oYcial view from OFGEM and NG is that the supply situation is significantly
worse than they expected in February. Our view is that the situation is likely to be even worse than this
oYcial view. Security of supply is clearly threatened and our concerns, expressed last March remain valid.

3.10 It is essential that we recognise the gravity of the situation facing theUKand take appropriate action
to try and restore a balance to the market.
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4. Gas Supply—an Assessment of Risk by INEOS Chlor

4.1 We accept the view of OFGEM and NG that the coming winter will be tighter than they previously
expected. However, we consider that the WOR fails to adequately recognise the threat to supply security
currently faced by the UK, not only this winter, but also in the medium term, while liberalisation in
Continental European Markets is developed. Our view is based on experience of the market including the
one period when the UK market was actually put under stress and demonstrably failed to provide secure
supplies (during the February/March 2005 spike). We have undertaken our own analysis of likely supply
and demand scenarios combined with temperature scenarios across the UK and Continental Europe (see
Addendum 3).

4.2 In the discussion below, it is important to recognise the diVerence between market structures in the
UK and the rest of Europe. A summary is set out in Addendum 5.

4.3 Below we have set out our key observations on the analysis put forward by NG. For clarity we have
considered scenarios and issues under the following headings:

(i) Weather;

(ii) Supply; and

(iii) Demand response.

Weather

4.4 We are in agreement with the demand profiles that NG use for diVerent UK temperature scenarios.
The demand consists of industrial, power generation and domestic heating. It is worth noting that the power
generation demand (40% of UK power) has virtually all been built since the last cold winter in 1985–86.

4.5 We are not sure what NG assumes for Continental demand. During the February/March spike,
temperatures in the UK fell, although not to exceptionally low levels in absolute terms. In this period,
temperatures were also cold across Continental Europe. We have discussed with the Met OYce, the
correlation of low UK temperatures coincident with low European temperatures. They advise there is an
80% correlation and we conclude that in a period when UK demand increases, demand is likely to be
increasing across the whole of Europe.

Supply

4.6 With the UKCS continuing to decline (now confirmed in Winter Outlook) the UK will, this year, be
more reliant on imports over the winter months. Imports are a combination of Norwegian imports to St
Fergus, continental imports to Bacton and LNG through the Isle of Grain. Based on our understanding of
weather correlation, we will be reliant on imports at precisely the period when “suppliers” of imports will
bemost reluctant to sell gas to theUKmarket as theymay be required, for example, to retain gas tomaintain
legally required strategic stocks.

4.7 In the case of the Interconnector, NG has assumed as a base case that the Interconnector will flow at
100% of its current capacity and 75% of the new capacity (due to be on line from 1st November 2005).
During the February/March spike, flows through the interconnector actually fell and approached zero as
temperatures in the UK and Continental Europe fell. Our view is that from available evidence to date we
should assume, that in time of peak demand, imports through the interconnector will be significantly lower
than NG’s base case scenario. Paradoxically, if conditions are actually relatively mild, there will be little
requirement for high rates of imports as demand will simply not be suYcient to require large imports of gas.

4.8 We also note that for a time during the February/March spike, the UK was actually a net exporter
of energy by way of electricity exports to France through the England to France interconnector. This export
was eVectively equivalent to around 10MCM of gas (because this electricity would have resulted in
additional generation by gas fired power stations).

4.9 Since last winter, the LiquefiedNatural Gas (LNG) Peaking Plant at Isle of Grain has been converted
to receive imports of LNG by ship. NG have assumed this facility will flow gas at around 75% of its import
capacity. Again we have very real concerns regarding the validity of such an assumption. There are two
reasons for this:

— During the February/March prompt price spike, a major contributory factor to high prices was
the reported diversion of an LNG cargo from the import terminal at Zeebrugge (to Spain). It is
likely that in time of stress cargoes will be diverted away from Grain to other markets.

— Further, forward prices in North America are already at higher levels than the UK for the peak
winter months. It is very easy to foresee that LNG will be in tight supply this winter and players
will take the opportunity to divert cargoes. Again due to the more liberalised market in the UK
compared to Europe, it is likely that the first cargoes to be “diverted” will be those intended for
Isle of Grain.
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4.10 We would stress that the issues described above do not merely impact on the coming winter or the
one after that. They will prevail as a result of the systemic failure of the UK market created by inequitabe
levels of liberalisation between the UK and European markets.

Demand Response

4.11 We consider that the need forDemandResponsemust be seen as a fundamental failure of themarket
to deliver security of supply at aVordable and competitive prices. Indeed, it is quite possible that even at
unaVordable prices, security of supply may not be guaranteed.

4.12 We also have serious reservations that the level of demand response assumed by NG will actually
be delivered, in particular by the power generation sector but also by the manufacturing sector.

4.13 In the case of power generators there are a number of factors which will inhibit demand response:

4.13.1 In previous periods of high prices, power prices also rose and “spark spread” remained
positive. As a result there was little financial incentive on generators to reduce demand
beyond normal “two shifting” (which generators will undertake as a matter of course to
take advantage of power price profiles). We consider that, at least in part, evidence put
forward by NG to demonstrate the level of potential demand response is based on what
has actually been seen as a result of such commercial “two-shifting” behaviour.

4.13.2 Power stations with “dual fuel capability” will be reluctant to switch fuels routinely due to
the risk of plant “tripping” during changeover which would give massive exposure to
punitive “cash-out” pricing. This is clearly seen as a risk by generators who are seeking a
derogation to “cash-out” pricing for fuel switching operations. The price of gas oil is
currently above 90 pence per therm so there is no financial incentive to fuel switch unless
the price of gas is substantially above this level.

4.13.3 In addition power stations will be reluctant to shutdown stations during cold weather due
to the risk of lines freezing causing damage and diYculties restarting operations.

4.13.4 Distillate stocks at UK power stations are relatively limited—around five days typically.
When stocks are depleted, it will not be possible to sustain running on distillate or to
quickly replenish stocks as the logistics infrastructure is unlikely to be in place. In any
event, if there is cold weather, transport may well already be severely impacted and rail
alternatives no longer exist.

4.14 In the case of the manufacturing sector there are a number of factors preventing consumers from
shedding demand:

4.14.1 Many consumers are not able to quickly respond to high prices as processes take
considerable time to shut-down.

4.14.2 The implications of shutting down a process particularly in the middle of a cold spell can
be disastrous. In the case of INEOS Chlor, a closure of our manufacturing facilities could
result in a shutdown for many weeks as miles of pipelines may freeze.

4.14.3 Manymanufacturers who have alternative fuels such as distillate are specifically prevented
from burning these due to environmental restrictions, which only allow their use in the
event of aNG interruption.However, due to a recent change to theUnifiedNetworkCode,
NG may no longer call interruption for supply demand balancing purposes. As a result
such alternative fuels are unlikely to be used ahead of a Gas Deficit Emergency being
called.

4.14.4 There are no “demand response products” available in the gas market which parallel the
existing and eVective arrangements in the electricity market which compensate consumers
to provide response services.

5. The Consequences of Supply Shortages on the UK

5.1 INEOS Chlor gave evidence to the previous TISC inquiry suggesting that current market
arrangements will result in high forward market prices which are severely uncompetitive to all consumers
(not only super large users) and which are unaVordable.

5.2 These uncompetitive prices are already having a devastating impact onUKmanufacturingwithmany
companies already having closed, transferred production abroad and stopped further investment. Through
our contacts with customers and others throughout the industrial community we are very aware that this is
not simply a possibility—it is happening now.

5.3 The DTI, on its web-site, notes that manufacturing is one sixth of the economy, generates 3.5 million
direct jobs and millions more through the supply chain and related services. Indeed “the success of
manufacturing is crucial to our countries prosperity, now and in the future”. We consider that prosperity
is already being eroded and the prospect for the future is bleak.
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5.4 We have done a simple economic analysis of the impact of the “competitiveness gap” between UK
and European energy prices. We concluded this is costing the UK economy £24 billion per annum.

5.5 The UK now faces the potential for a devastating energy crunch in scenarios we consider to be more
than merely credible—they are quite likely and currently being “forecast” by the Met OYce. Ewen
McCallum, chiefmeteorologist at theMet OYce, was recently quoted as saying “If our predictions are right,
then the coming winter is likely to be dominated by easterly winds from the Continent, bringing very cold
dry air.”

5.6 In the event that we have cold weather in the UK and Europe, we expect we will see massive price
increases in the prompt market (sustained prices of greater than £1/therm). This is very likely to put many
manufacturers out of business for good.

5.7 Following this, we expect the UK to be short of gas leading to a Gas Deficit Emergency. This will
have consequences such as “3 day weeks”, wide scale power cuts, loss of essential services such as water and
sewerage and further business closure.

5.8 In summary, we are faced with the nightmare scenario that, in the event of very credible winter
weather conditions, the UK will essentially be “closed for business.” Much of this business will not recover
and is unlikely to operate again.

6. Required Actions

6.1 We believe that the long-term solution, to the current energy crisis, is the opening up of gas markets
in Continental Europe and the development of significant UK storage capacity. However, this is not yet
happening and will not happen in the short or medium term. Urgent action, to address the iniquitous
position UK consumers face is required now, to halt the devastating impacts we are already witnessing.
These actions need to be bold and there should be no “sacred cows”.

6.2 As part of the Energy Intensive Users Group, INEOS Chlor have worked with DTI and OFGEM
as part of the Gas Working Group. We are disappointed at the lack of progress on the development and
implementation of actions as a result of the many discussions we have had and the ideas we have proposed.

6.3 The UK has reached the point where little can be done ahead of this winter but some measures which
could be taken are:

6.3.1 Gas power stations be required to test and demonstrate their fuel switching capability;

6.3.2 Immediate dispensation on emissions restrictions be given to facilities with alternative
fuel sources;

6.3.3 NG be instructed to bring forward proposals for Demand Response which adequately
compensate consumers who can oVer demand response services;

6.3.4 Testing be carried out by NG across the system to validate that voltage reduction can still
be employed—a “brown-out”;

6.3.5 Consideration be given to withdrawal of the recent network code modification which
prevents NG from calling interruption for “supply/demand” purposes;

6.3.6 Gas producers be required to ensure that LNG cargoes are delivered to Isle of Grain when
required -this could easily be done by NG buying options for LNG cargoes through the
winter.

6.3.7 Gas producers be required to ensure the interconnector is fully utilised when required—
this could be done by NG buying options from energy companies with pipeline capacity.

6.4 In addition to these short-term proposals, it is essential that actions are taken to improve the market
for the next few winters. Some of these may be seen as interventionist and possibly having unintended
consequences. However it is diYcult to see consequences that are worse than the ones being faced by the
UK if nothing is done ahead of market liberalisation on the continent. The actions we would like to be
considered are:

6.4.1 A fully functioning supply and demand side response market be developed by OFGEM
and NG to enable the market to eVectively balance supply and demand. This could be
based on the system that already works well in the UK power market.

6.4.2 Arrangements could be put in place to provide regulated third party access to the
interconnector on a cost reflective basis;

6.4.3 Arrangements be put in place to regulate the cost of Rough Storage, which enjoys a
monopoly position as the provider of Long Range Storage in the UK;

6.4.4 Action is taken to avoid further delays on the building of new storage facilities by cutting
through the current planning regulations.
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6.4.5 DTI and OFGEM be encouraged to implement the energywatch proposed modification
on information release, which would provide more equitable access to information to all
market participants. We find it unacceptable that gas producers are prepared to share oV-
shore information between themselves (as competitors) but not with consumers.

October 2004

ADDENDUM 1—KEY PRICE INFORMATION

During the mid 1990s the UK successfully pushed ahead with liberalisation of its domestic gas market,
which included a gas release programme, full unbundling and creation of a transparent wholesale market.
This significant transformation initially created a competitive market and attracted many new entrants.
Customers benefited with prices falling to levels reflecting costs of production as gas competed with gas
rather than prices being set through artificial indexation to other energy products.

The opening of the Bacton to Zeebrugge Interconnector quickly eroded this short lived benefit, as
producers were able to sell UKCS gas into Continental European Markets. The gearing eVect of sales of
gas through the interconnector also resulted in pulling UK gas prices back up to the European price level—
again set artificially through indexation to oil products. Thus, it was very quickly, “Business as Usual” for
companies producing gas on the UKCS. (See Graph 1).

As the UK moves to being a marginal net importer, UK consumers have suddenly become exposed to
unaVordable prices and a fundamental loss of supply security. This has been created by the unequal levels
of liberalisation that exist between the UK and Continental European markets.

Graph 1

Long Term “Wholesale” Spot Gas Prices

Source: P Heren – European Gas Markets
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Forwardmarket prices (Graph 2) in theUKare now unaVordable and uncompetitive with forwardwinter
prices having reached a level 100% higher than those in Europe. As a result UK manufacturers are simply
unable to purchase ahead to properly manage business risk.

The impact is already being felt with business failures increasing, investment being curtailed and a whole
range of sectors being forced to divert resources.
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Graph 2

Wholesale “Forward” Gas Prices

Source: P Heren – European Gas Markets/EIUG
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The uncompetitive price ofUKenergy is also seen in the powermarket (seeGraph 3) and is set to continue
for many years to come. Graph 4 shows that each winter (Q1) gas price has been increasing year on year.
The Q1 price for 2007 (and indeed 2008) are already at levels that imply security of supply concerns for
those winters.

Graph 3
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Graph 4

 
Quarter 1 Gas Prices (pence/therm) by Year

Source: Heren ESGM
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ADDENDUM 2—CORRESPONDENCE WITH DTI ENERGY TEAMMARCH 2005

Ref Date Description

1 3 Mar 05 From INEOS Chlor to DTI Energy Team—Sets out the behaviour of the
interconnector during the February/March prompt spike. Highlights that
Short and Medium Range storage stocks were in danger of running out and
that urgent action needed to be taken as UK could run out of gas.

2 11 Mar 05 From INEOSChlor toDTI Energy Team—Highlights that the core assumption
on import levels is flawed and that the implications for Security of Supply need
to be considered.

3 15 Mar 05 From DTI Energy Team to INEOS Chlor—Response to our concerns—
highlights OFGEM as “monitoring spot markets”

4 23 Mar 05 From INEOS Chlor to DTI Energy Team—Proposes some specific actions that
could be taken ahead of this winter and sends full supply/demand analysis to
DTI Energy Team—further actions were also proposed through the EIUG
Gas Working Group.

E-mail (1) 3/3/2005 from INEOS to DTI Energy Team and OFGEM

When I made the presentation to the GasWorking Group in early February I tried to point out that there
had been three price shocks in the UK market in the last 18 months (one in the spot market and two in the
forwardmarket). Youwill remember that I also said it was unlikely that we would get through to next winter
without another price shock. As you are aware we are now in the middle of the fourth price shock, this time
in the spot market. My forecast to the meeting was, unfortunately, almost prophetic.

This latest price shock is bringing into sharp focus the problems with the link between a liberalised UK
market and an un-liberalised continental market. One of the assumptions underpinning Transco/OFGEM
forecasts for winter supply of gas is that the interconnector would import at maximum rates when the price
in the UK market was above the wholesale price on the continent. This view was, I believe, generally
accepted by the market. For reference the continental border price is still below 30 pence/therm.
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Around two weeks ago the price of gas rose to mid 40’s pence/therm in response to cold weather and
increased demand. At this time the interconnector moved immediately to maximum import as would be
expected. This was suYcient to cause some concern but would not have caused the extreme prices we have
seen over the last nine days. On 23 February the interconnector started reducing in rate and on the same
day the UK price for gas jumped to 70 pence per therm. For the last nine days the UK price has averaged
around 70 pence per therm and yet the interconnector has gradually reduced in flow until it is now barely
flowing. There have been lots of market rumours and media coverage about issues on the continent (eg
sustained cold weather and LNG ships not arriving). We believe continental gas companies have been
buying gas at the Zeebrugge end of the interconnector, thus reducing the flow of gas to the UK. Marginal
pricing decisions in continental Europe are setting the gas price for the UK market and the lack of supply
from the interconnector has now put the UK on the brink of catastrophe.

As you may know, in the winter the UK depends for supply on a mixture of beach gas, UK storage and
supplies imported through the interconnector. The storage is made up of long range storage (Rough),
medium range storage and short range storage (LNG). The long range storage delivers at a fairly steady rate
and any peak demands are met by medium and short range storage, which can deliver at high rates for short
periods of time. This storage has almost run out. As I write this there are only 180 mcm’s (million meter
cubed) of gas left in medium and short range storage. This is less than 12 hours of UK demand! I have
explained below what I think will happen in the next week assuming the cold weather continues across
Europe (it is forecast to continue for at least 10 days).

Average UK demand during last two weeks: 394 mcm/day
Average Beach supplies during period: 316 mcm/day
Supplied by Rough storage 43 mcm/day
Supplied by medium/short range storage and ICUK 35 mcm/day

Current ICUK flow (as of two days ago) 3 mcm/day
Current medium/short range storage levels: 180 mcm (less than six days storage)

At current rates UKmedium/short range storage will be empty in less than six days. If the interconnector
flips into export mode the demand on UKmedium/short range storage will be 35 mcm/day for the UK and
50 mcm/day for continental customers. Storage would be empty in only two days.

If the interconnector were importing at full rate (30 mcm) there would only be a demand of 5 mcm/day
on medium/short range storage (suYcient for 36 days).

The message is very stark. Unless the interconnector starts to import at reasonable rates the UK will run
out of medium and short range storage in less than six days. At this point large parts of the UK shut down.

If it is within the power of the DTI to do anything to help resolve this situation, I would urge you to take
action now. Once we have got through the current crisis we will of course want to resume the discussions
on what can be done to address the issues with the UK market.

I think we can count the last two weeks as a very significant “warning” of what might happen if we really
have a cold winter (this winter has been one of the warmest on record) or if we have a similar cold spell at
the start of the winter.

Please feel free to give me a call if you wish to discuss any part of this note.

Andy Waring

Email (2) 11/03/2005 from INEOS to DTI energy team

Thanks for arranging the meeting yesterday.

As I hope I explained at the meeting the experience of the last two weeks has brought stark focus to a key
assumption underpinning the supply of gas to the UK, namely “as a modelling assumption for the
forthcomingwinter, we now assume that the Interconnector will import prior to the use of Rough” (Transco
winter outlook report). Clearly this assumption is not safe as the interconnector flow reduced to zero while
the UK experienced some of the most expensive days ever seen in the UK gas market.

It is clear that the continental markets will put demand on the UK market, without thought or
consideration to the implications to UK PLC before they would use their own strategic storage stocks. It is
entirely credible that if we have a coldwinter the interconnector will export to Europe rather than importing.
I would urge you to get Transco to run their model for 2005–06 winter on the basis of the following:

Scenario 1: UK Beach supplies at 300 mcm/day, no flow through interconnector.

Scenario 2: UK Beach supplies at 300 mcm/day, full export through the interconnector.

My very simple analysis of this would suggest that in a cold winter scenario 1 would lead to shutdowns
in the UKwithin seven days and scenario 2 would lead to immediate shutdowns of UK demand. According
to the transco data the average beach supply in Jan/Feb 2005 has been 306 mcm/day. With an 8% decline
this may be as low as 280 mcm/day by next year, which just makes the issue more extreme. I will send you
a more considered analysis on Monday.
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You asked if there were any issues to add to the EIUG list that we might get Global Insight to look at. I
would suggest the following:

1. A review of security of supply implications given experience this winter.

2. A review of the operation/control of the interconnector to assess what could be done to prevent
export of UK gas. I believe this should include an assessment of the benefit to security of supply
from restricting summer export of gas as the rapid decline in UK gas supplies may be as a result
of the high levels of export we have seen every year.

I will also ask the other members of the EIUG team for their thoughts.

I have talked to Jim Robertson about the discussion on CO2 to nuclear power stations, so he is expecting
a call.

From my point of view the experience of the past few weeks has shattered core assumptions about how
the UK would cope with a cold winter. If you would like me to discuss these issues with anyone in DTI I
would be very willing to do so.

Andy Waring

Email (3) 15/03/2005 from DTI to INEOS

Many thanks for finding the time to come in and talk us through these issues last week, and for keeping
me in touch with developments at the sharp end through email. I know what a challenging time this must
be for all of you over the last week or so, and I’m really really grateful to you for finding the time to keep
channels open with us.

There are some serious issues in play here about how an open, transparent markets in the UK interacts
with less liberal ones on continental Europe and we need to reflect on experiences over the past winter and
make sure the lessons are learned for the next one. As I mentioned on Thursday, we are in close contact with
NGT who will be giving further thought to this over the next weeks and in the run up to publication of the
initial winter outlook for 2005–06. As you say the assumptions about interconnector flows and beach
deliverability are key ones and I know they will be looking at these areas very carefully. Our upstream guys
are also very much engaged in particular on the issue of North Sea deliverability.

I did just want to pick up on something we discussed on Thursday about gas interconnector flows over
the last few weeks. I asked colleagues here to look into this and although there were days when it was
importing at low levels, it seems it did not actually switch direction as the Sunday Telegraph mistakenly
reported this weekend. In fact all the evidence is that the market was working in that gas flow followed the
higher price, though the diVerential between UK and Continental spot prices was quite small at times.

It’s clear from press reports that other markets in Europe have also been very tight over the past weeks—
did you see the piece in the FT yesterday? Our view remains that liberalisation oVers the best prospect for
competitive prices and security over the long run and we will be keeping pressure on the Commission and
our European partners to deliver the reforms we have all agreed and create more transparent, open and
competitive markets on the continent.

We’ve talked here about whether to extend the terms of the Global Insight work to look at recent spot
markets and interconnector operations as you suggest. But for the time being I think we’d rather keep this
work focused on the issues they already have in hand on forwardmarkets, together with the additional areas
added to their remit through discussion with the EIUG team. Ofgem routinely monitors spot markets and
developments in those markets and will be looking at developments of the past weeks in that context. I don’t
wantGI to duplicate work done elsewhere and I’d rather see them keep focused and reporting on time issues
that we can then make progress with together. We can take stock again when we have their first report.

Email (4) 23/03/2005 from INEOS to DTI energy team

Thanks for your email last week. I can see the sense in keeping Global Insight focused on the reports they
are currently working on. As you know we are in favour of liberalisation of the European energy markets.
It is clear to us that the European market should be treated as one market and there should be open access
to energy and distribution systems to allow customers to seek out the best deals and attract competitive
oVers. It is also clear that we are a long way from that position.

The recent cold spell showed how vulnerable the UK market is, being the only liberalised part of the
European market. It seems that during cold weather gas can be diverted away from the UK market to
whichever country is prepared to bid the highest price for that gas. We saw price pressure hitting the UK
from problems in Italy, Spain, France and Belgium. In eVect the UK has become the “swing” market of
Europe. With the mechanisms that are used to set the price for the UKmarket, this means we have the UK
base price set by marginal gas purchase decisions across the whole of Europe.

In the Summer the UK price is set by the wholesale continental price (which is the marginal gas price
during summermonths). In the winter the UKprice is set by the higher of (a) the marginalUK gas purchase,
or (b) the marginal continental gas purchase. This virtually guarantees that the UK will have an
uncompetitive gas price until continental market liberalisation catches up with theUKmarket. As I am sure
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you are aware the UK is the worlds 4th largest producer of gas. It seems crazy that a supposedly
“competitive” market with such high levels of production can give a result where customers pay some of the
highest prices in the world while producers make some of the highest profits in the world.

In addition to our obvious concern about the operation of the UK market we are also concerned about
the physical supply of gas to the UKduring winter months. I have attached the supply/demand analysis that
I referred to in my last email. Please feel free to pass this onto anyone you wish to. I am available to discuss
the analysis with any interested parties. As you will see from the analysis, we believe there is a very real
supply risk during the coming winter. I understand that NGT will be doing their analysis for their Winter
outlook report. I would hope this analysis will be completed very quickly, as any actions that may be
required will probably need to be acted on within the next couple of months if they are to make any real
diVerence to the UK supply. There are a number of physical and market actions that could be taken to
ensure supplies for next winter. I have listed some of the ideas we have below and would be happy to discuss
these further with anyone at DTI.

Physical Actions:

(1) Exports through the interconnector could be stopped. This would help preserve UK gas fields and
would ensure UK storage is filled over Summer.

(2) The project to increase import capacity on the interconnector could be accelerated. It is currently
scheduled to be completed at the end of December. Clearly it would be better if this were available by the
end of Q305.

Market Actions:

(1) Transco could procure gas (or gas options) at Zeebrugge to enable gas to be imported, even under
severe winter conditions.

(2) Key storage facilities could be brought under Transco control to ensure strategic stock decisions were
put ahead of profit.

I believe we are to have another gas working groupmeeting ahead of the seminar in April. I look forward
to both those meetings and hope we can, with the help of Global Insight, find constructive measures that
can be implemented to improve the operation of the market.

Andy Waring

ADDENDUM 3—REPORT ON SUPPLY/DEMAND SENT TO DTI IN MARCH 2005

ANALYSIS OF UK GAS SUPPLY/DEMAND FOR DTI ENERGY TEAM

Summary

This paper looks at the supply/demand balance for next winter under several scenarios, including the loss
of Interconnector import. The analysis is based on real data of actual supply, demand and temperatures seen
and reported publicly for the UK.

Recent experience has highlighted vital flaws in the assumptions underpinning all previous UK gas
supply/demand models. These are:

(i) That the Interconnector will import at maximum rates when demand and price are high in the UK
market and

(ii) The level of deliverability of beach gas.

Supply Capability

The supply capability of UK gas fields is reducing at an alarming rate. The reduction in supply capability
has already exceeded the capacity of the Interconnector and the main UK storage facility at Rough. The
capacity of UK gas fields is well short of winter demand requirements. The UK is critically dependent on
storage, imports from Norway and Interconnector imports. For the past few winters the combination of
supplies has been suYcient to meet demand but this is mainly due to having very mild winters and a higher
capacity in the UK gas fields.

The forecasts made by Transco for beach supplies to the UK seem to consistently over state the amount
of gas available tomeet UKdemand. For winter ’04/05 Transco assumed peak supplies of 364 mcm/day and
sustained supplies of 346 mcm/day. In practice we have seen a peak of 331 and an average of 305 mcm/day
from November to February. This “shortfall” of 30–40 mcm/day is more than the current Interconnector
import capacity.
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Next Winter

Looking forward to next winter there are two key projects increasing the supply available to the UK. One
is the new LNG facility at the Isle of Grain and the other is increased import capacity on the Interconnector.
If both of these projects are delivered, the maximum supplies of gas available to the UK should be able to
cope with a “one in three” winter demand but are not able to cope with winter demands that can be expected
to occur one in every six winters.

If there is a delay to the Interconnector project or gas is not available to fill the new capacity then supplies
are not suYcient for demands that can be expected in a “one in three” winter.

If the UK experiences the combination of cold weather and lack of supply from the Interconnector (as
seen in March 2005), it is expected that significant shutdowns of the UK customer base will be required
within two weeks. The combination of loss of Interconnector supplies and cold weather should not be
considered as independent events. Instead, they are most likely to be coincident as cold weather in the UK
is likely to coincide with cold temperatures on the continent increasing the likelihood in loss of gas imports.

Scope of Analysis

This analysis was prompted by the experience during the recent three-week cold spell in the UK, which
saw a combination of high UK demand and low Interconnector flow. This short cold spell saw key UK
storage stocks fall to alarmingly low levels from a healthy position and prompted concerns about supply
capability for next winter. This paper attempts to assess the supply/demand balance in the UK and assess
whether the UK is likely to run short of gas next winter. Previous models of UK supply have assumed that
high UK prices relative to continental wholesale prices would lead to maximum imports to the UK during
high demand.

During the recent cold spell UK prices reached £1.60/therm while imports through the Interconnector
were close to zero. The average Day Ahead price over the 18-day period from 21 February to 10March was
around 65 pence per therm. This compares to a wholesale price of gas in Continental Europe is about 28
pence/therm at present.

AnalysisMethod

The analysis is done in six stages:
Stage 1: Define the relationship between temperature and gas demand for UK market.
Stage 2: Using data from 1970 to 2004 assess the probability of various temperature events.
Stage 3: Use the temperature data and the correlation from stage 1 to define likely UK gas demand

scenarios.
Stage 4: Assessment of UK gas field production capacity for next winter.
Stage 5: Assess total supply capability for next winter.
Stage 6: Compare supply capability to demand requirements for next winter.

Analysis Results

Stage 1: Define the relationship between temperature and gas demand

The average monthly temperature data was taken from DTI table 1.1.8. The “Gas Output from the
Transmission System” from DTI table 4.2 was used as a basis for demand.

Combining these two sets of data gives the graph on the following page. It is easy to see that there is a
very strong correlation between temperature and demand. Statistically there is a 98% correlation between
the two. From this data it is possible to determine a formula (given in the graph below) linking the two sets
of data. This includes the demand for the UK but does not include the use in the transmission system (about
2 mcm/day) or the use in Ireland (about 13 mcm/day).

Including the demand from Ireland and the use in the transmission system the formula used in this
analysis is:

Gas Demand (mcm/day) % 0.525 * (temp )C)2—28.8 * (temp )C) ! 508
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Monthly Gas Demand (gas output from transmission system)
(Degrees C vs mcm/day for 2000 to 2004)

y = 0.525x 2 - 28.797x + 493.059
R2 = 0.981
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This gas demand is made up of two basic categories. There is a stable demand of around 80 mcm/day
consumed by sites directly connected to the NTS. This is a combination of power stations and large
industrial demand and does not vary with temperature. The remaining demand is delivered via the LDZ’s
(Local Distribution Zones). This demand is a combination of domestic and small industrial/commercial
customers. The LDZ demand is highly temperature dependant.

Stage 2: Assess the probability of various temperature events

The temperature data from DTI table 1.1.8 gives monthly average temperatures for each month from
1970 to 2004. Using this data it is possible to estimate the likelihood of various winter scenarios. Rather than
look at rare events like a “one in 50” winter, we have used the data to assess scenarios that are quite likely.
The table below shows the results of this analysis.

1970–2004 Below 5C Below 4C Below 3C Below 2C Below 1C Below 0C

One Month 29 16 11 6 3 1
Two Months 20 11 3 1 0 0
Three Months 8 0 0 0 0 0
One Month 83% 46% 31% 17% 9% 3%
Two Months 57% 31% 9% 3% 0% 0%
Three Months 23% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%

In the period from 1970 to 2004 there are 35 winters. Of these, 29 have seen at least one month below 5)C,
20 have seen two months below 5)C and 8 have seen three months below 5)C. This can be converted into a
probability; ie there is an 83% chance that a winter will have at least one month with temperatures below
5)C, a 57% chance of two months below 5)C etc. The blocks in yellow in the table above give the key
probabilities used in this analysis. In summary for next winter the key probabilities are:

There is a 9% chance (1 in 11) that we will experience one month below 1)C.
There is a 17% chance (1 in 6) that we will experience one month below 2)C.
There is a 31% chance (1 in 3) that we will experience one month below 3)C.
There is a 46% chance (1 in 2) that we will experience one month below 4)C.
There is a 31% chance (1 in 3) that we will experience two months below 4)C.

These are relatively high probability events. It is easy to become complacent about the chance of cold
weather because we have experienced several of the warmest winters on record over the past few winters.
The chart below shows the lowest winter temperatures each year since 1970. The period in the mid 70’s saw
a dramatic change from “warm” to “cold” winters, demonstrating that it is entirely possible to see a sudden
return to “cold” conditions.
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UK Winter Monthly Temperatures
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Stage 3: Develop a demand profile for winter 2005–06

From the correlation from Stage 1 and the temperature profiles from Stage 2 it is possible to determine
the likely demand requirements for next winter. The table below shows the demand expected for each
temperature.

1970–2004 Below 5C Below 4C Below 3C Below 2C Below 1C Below 0C

One Month 83% 46% 31% 17% 9% 3%
Two Months 57% 31% 9% 3% 0% 0%
Three Months 23% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%

Demand (mcm/day) 377 401 426 453 480 508

This demand can be converted to graphical format giving a demand/probability profile as shown in
Appendix 1.

Stage 4: Assessment of UK gas field production capacity for next winter

It is well recognised (Transco Winter Outlook Report and DTI commentary on gas supply figures) that
the UK production of natural gas has been declining rapidly in recent years. The following graph shows the
DTI data for UK gas production in each of the last nine winter periods. The graph shows the best month
and the best “two-month” period for each winter. At the current rate of decline the UK sources will only
be able to produce at a monthly average rate of 275 mcm/day by next winter. The reduction in capacity that
has occurred since 1990 is more than the combined capacity of the Interconnector and long-range storage.
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UK Net Gas Field Production
(gross production less operator use in mcm/day)
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Stage 5: Assess total supply capability for next winter

The Supply capacity available to the UK comprises:

(i) UK gas production (described in Section 3);

(ii) Imports from Norway (this gas can flow to the UK or directly to Continental Europe);

(iii) Imports through the Interconnector (ICUK); and

(iv) Various storage facilities (generally filled in summer and emptied out during winter).

When added to the other supply sources it is possible to define a “supply stack” for the winter. During
2005 there should be a new LNG import facility coming on line (Isle of Grain conversion project) and by
the end of December 2005 the import capacity of the Interconnector should be increased by the installation
of compressors at Zeebrugge. From these diVerent supply options we have developed four supply scenarios
as shown in the table on the next page.

Modelling Assumptions Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3 Scenario 4
UK Gas Fields and Imports High Import Current Import Low Import Export

UK Gas Fields mcm/day 274 274 274 274
Norwegian Imports mcm/day 40 37 28 17
Interconnector mcm/day 47 25 0 -50
Isle of Grain LNG mcm/day 10 10 0 0

Beach mcm/day 314 311 302 291

Scenario 1: Maximum supply from all supply sources.
Scenario 2: Current import from Norway and ICUK, with new import from IOG.
Scenario 3: No imports from ICUK or IOG. Norway import at levels during winter 2003–04.
Scenario 4: Interconnector in export mode. Norway import at levels during winter 2002–03.

The expected “Beach” supplies (UK production and Norwegian Imports) for each scenario are given at
the bottom of the table. The beach supplies for the current winter (2004–05) averaged 305 mcm/day. If the
beach supplies are declining at 7% per year (as reported by Transco and DTI) the expected beach supplies
would be 284 mcm/day by winter 2005–06. All of the scenarios assume beach supplies that are higher
than this.
Assuming all of the supply sources at maximum capacity the “supply stack” looks like:
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Maximum UK Supply Capacity for Winter 05/06
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This shows the maximum capacity that is available by next winter. By using ALL of the storage facilities
at maximum rate and assuming maximum imports from Norway and the Interconnector it should be
possible to supply demand of 488 mcm/day for five days. After five days at this rate LNG storage would be
empty and the maximum capacity falls to about 435 mcm/day. After only 18 days most of the Medium
Range storage facilities would be empty and supply would fall to a level of about 418 mcm/day.

This “supply stack” depends to a very large extent on assumptions about Norwegian imports and the
Interconnector flows and to a lesser extent on the availability of LNG at the new Isle of Grain terminal.
During the recent cold spell we saw the gas Interconnector reduce to virtually zero flow as a result of cold
weather on the continent. It is reasonable to assume cold weather in the UK is likely to be associated with
cold weather on the continent and therefore gas is less available from the continental sources at times when
the demand for it is most urgent. This is the basis for Scenario 3, which assumes a reduction in Norwegian
imports and zero imports from the Interconnector.

The graph below shows the four supply scenarios.
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Stage 6: Compare supply capability to demand requirements for next winter

The graphs in Annex 2 combine the supply and demand figures from the previous analysis. They are
shown with the best supply option first.

Scenario 1: Maximum Supply

With maximum supply it is possible to meet the demand for any 3)C months but diYcult if the
temperature is 2)Cor below. Formonths below 2)C there would need to be significant demand side response
to reduce demand. There is a 17% chance (one in six) of demand response being required even with all new
supplies available at maximum capacity.

Scenario 2: Current Imports

The maximum supply case assumes the increased capacity through the Interconnector is available. This
is scheduled to be on line at the end of December 2005. If this increase is not available, the supply picture
is shown by the second graph in Annex 1. In this case the UK struggles to meet demand if the temperature
is below 3)C. There is a 31% chance (one in three) of experiencing a month like this in the coming winter.
Under this scenario very significant Site closures to reduce UK gas demand could be required. As can be
seen from the graph the supply shortfall is about 80 mcm/day if the UK has a month below 1)C. This is the
capacity of all the direct NTS demand which includes power stations.

Scenario 3: Low imports

During the very recent cold spell the UK experienced a combination of events that give great cause for
concern. The cold weather in the UK (temperatures were below seasonal normal but were not exceptionally
low) was coincident with cold weather on the continent and supplies of gas through the Interconnector
eVectively stopped. Additionally it is understood LNG ships were not available to supply Zeebrugge. This
set of real events is the basis of the third scenario. This is shown in the third graph in Annex 1. As can be
seen from the graph this level of supply causes severe problems even under the mild 5)C demand conditions.
This supply scenario would, very quickly, lead to closure of large parts of the UK supply system including
parts of the Local Distribution Zones. Under this scenario there may not be enough gas to preserve supplies
for domestic customers.

Scenario 4: Interconnector Exporting

The fourth graph shows the impact of the Interconnector exporting during winter months. There is not
enough UK supply to even begin to meet demand in this scenario. The UK would have to shut the
Interconnector in this scenario to avoid a possible National Emergency. This would eVectively convert this
scenario to the same as scenario 3.

Conclusions

This analysis shows that events we have already experienced during the current winter would lead to
dramatic gas shortages during next winter. In recent years the UK has not faced severe shortages because
we have hadmore supplies fromUKgas fields andwe have been fortunate to experience some of thewarmest
winters on record.

There are two key core assumptions in this analysis that diVer from any analysis we have seen previously.
They are:

(i) Beach supply capability—in winter 2004–05 this has been much lower than assumed in the “Winter
Outlook Report” published by Transco in October 2005. For winter 2004–05 Transco assumed
peak supplies of 364 mcm/day and sustained supplies of 346 mcm/day. In practice we have seen a
peak of 331 and an average of 305 mcm/day. This “shortfall” of 30–40 mcm/day is more than the
current Interconnector import capacity. We consider that the beach flows reported do represent a
good measure of the capability of the oV-shore infrastructure given the (high) level of NBP prices
in the prompt market. We question why there is such a large diVerence between the expected and
actual beach flows. Our expectation is that there will be further decline for the coming winter.

(ii) Interconnector behaviour—it has been assumed that in winter the Interconnector will provide a
base load flow up to its physical flow capacity. This winter, we have seen very real evidence that
this assumption is not robust, especially at times of cold weather, when demand is highest.

Looking forward to next winter, the UK needs all the new supply projects to be delivering and relatively
mild weather to avoid supply shortages. If the increased Interconnector capacity is not available (it is only
planned to come on line at the end of December) or we experience cold weather the UK can be expected to
hit significant supply shortages during the coming winter.
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Source Information/References

This analysis draws on information from the DTI and Transco websites.

DTI table 1.1.8 is used for temperature data going back to 1970.

DTI table 4.2 is used for supply and demand data. This has been compared to data from the Transco
Information exchange website to validate, where possible, the data to use.

The ICUK website has been used as a source of historic flow data from the Interconnector.

Independent information has been used as a source of Norwegian imports.

Transco Winter Outlook Report—October 2005.

ANNEX 1

DEMAND PROFILE

Demand for UK Winter Gas
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ANNEX 2

SUPPLY/DEMAND GRAPHS

Scenario 1: Maximum Supply

Supply/Demand Balance for Winter UK (Maximum Supply Case)
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Scenario 2: Current Imports

Supply/Demand Balance for Winter UK (Current Import Case)
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Scenario 3: Low Import Case

Supply/Demand Balance for Winter UK (Low Import Case)
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Scenario 4: Export Case

Supply/Demand Balance for Winter UK (Export Case)
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ADDENDUM 4

WINTER SCENARIOS

The WOR gives the following capacities of the various supply sources feeding the UK market. We have
added our view or the sources.

Supply (mcm/day)
Winter Outlook INEOS view

Maximum Base Case Max Capacity 60 DayCapacity

Beach 327 303 320–330 300–310
Isle of Grain 17 13 17 13
IC Imports 48 42 48 42
Total Supply Excluding Storage 392 358 390 360
Storage LRS (Rough) 42 42

MRS (Hornsea etc) 29 13
SRS (LNG) 49 3

Total Storage 120 119 120 58
Total Supply Including Storage 512 477 510 418

We agree with the capacity that is available from the various sources on an instantaneous basis. This is
a major step forward from previous WORs that have tended to overstate the beach capability. We do
however have two significant issues with the “Base Case” numbers used in winter outlook. The first relates
to the storage numbers that are assumed. While the instantaneous delivery may be 120 mcm/day there is
not much physical capacity in the medium and short-range storage systems. When taken over 60 days the
“deliverability” of storage is only half the instantaneous capacity. This brings the maximum sustainable
capacity to around 420 mcm/day, assuming almost full imports through the interconnector.

Our second issue relates to the assumptions around the interconnector. It should be recognised that the
interconnector exports as well as imports. If demand for gas is high on the continent it is unlikely that gas
will be made available to supply the UK market and indeed the UK could be seen as a source of gas. If the
interconnector has no flow the maximum sustained delivery is around 375 mcm/day. If the interconnector
is exporting at 75% of capacity the maximum gas available to the UK falls to around 340 mcm/day.

It is worth noting that the supply capacity available to the UK for this winter is greater than the capacity
that was available last winter.

60 day capacity (mcm/d) 2004–05 2005–06 Change

Beach 320 303 "17
Isle of Grain 0 13 !13
IC Imports 25 42 !17
Total Supply Excluding Storage 345 358 !13
Storage 55 58 !3
Total Supply Including Storage 400 416 !16

Clearly if capacity were the key issue, this winter should be seen by the market as better than last winter.
The issue that the market is concerned about is whether there will be gas available to fill the capacity when
it is required. We believe the sustainable deliverability available to the UKmarket during cold weather will
be around 420 mcm/day if the new import systems are utilised but this could fall to as little as 340 mcm/day
if the interconnector exports gas.

On the demand side we would agree with the analysis in the WOR that gives demand between 400 and
520 mcm/day for the top 60 days of a cold winter. The 60 day demand rate seems to be around 450 mcm/
day for a “1 in 10” winter and around 400 mcm/day for an average winter.

The following table shows the supply/demand balance for average and coldwinter conditionswith various
interconnector flows.

Supply/demand balance (mcm/day) Winter Scenarios
Import Zero import Export

Interconnector flow mcm/day 42 0 "35
60 day supply capacity mcm/day 420 375 340
UK 60 day supply/demand balance
“1 in 10” cold winter 450 mcm/d "30 "75 "110
Average winter 400 mcm/d !20 "25 "60

In our view theUKcan survive averagewinter conditions if the interconnector imports at reasonable rates
and this is probably a safe assumption for an average winter. However in a cold winter it is less likely that
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gas will be available to import through the interconnector and more likely that the UK will be short of gas.
The gas shortfall will depend on the interconnector flows but is very likely to lead to wide scale demand side
destruction.

ADDENDUM 5

MARKET STRUCTURE

Over the past decade UK markets for gas and electricity have been open to foreign companies to invest
in. This led to a number of American and European companies buying the UK regional distribution and
supply businesses. In recent years the American companies have largely sold their positions leading to a
second round of acquisitions in the UK supply market. As this paper is being written there is much
speculation about a possible takeover of Scottish Power by E.on of Germany.

The result of years of takeovers is that the UK market now has around 50% of supply controlled by
foreign companies that may well have competing priorities in times of energy shortage. The same is not true
of Northern European markets where the lack of liberalisation has prevented any significant access by
foreign firms. The following diagrams show the extent of ownership that foreign companies have over the
UK energy markets.

SSE Borealis &
Ontario Teachers

Macquarie
Investment

Management

UU & CKI

SSE Borealis & Ontario Teachers

Ownership of UK Gas Distribution Networks

NGT

Ownership of UK Electricity Distribution Networks
KEY

3 SSE (UK)

2 SP (UK)

1 UU (UK)

1 MAH (American)

2 E.on (German)

1 RWE (German)

4EdF (French)

In our view the economic drivers of the UK supply businesses will quite reasonably include their whole
European portfolio. This means that the German and French supply companies will need to work out what
is in their best economic interest. In times of gas supply shortage this may include protection of their home
market as well as trying to ensure reliable supplies to the UK market. All gas markets have to be able to
cope with large changes in demand between winter and summer. The gas demand in winter is around twice
the summer demand on a daily basis. This change in demand is managed by a combination of flexible
production and storage. Production assets are maintained during the summer months to make sure they
havemaximum supply capacity during the winter. Storage systems are filled during the summer and emptied
during the winter. Larger storage systems are, in eVect, able to move summer production to winter delivery.

ContinentalMarket Structure

The continental gasmarket is very diVerent than theUKmarket. In general the continental countries have
very little indigenous gas production and therefore have to rely on imports of gas and large storage facilities
to ensure reliable supplies. The imports are via long term gas supply contracts from surrounding producing
countries. These contracts link the price of gas to oil products and typically have volume constraints
(minimum and maximum). The prices of these “border” gas contracts are published by Heren. During the
summer months the supply companies on the continent will fill storage, which can then be used to maintain
supplies during winter months. As an industrial consumer the typical supply contract will be an oil product
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formula (or the same formula converted to a fixed price). The price is in eVect the border gas price formula
plus an amount for distribution, storage and profit. There is no seasonal pricing for end consumers in the
continental markets.

Supplies available to continental markets are:

(1) Volume available from border gas contracts (pipe and LNG)

(2) Gas from large storage systems (mainly held as strategic stock)

(3) Gas from UK market via Zeebrugge

UK Market Structure

The UK has historically had very limited storage of natural gas with around 3% of annual demand
compared to 15–20% in markets like France and Germany. This low storage level used to be supported by
a gas production network that had spare capacity to turn up in times of high demand. As UK production
has declined the occupacity of UK gas fields has increased, which now have to run at maximum rates for
most winter months. The lack of UK storage capacity is supplemented by import systems. A key issue for
the UK is whether there will be suYcient gas available to fill the import systems at times of need.

Supplies available to the UK market are:

(1) Volume available from beach supplies (UK and Norway)

(2) Gas from relatively small storage systems

(3) Gas from continental market via Zeebrugge (if available)

(4) LNG supplies via Isle of Grain

ADDENDUM 6

BACKGROUND TO INEOS

INEOS Chlor is based in Runcorn, Cheshire where we produce 80% of the UK’s chlorine and caustic
soda. These products are vital building blocks in the production ofmost chemicalsmade in theUK.Chlorine
is used to purify 98% of our national water consumption, to produce 96% of crop protection products and
85% of pharmaceuticals. It is also a major raw material for the manufacture of plastics. Caustic is used in
every major chemical production process and is essential to a wide range of everyday products including
soap, cosmetics, clothes, antiseptics and cleaning products. INEOSChlor has around 1,400 direct employees
based in Cheshire.

The manufacture of chlorine is energy intensive. INEOS Chlor purchases energy in the form of natural
gas, which is used to produce electricity for use in the chlorine production process (electrolysis of brine).

INEOS Chlor purchases around 250 million therms per year of natural gas for use in the Runcorn
manufacturing activities. As such we understand we are probably in the top three of industrial consumers
(by volume) in the UK, outside the power generation sector. Natural gas represents some 60% of the total
business variable production costs. Every penny added to the wholesale cost of gas increases our production
costs by some £2.5 million.

INEOS Fluor and INEOS Vinyls, also have operations within the same site at Runcorn. While these
businesses are not as energy intensive as INEOS Chlor, energy is a significant cost. More importantly, these
businesses are extremely dependent on the chemicals produced by INEOS Chlor. Runcorn site is the home
of a number of other companies including APL, BOC and High Chemicals that again are dependent on the
chemicals produced by INEOS Chlor.

INEOS Chlor and INEOS Vinyls also have manufacturing assets located in France, Germany and Italy
as well as several smaller UK sites. The various sites consume significant amounts of energy in the form of
both natural gas and electricity.

INEOS provided written and oral evidence to the Trade and Industry Select Committee Inquiry into Fuel
Prices between November 2004 and March 2005. In the case of oral evidence, this was as part of the
Chemical Industries Association panel of witnesses.
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APPENDIX 15

Supplementary memorandum by INEOS Chlor Ltd, INEOS Fluor Ltd and INEOS Vinyls Limited

Further to our earlier written evidence and the oral evidence session held on 31October, we have a number
of points we would like the Select Committee to consider ahead of publication of the final report. We are
pleased that DTI and OFGEM recognise the gravitas of the issues we face in the UK and that these will
persist for at least the next few winters.

We would like to make a number of observations on the written and oral evidence that you have heard.
While we agree with much of what has been written and said by both DTI and OFGEM we thought it
important to ensure that the Committee has a balanced view of the emphasis on a number of points and
also we would note a few issues where we disagree factually with this evidence.

1. We note the diVering views of price diVerentials put forward by OFGEM and DTI. OFGEM quoted
wholesale prices that are available in the forward markets of ƒ80/MWh in the UK and ƒ50/MWh in
Germany while DTI quoted industrial prices for very large consumers in the UK being 10% higher than the
EU. We consider that this diVerence is due to the backward looking view inherent in the DTI data (eg in
Para 18 of DTI’s written evidence they refer to 2002–03 information). Most industrial consumers live in the
present and plan for the future. In our evidence we have tried to ensure we have presented a balanced
forward looking view.We have seen this through comparisons of our own sites across Europe.We have also
spoken to numerous companies who report exactly the same situation.

2. We are concerned at the inference that businesses have “chosen” to sign up to spot gas contracts. We
have found ourselves in a position where we simply have no choice other than to purchase gas in the “spot”
market as purchasing in the “forward” market would simply guarantee that we would suVer a massive
competitive disadvantage. Further, we note comments that companies can “make money” by selling back
gas rather than consume it. It is very important to recognise that this option only exists if you have been
able to aVord to pre-purchase gas. If you have not, you have nothing to sell.

3. We also note the emphasis (and burden) that has been placed on industrial consumers to balance the
market in times of stress. We believe that too little attention and thought has actually been given to the
supply side of the market. There should be a duty placed on suppliers to provide reliable and secure sources
of gas to meet the UK markets needs. Demand response is a combination of gas power stations reducing
load and UK industry shutting down and should be seen as a last resort. To give some sense of the size of
demand response required, the Winter Outlook Report forecasts the following:

— 1 in 10 winter 2.2 bcm is required: 1.3 from power and 0.9 from industry.

— 1 in 50 winter 3.7 bcm is required: 1.8 from power and 1.9 from industry.

If the interconnector does not import for 100 days there is an additional 4.2 bcm of response required,
which would have to come mainly from industry. This would require five times the “demand response”
assumed inWinter Outlook andwould have a devastating impact onUKmanufacturing. It is for this reason
that we believe secure interconnector supplies are of paramount importance.

In comparison the entire UK storage capacity is only 4.1 bcm and of this only 3.2 bcm can be used before
a national emergency is triggered.

4. We have some concerns with respect to the figures quoted by DTI for electricity generation and indeed
there appears to be some inconsistency.However, themore important observation would be that with a 21%
margin on generation capacity, if there is a shortage of gas, there will still be a need for much of the UK’s
electricity demand to be met by gas.

5. In our written evidence we have presented our view of the economic impact of high gas prices on the
UK economy, as the Committee explicitly requested in its remit. We are disappointed that the DTI have
failed to undertake such an assessment and have provided no such evidence in their written submission (as
confirmed during the oral evidence session). We must stress that the impact is already apparent, with a
number of business closures having been announced in the press. It is imperative that the consequences for
the whole of the UK economy are recognised.

6. Your committee was presented with evidence that Pilkington’s have made a decision to relocate to
Russia. We agree with the Committee’s view that this can hardly be considered beneficial to the UK
economy. Transfer of such production does not improve the world’s environmental burden at all—it may
help reduce the UK’s CO2 manufacturing emissions—but it does nothing to reduce overall emissions.

7. We note Paragraph 3.4 of OFGEM’s written evidence. We understand the reason that the average
winter beach supplies are lower thanNGsmaximum supply projection is that the maximum supply assumes
that all fields hit their peak at the same time. The reality is somewhat diVerent in that individual fields will
fluctuate; with the result the actual delivery is slightly lower than the maximum theoretical peak flow. We
do not believe there is significant “spare” capacity waiting to come on line. With spot prices that were seen
in Feb/Mar of around £1 per therm any extra capacity would have been used.

8. We note from the oral evidence session the general view put forward that the decline in beach
production could not have been predicted. We have to say that we are surprised at this. The fall in peak
production in winter months has been apparent in DTIs own field data for a number of years. Further, the
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building of the interconnector, providing an additional “consumer” of gas, was quite clearly going to have
a major impact on the depletion of UKCS reserves. The idea that the analysts throughout the oil and gas
industry could not have predicted this is diYcult to comprehend.

9. We would like to take the opportunity to highlight that since the start of this week, we appear to be
seeing the first onset of “winter prices” in the gas market even though gas demand is still very low. In the
last week, demand has risen from 240 mcm to 270 mcm and spot gas prices by around 70%. Today, spot gas
is trading around 54ppt, some 20ppt above the European price. Of particular concern we have observed
from our immediate data analysis:

(i) The amount of gas actually being delivered to the beach has so far only reached 257 MCM—
significantly short of the 303 MCM predicted in the NG Winter Outlook Report; and

(ii) Despite what is still very low demand, volumes coming through the interconnector have not been
able to keep prices around the European level.

This brings into stark relief, our fears for the supply situation this winter. We are concerned that the
anticipated beach and interconnector flows may not be achieved and that gas will be unaVordable for much
of UK industry.

9 November 2005

APPENDIX 16

Further supplementary memorandum by INEOS Chlor Ltd, INEOS Fluor Ltd
and INEOS Vinyls Limited

Further to our further written supplementary evidence (sent 9 November) the situation in the UK gas
market has once again changed very significantly such that we considered it appropriate to provide some
further supplementary evidence to the Committee. We have provided the key summary points below which
we consider put into ever sharper relief the extent of the issue faced by the UK this winter.

1. Since presenting our earlier supplementary evidence, the spot gas price has risen from around 40ppt
to over 80ppt. In the same period forward prices for Q1 2006 have risen from around 66ppt to over 80ppt.

2. While weather conditions have recently turned colder, temperatures to date have been very mild and
the consequent gas demand has only now approached seasonal normal levels. Indeed, current gas demand
has only reached around three quarters of the expected peak demand for a normal, let alone a cold winter.

3. We have analysed the data publicly available on the three main sources of supply. This assessment
causes us very significant concern. We have summarised our key observations and concerns in paragraphs
4 to 6 below.

4. Beach supplies—beach supplies to date have only managed to achieve levels of around 270MCM per
day. This is very significantly below the forecasts by NG in Winter Outlook which were around 330MCM
peak flow and a sustained level of 303MCM.At current price levels (and indeed at significantly lower levels)
there should be suYcient incentive for all fields to be producing at maximum rates. However, production
data would suggest evidence that field output is being “flexed” with fields now being operated like storage
facilities.

5. Interconnector Imports—Despite prices now being more than double those on the Continent, the
interconnector has failed to deliver gas up to its newly installed capacity. Imports have increased, but only
to around the capacity pre-expansion. This provides very strong evidence that the assumptions made on the
likely imports through the interconnector are not correct even when the UK has the highest gas prices in
the world. We have already heard market rumours of transportation capacity being hoarded and failure by
European Utilities to release gas. We note the recent report by the European Commission confirming our
views of the situation in Continental markets.

6. Liquefied Natural Gas—As prices have risen, we have not seen any evidence of LNG being supplied
to theUKmarket through the Isle of Grain terminal, again despite UKprices being the highest in the world.

7. The shortfall across all supplies has now resulted in UK storage reserves being depleted at relatively
low demand levels. This seriously tests the key assumptions that have been made about supply security
this winter.

November 2005
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APPENDIX 17

Memorandum by Interconnector (UK) Limited

1. The Committee has invited comments in respect of recent developments in security of UK gas supply
since March 2005 and, in particular, whether there has been any deterioration in the supply situation for
the coming winter. Interconnector (UK) Limited (“IUK”) welcomes the opportunity to participate in this
inquiry.

2. IUK operates a sub-sea gas pipeline and gas terminal facilities connecting the UK and continental
Europe. The company’s pipeline stretches 230 kilometres between Bacton in north Norfolk and Zeebrugge
in Belgium. It is at the present time capable of transporting 20 billion cubic metres of gas a year (“bcm/yr”)
(equivalent to 58 million standard cubic metres of gas per day (“mscm/d”)) from Bacton to Zeebrugge and
8.5 bcm/yr (equivalent to 24.6 mscm/d) from Zeebrugge to Bacton.

3. The Interconnector is a privately financed asset which initially cost approximately £450 million to
create. IUK does not own gas or capacity in the pipeline and exists to provide a service to customers.

4. The direction of gas flow through IUK’s pipeline is a function of market demand. The pipeline system
responds to nominated volumes from its customers. These nominations determine flow direction.

5. The bi-directional flexibility provided by the service allows customers to manage the large swings in
demand experienced on a seasonal and short term basis. It is clear the Interconnector will provide an
important link for ensuring the security of UK energy supplies based within the European free market
framework.

6. The Interconnector gas pipeline provides a strategic bi-directional link between the UK and
Continental European energy markets. Interconnector services allow customers to meet their physical
demands for natural gas and provide a vital instrument in the development of an open market for gas by
connecting two major European trading hubs; the National Balancing Point (or “NBP”) in the United
Kingdom and the Zeebrugge Hub. The NBP is widely perceived as the only truly eVective trading hub for
gas in Europe where gas may be bought on any day.

7. IUK is in the process of enhancing its facilities to increase the amount of gas which it can import to
theUK fromZeebrugge. The enhancement, costing approximately £150million, has been financed privately
backed by long-term capacity commitments from customers.

8. IUK has confirmed that the first phase of its project to enhance UK import capacity of its pipeline
system remains on target to be commissioned by 1 December 2005, although it may in fact be ready ahead
of schedule.With the commissioning of the first phase the currentUK import capacity of the Interconnector
will be increased to 16.5 bcm/yr (equivalent to 47.8 mscm/d). A second phase of the enhancement due to be
completed in December 2006 is progressing to schedule and will bring the UK import capacity of the system
up to 23.5 bcm/yr (or 68.1 mscm/d), roughly 20% of UK annual demand for gas. A possible final phase of
enhancement to 25 bcm/y (equivalent to 72.4 mscm/d) is currently being evaluated.

9. All of the Interconnector’s capacity (including that resulting from the enhancement) has been sold on
standard long-term contracts. In line with the free market model developed in the UK and adopted by the
wider European community customers are free to use this capacity in response to the incentives set by the
market. It is clear that by committing to the capacity enhancement IUK’s customers are making a long term
strategic commitment to supply the UK’s gas supply requirements. The Interconnector provides a link to
the continental gas grids and therefore to a diverse range of supplies which have been developed over the
past four decades.

10. The increase in the Interconnector’s physical capacity will go some way to alleviate concerns
regarding security of supply for the coming winter. It is however worth noting that the direction and
magnitude of gas flows through the pipeline will depend on the market forces at play in the UK and on the
Continent, including but not limited to: severity of weather conditions experienced, business requirements
of industrial users, price, balancing penalties, storage inventories and national restrictions imposed on the
use of stored gas, reliability of oVshore production, availability and reliability of LNG cargoes, reliability
of gas transmission systems and market sentiment.

25 October 2005
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APPENDIX 18

Memorandum by National Grid

Introduction

1. This paper is National Grid’s written evidence to the House of Commons Trade and Industry
Committee’s inquiry “Security of the gas supply”.

2. National Grid plc (National Grid), through its subsidiary company National Grid Gas plc, owns the
gas transmission network and four of the eight gas distribution networks throughout Great Britain.
National Grid also, through its subsidiary company National Grid Electricity Transmission plc, owns the
electricity transmission network in England and Wales and operates the electricity transmission system
throughout Great Britain.

3. The competitive energy market in the UK has developed substantially in recent years, establishing
separate roles and responsibilities. The provision of gas to meet consumer demands and contracting for
capacity in networks is the responsibility of suppliers and shippers. The structure and performance of the
markets is the responsibility of Ofgem (the OYce of Gas and Electricity Markets). National Grid has two
main responsibilities in the gas market: the first, as the primary transporter, for ensuring there is adequate
and reliable network capacity to meet anticipated gas transportation requirements; second, as system
operator of the transmission networks, for the residual balancing of the system.

Experience of the GasMarket over theWinter of 2004–05

4. The 2004–05 winter in Great Britain was generally mild and overall the sixth warmest over the last
77 years. There was, however, a colder period in late February/early March which was also experienced in
most parts of Europe. Interactions between the GB gas and electricity markets and those on the Continent
are growing. In general, both the gas and electricity interconnectors responded to price signals through the
diVerences in spot prices between Great Britain and the Continent. However, the prevalence of long-term
contracts in less developed markets on the Continent can also have an impact on gas flows. For example,
during the late cold spell in March imports through the gas interconnector were notably reduced due to
shippers buying gas in Britain to export, in eVect, oVsetting any gas imports. In the case of the electricity
interconnector with France, flows over the winter were heavily influenced by price diVerentials between the
two markets and this led to increased volatility. In both cases, the experience of last winter has confirmed
the view that it is imprudent to assume full imports to Great Britain through the interconnectors for
planning purposes. As the British energy markets becomemore complex and interrelated, security of supply
will significantly depend on the commercial arrangements relating to the importation of energy and the
demand-side response.

Outlook forWinter 2005–06

5. National Grid provides a winter outlook report each year to Ofgem, which they publish. This covers
the outlook for the gas and electricity markets in Great Britain. In recent years, a preliminary report has
been published in the Spring. This year, National Grid undertook a consultation on the outlook for this
coming winter with the intention of gaining wider industry perspectives in light of the increasing influence
that European and World energy markets have on the GB energy markets. This consultation was issued in
May. This initiative waswell received by the energy industry and the responses provided some valuable input
into the conclusions. The outcome of the consultation was published by Ofgem in the 2005–06 Winter
Outlook Report on 5 October 2005.26

6. This Report details a base case, which reflects the latest information and analysis available to National
Grid. This has been informed by our annual Transporting Britain’s Energy consultation process (which
primarily covers gas), information from electricity generators on the availability of their power stations and
the responses received from the consultation on the winter outlook. Given the high degree of uncertainty
outlined above, the base case contained in the report should not be seen as a prediction. It does, however,
represent a balanced view of the outlook for this winter. This base case is in the table below. This is compared
to last winter’s assumptions to provide easy comparison for the Committee:

26 The Report can be found at the following address: http://www.ofgem.gov.uk/temp/ofgem/cache/cmsattach/
12493 214 05.pdf?wtfrom%/ofgem/index.jsp
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Supply (mcm/d) Maximum Base Case Comments on Winter 2004–05
Forecast Assumption 2005–06 Assumptions27

2005–06 2005–06

Beach 327 303 92.5% max beach 346
National Grid Grain 17 13 "

LNG
Interconnector 48 42 75% new imports 25
Imports
Total Supply ex 392 357 371
Storage
Existing Storage 114 114 131
New Storage 6 5 75% new storage —
Total Supply inc 512 476 502
Storage

7. Since last winter, the gas supply to the beach from the UK Continental Shelf (UKCS) has continued
to decline and more rapidly than expected. Supplies from the UKCS are also interrupted more frequently
due to a number of factors. The base case therefore assumes the availability of beach gas at 92.5%.

8. However, additional gas is expected to be supplied on completion of the projects listed overleaf. This
assumes that they operate at 75%, which reflects an expectation of the likely performance of new facilities.
The base case assessment for this winter therefore suggests that gas availability at peak for the forthcoming
winter will be around 26 mcm/d lower than that assumed in the 2004–05 Winter Outlook Report.

Project Base Case (mcm/d) Comments

Expansion of the gas 42 Base Case (at 75%)28 Additional import capacity
interconnector to Belgium expected to be commissioned
(phase 1) in Nov 2005
National Grid Grain LNG 13 Base Case Commissioned in July 2005.

Hurricanes Rita and Katrina
could impact LNG supplies.
See para. 18.

Humbly Grove Storage Facility 5 Base Case29 (at 75%) Commissioning expected
and Hole House Expansion imminently.

Consequences of the Outlook for thisWinter

9. The gas supply and demand balance in Great Britain principally depends on the weather. However,
a wider range of variables also have an impact:

— more gas being imported from Europe;

— LNG importation rates;

— the contractual arrangements between suppliers and consumers developing;

— projections of oVshore production capability and reliability; and

— the interaction between the gas and electricity markets (around 33% of electricity generation
capacity in Great Britain is now gas-fired).

In particular, we believe that the flows on the interconnector and imports of LNG are subject to
substantial uncertainty and have a large bearing on the overall balance of supply and demand. Clearly, these
flows will be heavily influenced by European and global energy markets and the associated regulatory
regimes.

10. The uncertainty that arises over this number of variables and the confidential nature of commercial
arrangements between suppliers and consumers means that firm predictions are not possible. However,
analysis can be done looking at:

— Historical weather patterns.

— Historical electricity generation.

— Expected generator availabilities and their ability to react to price signals.

— Historical gas demand.

— Anticipated gas supply.

27 TheWinter Outlook report 2004–5 can be found at http://www.ofgem.gov.uk/temp/ofgem/cache/cmsattach/9041 24304b.pdf
28 These numbers include the existing capacity of the interconnector of 25 mcm/d.
29 The deliverability fromHumblyGrove is expected to reduce as storage is depleted, hence a higher rate can be expected if stocks
are near full.
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11. Using these base case assumptions, our analysis shows that in average weather conditions there will
be suYcient gas to maintain supplies to domestic and other non-daily metered customers, such as small
industrial and commercial premises. In averageweather conditions, large, intensive gas consumers (the daily
metered sector)may need tomake amodest reduction of their use of gas, providing a demand-side response.
This demand response takes two forms. Some large users of gas choose to have interruptible gas contracts
with their shippers. In addition, some large consumers without interruptible contracts could choose to sell
their gas rather than use it, in response to prices. This is a normal function of the British gas market.

12. If Great Britain were to experience a repeat of 1985–86 weather—statistically, around a one in 10
cold winter30—then there will be suYcient gas tomaintain supplies to domestic and other non-daily metered
customers. However, a more significant demand response will be required in such awinter or if gas deliveries
are below our base case levels. Our base case assumption in a one in 10 cold winter suggests a required
demand-side response of 2.2 bcm.

13. In a one in 50 cold winter31 (ie a severe winter, such as that experienced in 1962–63) it is still expected
there will be suYcient gas to maintain supplies to domestic and other non-daily metered customers. The
required demand-side response could, though, increase to around 3.7 bcm, which would be equivalent in
scale to over 60 mcm/d for around 60 days.

Demand-side response

14. A contribution to the required demand-side response in the gas market can come from Combined
CycleGasTurbine (CCGT) power stations.However, in order for there not to be an impact on the electricity
market, this generation would need to be replaced. This could result in more extensive use of coal and oil-
fired generation,32 CCGTs running on distillate where they have the capability to do so, reliance on imports
from France over the darkness peak and overnight, and a return of some mothballed plant.

15. The scale of potential gas demand response estimated in our modelling for a colder than average
winter is far in excess of that required (and therefore seen) to date. National Grid believes that while this
level of response from CCGTs is feasible, it is towards the upper end of possibilities. The demand-side
response cannot be provided by the CCGT sector alone, and the non-power Daily Metered (DM) market
sector (mainly large industrial and commercial users at 1,700 supply points) would need to make up the
residual requirement. Obviously the wider demand-side response will be heavily influenced by there being
suYciently high prices for there to be the commercial incentive to react. The table overleaf summarises the
analysis of the demand-side response required, which is contained in the Winter Outlook Report, and
illustrates the potential extent of the demand-side response requirement from the non-power DM sector. It
should be recognised that the analysis in the table assumes the response from the CCGT sector to continue
throughout the winter period. A lesser response fromCCGTswould lead to a greater demand-side response
from the rest of the market.

Summary of Gas Demand-Side Response Analysis

Winter severity Estimated demand-side Potential contribution Approx residual requirement
response required from CCGT sector as percentage of non-power

(bcm) (bcm) DM market sector33

Average 0.1 0.1 None
1 in 10 cold 2.2 1.3 30% on average over 40 days
1 in 50 cold 3.7 1.8 50% on average over 50 days

16. In order to help the demand side respond, Ofgem has instigated debate through a Demand Side
Working Group. One of the initiatives that have come forward through this forum is that National Grid
will provide daily information on the gas supply situation on its website, helping the demand side to
understand and react to gas supply pressures. National Grid will also issue warnings to the market when
gas supplies look particularly tight—these will be called Gas Balancing Alerts—this will also help the
demand side to identify times where it may be particularly commercially beneficial to reduce their gas
demand and resell gas to the market.

30 “1 in 10 cold” winter—a cold winter, in which temperatures would typically average "2)C for a week and around 0)C for
two months.

31 A “1 in 50 cold” winter—this is a severe winter where there is a prolonged period of cold weather (ie temperatures averaging
"2)C over a month and!2)C over a further 2 months).

32 Though it should be noted that there are issues around environmental limits for coal and oil-fired generation, particularly
those relating to SO2 emissions, which may limit the potential for them to respond.

33 NB These are averages, requirements on individual days may be higher or lower than shown.
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17. There have also been other areas where action has been taken to put in place measures to help the
market to function or to protect consumers this winter. For example:

— changes in the area of emergency cash-out prices in gas, which nowbetter incentivise users to avoid
triggering a Gas Deficient Emergency;

— implementation of the final stage of the two year programme to provide greater information about
the operation of the oVshore gas sector and the interface between oVshore and onshore at sub-
terminals; and

— the setting of safety monitors for gas storage which ensures that there are appropriate levels of gas
storage throughout the entire winter, protecting domestic and non-daily metered consumers.
These are set higher this winter to allow a contingency for a loss of supply or for gas flows that are
lower than expected. This could mitigate any loss of LNG supplies due to Hurricanes Katrina and
Rita. In addition, National Grid has raised a Unified Network Code modification to increase the
levels of the safety monitors at all storage sites, if necessary, during the winter.

Impact of Hurricanes Katrina and Rita on the LNGMarket

18. The impact on the British gas market of these hurricanes is highly uncertain and is changing rapidly.
However, it is clear that the US gas position has the potential to be tighter this winter than it would have
been without the hurricanes, should the recovery of gas production from the Gulf of Mexico be delayed.
Prior to Katrina, the National Balancing Point (NBP) forward gas price exceeded the US Henry Hub price
between December 2005 and March 2006 (inclusive). The Henry Hub price now exceeds the NBP price all
winter, though this diVerence has narrowed significantly of late. It remains to be seen whether the Henry
Hub will reduce back below the NBP price as gas production in the Gulf of Mexico recovers and if the US
experiences a mild winter. On the other hand, depending on the winter experienced in Britain and how the
demand and supply picture develops here, the NBP price may increase. Another factor that will determine
the level of LNG imports into Great Britain is whether those planning to import LNG into Britain have
access to the US LNG terminals and the nature of any sales commitments that they may have in the British
market. It should also be noted that LNG importation occurs in other markets in Europe. Diversion of
LNG destined for the Continent could therefore have a knock on impact on the amount of available gas
that could be received by Britain over the gas interconnector with Belgium.

Longer Term Security of Supply Outlook

19. There are a number of other gas importation and storage projects due to be developed in Great
Britain over the coming years. A table of the proposed projects are below. Connection of these projects to,
and reinforcement of, the gas National Transmission Systemwill require a significant additional investment
in the over the coming years. National Grid estimates that this investment to connect and/or reinforce the
system to facilitate this investment will cost in the region of £300 million per annum.
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Future gas importation projects

Import Project Developer Location Size (pa) Date Status

Belgium IUK Zeebrugge to Additional Dec 2006 Under construction
Interconnector Bacton 7 bcm
Compression
(Phase II)
Langeled Gassco Sleipner to 25 bcm 2006–07 Under construction

Easington pipeline completion
late 2006, first flow
from Ormen Lange
late 2007

Dutch BBL Balgzand to 16 bcm 2006–07 Under construction
Interconnector Bacton
(BBL)
Tamden Link Gassco New link to "10 bcm 2007–08 Construction
(FLAGS— existing contract awarded
Statfjord late life UKCS
project) infrastructure
South Hook Qatar Milford 10.5 bcm 2007–08 Under construction
LNG (Phase I) Petroleum/ Haven

Exxon Mobil
Dragon LNG Petroplus/BG/ Milford 6 bcm 2007–08 Under construction,

Petronas Haven possibility of
additional 6 bcm in
later expansion

Isle of Grain National Grid Isle of Grain Additional 2008–09 Construction
(Phase II) 9bcm contract awarded
South Hook Qatar Milford 10.5 bcm 2008–09 Construction
LNG (Phase II) Petroleum/ Haven contract awarded

Exxon Mobil
Other LNG Various Various Various TBC A number of

additional LNG
projects have been
proposed which are
in the early stages of
development

25 October 2005

APPENDIX 19

Memorandum by OFGEM

1. Introduction

1.1 Ofgem welcomes the opportunity to respond to the Trade and Industry Committee’s inquiry into
security of supply in the GB gas market for the coming winter. This is an important issue and Ofgem
welcomes the Committee’s interest in this. The gas supply and demand balance for this winter is expected
to be tight and there is no room for complacency.

1.2 Market participants, including National Grid (NG) have a role to ensure that customers’ demand is
met and hence to deliver security of supply. The primary responsibility for balancing supply and demand
lies with the market and commercial arrangements provide incentives to achieve it. All market participants,
including NG, also share responsibility to work to enhance these market arrangements to deliver security
of supply.

1.3 This document outlines Ofgem’s view of the gas supply and demand position facing GB this winter
and how it has changed since February 2005. A summary of Ofgem’s views, other relevant market
developments and the actions Ofgem has taken are set out below:

Gas supply:

— NG’s forecast of available beach gas supplies has reduced by 7% based its hindsight view of
availability for 2004–05 and its base case projections for 2005–06;
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— The two key projects to deliver additional gas supplies for this winter—the Isle of Grain Liquefied
Natural Gas (LNG) import terminal and the increased import capacity through the Belgian
interconnector have been, or are on course to be, successfully completed; and

— US gas prices have moved above GB and NW European gas prices for this winter because of the
impact of hurricanes Rita and Katrina on US gas production. This may reduce gas supplies to the
GB and NW European market as LNG cargoes may divert to the US.

Gas demand:

— NG’s forecast of gas demand in severe weather conditions (1 in 50 severe winter) has reduced by
approximately 6% based on its hindsight view of supply availability for 2004–05 plus assumed
demand side response and its equivalent base case projections for 2005–06;

Market developments

— Wholesale and retail prices have increased since February 2005 reflecting the movements in supply
and demand; and

— NG’s overall assessment in its Final Winter Outlook Report (WOR) was that under average
weather conditions there are suYcient gas supplies to meet all demand and that even in the event
of a severe winter (such as one that would only be experienced once every 50 years), there are
suYcient gas supplies available to supply all domestic and small commercial customers;

Ofgem actions

— Ofgem made sure that NG’s Final WOR, which was published in October 2005,34 signalled the
need for gas producers, electricity generators, energy suppliers and large customers to make sure
they had in place the necessary commercial and operational arrangements to manage the
challenges posed this winter;

— Ofgem has worked with suppliers and large customers to improve the information that NGmakes
available to them about the daily supply/demand balance in gas to enable them to improve their
ability to provide demand side response; and

— Ofgem approved, in the face of industry opposition, a change to the market rules proposed byNG
that improves the incentives for price-sensitive imported gas to continue to be delivered in the event
of a gas supply emergency.

2. National GridWinter Outlook Report

Background to the report

2.1 Each year, Ofgem asks NG, as System Operator of the gas and electricity networks, to produce an
assessment known as theWinter Outlook Report (WOR). The purpose of theWOR is to inform the market
of any potential operational issues facing the gas and electricity systems in GB for the coming winter,
particularly in the event of severe weather conditions (1 in 50 severe winter). NG’s report also provides
information and analysis intended to assist market participants in assessing the potential risks to, and the
interactions between, the gas and electricity markets this winter.

Preliminary WOR

2.2 In May 2005, NG published its Preliminary WOR.35 Rather than oVering a “central” forecast of the
level of supply for the winter as in previous years, NG opted to conduct a consultation exercise with the
industry, using the report to present a number of supply scenarios. These scenarios assessed security of
supply under a range of diVerent demand and supply conditions in both the gas and electricity systems. It
was intended that these scenarios would enable interested parties to identify and understand the potential
supply and demand situations which might develop over winter 2005–06.

Final WOR

2.3 On 5 October 2005, NG published its Final WOR,36 taking account of industry responses to both its
Transporting Britain’s Energy (TBE) consultation and the Preliminary WOR consultation. There were a
range of diVerent views from market participants as to the likely level of gas supply for this winter, which
NG used to create a base case. The base case supply forecast for the wholesale gas market was as follows:

34 “Winter Outlook Report 2005–06”, NG, October 2005 available at: http://www.ofgem.gov.uk/temp/ofgem/cache/cmsattach/
12493–214–05.pdf?wtfrom%/ofgem/whats-new/archive.jsp

35 “A Consultation on Winter 2005–06”, NG, May 2005 available at: http://www.ofgem.gov.uk/temp/ofgem/cache/cmsattach/
11584–14405b.pdf?wtfrom%/ofgem/whats-new/archive.jsp

36 “Winter Outlook Report 2005–06”, NG, October 2005 available at: http://www.ofgem.gov.uk/temp/ofgem/cache/cmsattach/
12493–214–05.pdf?wtfrom%/ofgem/whats-new/archive.jsp
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Supply source Maximum Base case (mcm/d)
supplies (mcm/d) 92.5% max beach,

75% new imports and storage

Beach 327 303
LNG imports 17 13
Interconnector imports 48 42
Existing storage 114 114
New storage 6 5
Total 512 476

2.4 These supply projections should be compared to NG’s projections for peak day demand of 494 mcm
under average weather conditions and 563 mcm under 1 in 50 severe winter conditions.

2.5 As was the case with the Preliminary WOR, in its Final WOR NG identified that the main security
of supply issues for this winter continued to relate to the wholesale gasmarket in the event of a severe winter.
NG also considered the potential interactions with the electricity market in these circumstances as gas-fired
electricity generators make up a significant proportion of gas demand.

Overall position

2.6 The figure below shows the supplies that NG forecasts would be available to meet demand on the 100
days of highest demand over the winter under average and severe weather conditions. Where the demand
for a day exceeds NG’s forecast of the available supplies, NG assumes that the shortfall would be overcome
by demand side response. This would consist of large customers, including power stations, either switching
to back-up fuels, reducing their gas demand and selling gas back into the market or being interrupted under
the terms of their supply contracts.

NG's WOR base case supply availability
against average and severe demand levels
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2.7 On the basis of NG’s Final WOR, the key messages for winter 2005–06 are that:

— under average weather conditions there are suYcient gas supplies to meet all demand with only a
modest amount of demand side response required; and

— even in 1 in 50 severe winter conditions there will be suYcient gas to maintain supplies to domestic
and other non-daily metered customers although this will require much greater demand side
response.

2.8 NG’s conclusions are based on assumptions regarding the level of demand-side response that will be
available. Under average weather conditions only 0.1 bcm of demand side response is necessary whereas in
1 in 50 severe winter conditions 3.7 bcm may be required.37

37 The comparative figure quoted by NG in its 2004–05 WOR for a 1 in 50 winter was an overall demand side response
requirement of 2.4bcm.
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2.9 While the main issues for this winter continue to relate to the wholesale gas market, in terms of the
electricity market NG’s analysis suggests that:

— under average weather conditions there is suYcient generation to meet all demand; and

— in 1 in 50 severe winter conditions there is suYcient generation to meet all demand, provided that
plants are reliable and adequate gas fired (CCGT) generation remains available when demand side
response is required in the gas market.38

3. Supply Side Sensitivities

3.1 This section comments on the main supply side issues that were raised in the WOR, however it is
important to note that there could be other supply side shocks which are not reflected here. Extraordinary
events can occur, for example hurricanes Katrina and Rita, which cannot be predicted in advance.
Therefore, in this section, we are setting out our views on issues which were highlighted by market
participants’ during theWOR consultation process as being the main foreseeable events that may aVect gas
supplies during this winter. It is important to stress that the tightening of the supply-demand position is
acknowledged by market participants and has been reflected in price movements.

Beach

3.2 As shown above, in the FinalWOR,NG’smaximumpredicted beach supply for this winter (2005–06)
is 327 mcm/d, which is slightly lower than the figure of 336 mcm/d which was quoted in the Preliminary
WOR. Several respondents toNG’sWORconsultation considered that a figure of 336mcm/dwas optimistic
and so the downward revision to 327 mcm/d represents a more realistic view of maximum predicted beach
supplies in accordance with the views of market participants. NG’s Final WOR figure of 327 mcm/d
compares to its prediction at the same time last year that maximum supplies for winter 2004–05 would be
364 mcm/d. On the face of it, this is a significant decline but, based on its experience last winter, NG
subsequently outlined in the PreliminaryWOR forwinter 2005–06 that its hindsight viewwas thatmaximum
beach availability in 2004–05was 351mcm/d. For this winter,NGhas continued to take amore conservative
approach to projecting beach supplies with the result that its projection is likely to represent a more realistic
estimate than those produced in previous years. It is important to note that although the supply and demand
position this winter is tight, the year on year comparison must be considered taking into account the over-
forecasting of the maximum level of beach supplies in previous winters.

3.3 NG has predicted that the average level of beach supplies will be 303 mcm/d based on a 92.5%
availability figure. Again, this is a more conservative assumption than NG has adopted in the past, when it
predicted that, on average, 95% and even 100% of maximum supplies would be available. With the benefit
of hindsight, this has been shown to be overly optimistic and respondents to the WOR consultation
considered that a more conservative assumption should be adopted. It is important to note, however, that
reliability on any given day is dependent on a number of factors including the flows from price sensitive gas
fields, as discussed further below.

3.4 One reason that NG estimates that average winter beach supplies are lower than its maximum supply
projection is that the average projection excludes the output of so-called “price sensitive” fields (whereas the
maximum projection includes them). Price sensitive fields are fields where gas production only occurs if the
gas price is high. In an average winter, the number of days output from such fields may be relatively low but
if the winter is cold and rising demand drives up gas prices then some of these fields are capable of continuous
production for several months at a time. Including the output of these fields would increase the average level
of beach supplies back towards the peak level.

3.5 However, one of the risks regarding beach supplies is that the information that NG received via the
TBE process may be overly optimistic. This has been a problem in previous winters. If this is the case then
the level of beach supplies could actually be lower than predicted in the WOR.

LNG

3.6 In addition to beach supplies, large scale LNG imports via the Isle of Grain terminal will be
available for the first time this winter. Several shipments of LNG have already been delivered and
processed so the operation of the terminal has been proven ahead of the winter. NG has predicted that,
on average, 13 mcm/d of LNG imports will be available although the maximum processing capacity of
the terminal is 17 mcm/d. Therefore, on very cold days, an extra 4 mcm/d may be available.

3.7 On the other hand, the LNGmarket in GB is part of wider North Atlantic regional market for LNG
and therefore we would expect deliveries to be targeted at those markets within this region that have the
highest gas prices. At present, this would suggest that cargoes might be diverted from NW European

38 NG stated in its Final WOR that 1.8bcm of the overall level of demand response which could be required in a 1 in 50 winter
could be provided by CCGTs without adversely impacting on security of supply in the electricity market. The comparative
figures quoted by NG in its 2004–05 WOR were an overall demand side response requirement in a 1 in 50 winter of 2.4bcm,
of which 1.6bcm could be provided by CCGTs without any adverse eVects on the electricity market.
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markets or GB to the US, where gas prices are very high (around 73 p/th for November gas compared to
45 p/th in GB). However, there are a number of factors other than price which will influence the decisions
that LNG suppliers reach on where to send their supplies. First, LNGmay not be able to access the highest
priced market due to limited importation capacity in the US or gas quality problems and in this case would
go to the next highest price market. Second, the price premiummay not be high enough for any LNG cargo
to be diverted because of the additional transportation costs involved in sending it to that market. Finally,
the extent to which the LNG is contracted on a long-term firm basis to end users makes it diYcult and costly
to make diversions on a spot basis.

3.8 Should it become apparent that the UK is heading into a severe winter, it is likely that GB gas prices
would start rising and commercial incentives to divert cargoes away from the Isle of Grain would disappear.
As the figure below shows, based on the current forward curve, prices for January 2006 would only have to
rise by a small amount for diversions to the US to become unprofitable in that month. (The European cost
advantage is taken fromaCERAreport that suggests a premiumof 0.75–1.00 $/MBTu is “usually suYcient”
to attract uncommitted cargoes to the US Gulf Coast). Further discussion of the US situation is contained
in the annex.

Premium of Henry Hub prices over NBP - as of 21 Oct
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3.9 It is also the case that cargo diversions do not necessarily have to disadvantage GB—they can result
in additional LNG arriving inGB. This has already occurred as, in early October, a cargo was diverted from
Zeebrugge to Grain, presumably because there was an opportunity to sell the cargo on more favourable
terms.

Interconnector

3.10 Some respondents to the WOR consultation expressed concerns regarding the reliability of gas
flowing from the interconnector, due to the lack of liberalisation in the Europeanmarket. Ofgemhas worked
hard to progress this issue for a number of years and is particularly supportive of the DG Comp initiative
which is looking at the degree of liberalisation in the various European markets. It is unlikely that any
progress will be made before this winter, but we will remain proactive in terms of our support of the DG
Comp investigation and our input into the Council of European Energy Regulators (CEER) to ensure that
market liberalisation in Europe does occur as quickly and eVectively as possible.

3.11 For the coming winter another potential risk area concerns the level of interconnector imports. NG
has assumed that 100% of existing interconnector imports and 75% of new imports will be delivered. This
raises two issues: first, will the new interconnector capacity be available for the winter and second, will the
forecast level of imports materialise. As regards the first issue, Interconnector UK (IUK), the operator of
the interconnector connecting Bacton and Zeebrugge, has not only confirmed that the new capacity will be
available for this winter but also that it is on track to be commissioned inNovember 2005—onemonth ahead
of schedule.

3.12 With regard to import levels, it is, of course, impossible to be categorical on this issue. However,
there seems to be no reason to believe that there is likely to be a repeat of the behaviour seen in late
September/early October 2003 when, at least for a short time, the direction of interconnector flows was
inconsistent with gas price diVerentials and gas was exported fromGB despite prices being higher here than
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on the continent. We concluded that one reason for this apparently irrational behaviour was the diYculty
of obtaining transportation capacity to deliver gas to the interconnector. This is unlikely to be an issue over
the truewintermonths since the normal pattern is for the interconnector to import gas toGBover thewinter.

3.13 Additionally, as the shareholders funding the interconnector upgrade, the primary capacity holders
must anticipate that the extra capacity being delivered by the upgrade will be of value and will be utilised.
As outlined further below, current prices for the winter period in GB and NW Europe suggest that gas will
be imported into GB at maximum rates. Given these factors, one would anticipate that the IUK capacity
holders would be seeking to ensure that they are able to flow gas into GB for the coming winter.

Storage

3.14 In addition to the commissioning of new storage facilities during the course of the year, which were
included in the May 2005 Preliminary WOR, Ofgem is aware that the release of additional deliverability of
gas from storage is being considered for this winter. Clearly, additional deliverability would help in the
short-term by making more gas available on any given day but it would not alter significantly the overall
outlook for thewinter since, in the absence of opportunities to refill the storage facility, it would simplymean
that the gas in storage was exhausted more quickly.

3.15 Additionally, since the publication of NG’s Final WOR the intended release of additional capacity
at Rough, the largest gas storage facility in GB, has been announced. It is envisaged that up to 30 million
therms (circa 84 mcm) will be oVered for sale. This would be available for the forthcoming winter starting
in November 2005.

4. Prices

GB wholesale prices

4.1 Forwardwholesale prices for this winter are now between 15% and 30%higher than theywere in early
February. They have also, until very recently, been consistently over 50% higher than forward prices were
for the equivalent period last winter. Additionally, outturn prices for the period February to October 2005
have also been around 50% higher than they were last year. All these facts suggest that outturn prices for
this winter will be high although forward prices and outturn prices can diverge significantly.

European wholesale prices

4.2 Reported forward prices remain higher in GB than in Europe, although it should be noted that
published prices for continental gas markets apply to only a small fraction of the gas being sold. Over the
past 10 days, the premium of GB prices over Dutch prices has increased significantly (data on current prices
is provided in the appendix). These prices suggest that currently, as in past winters, the interconnector
should be used for imports to GB, as assumed in NG’s base case.

4.3 While wholesale prices in GB are high it is important to note that lower taxes and network charges
mean that overall GB retail prices remain competitive with those in the rest of Europe.

US wholesale prices

4.4 As referred to earlier, at the Henry Hub in the US gas is currently trading at around 73 p/th for
November compared to 45 p/th in GB. The US price is around 40% higher than the GB price.

Retail prices

4.5 Between February and October 2005, average annual domestic gas bills have risen by 2%, although
more price increases have recently been announced. These follow on from substantial increases during the
previous year and are primarily linked to the rise in wholesale gas prices.

4.6 Ofgem is very conscious of the impact that rising retail prices can have on the fuel poor and has
recently (13 October) held a seminar to promote debate on this issue. We highlighted the continuing need
for innovative approaches to target help at the hardest to reach fuel poor customers. Over the past year,
there has been considerable progress towards adopting a more “joined up” approach to fuel poverty, for
which we called last year, and following the guidance we produced at the end of last year, most suppliers
have now introduced some form of social tariV, designed to alleviate the position of the poorest customers.
With every 1% increase in prices increasing the numbers in fuel poverty by 40,000 more needs to be done
andOfgem continues to take forward a number of initiatives including encouraging best practice on benefits
health checks and communicating to consumers how they can save money on their bills by switching
supplier, switching payment method or through energy eYciency.
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5. Ofgem’s Role in Security of Supply

5.1 Ofgem has been working to facilitate the eYcient operation of the wholesale gas market in order to
protect the interests of customers and will continue to do so going forward. There are a number of areas of
progress which are relevant to gas supply and demand over the winter 2005–06 period, in particular:

— Ofgem has approved a modification proposal to revise the cash out arrangements that apply in an
emergency. This enhances the incentives for shippers not to be short of gas in the run up to and
during an emergency, thereby reducing the risk of an emergency being called;

— theOfgem ledDemand SideWorkingGroup (DSWG)has beenworking to ensure greater demand
side response will be available to the market for this winter. Significant progress has been made
including the introduction of the Gas Balancing Alert which will be issued when the system is tight
as a signal for large customers to oVer demand side response to the System Operator;

— the DSWG has worked to improve the information available to market participants regarding the
gas demand and supply conditions. As part of this, NG has created a new website which contains
all the relevant information that customers need to make a decision in relation to the provision of
demand side response. This is due to go live in November 2005;

— Ofgem is holding a seminar on 7November 2005, entitled “Options for energy buyers this winter”.
This seminar is aimed at providing energy buyers with information which will help them make
informed decisions this winter regarding their energy consumption; and

— encouraging the transparency and availability of information to all market participants. This has
included supporting the DTI oVshore information initiative. Phase 3 of this initiative went live
during summer 2005. The eVect of this will be to ensure that the market is aware of the forecast
and actual level of beach supplies and any maintenance problems, helping it to react accordingly
and source the gas from other means. Another proposal relating to the publication of further
information has been put forward but Ofgem has decided to delay making a decision on this
modification until there has been time to assess the impact that the newly released phase 3 data is
having on the workings of the market.

5.2 In addition, Ofgem is working on an ongoing basis in the following areas:

— Ofgem has an important role in conducting surveillance of the operation of the GB gas and
electricity markets. As part of this market surveillance role, we will continue to monitor the gas
supply status throughout the winter. In relation to the gas probe which Ofgem has recently
undertaken in relation to gas prices as part of itsmonitoring role, it is important to note thatOfgem
has concluded that there was no reason to take any further action in respect of the North Sea
contracts, in particular the contracts for the Sean field.

— Ofgem has welcomed the decision of the European Commission to investigate thoroughly the
European gas (and electricity) markets through a formal sectoral review. We are working closely
with theCommission on this enquiry.More generally, we are working closely with other regulators
to increase the information about continental energy markets that is made available to market
participants and to remove obstacles to the establishment of eVective wholesale and retail
competition.

6. Conclusions

6.1 Overall, the position in respect of the coming winter has not altered significantly since February 2005.
On the upside, the Grain LNG terminal is now in operation, the interconnector upgrade remains on track
for early completion and there may be more gas deliverability from storage than we had anticipated. On the
downside, there is a chance that high gas prices in the US may lead to LNG diversions, reducing the extent
to which NG can rely upon LNG imports although there are a number of reasons why such diversions may
not materialise to any great extent and are, in any case, likely to occur before the onset of the period when
the coldest weather could be anticipated.
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Annex 1

LNG

The US situation (source: www.eia.doe.gov)
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Concerns have explicitly highlighted the possibility that LNG shipments would be diverted from Grain
to the US as a result of the current very high US gas prices. Whilst it is true that the diVerentials between
US andGB gas prices for Q4 2005 are suYcient, in principle, to lead to cargo diversions, there are a number
of practical reasons why these may notmaterialise. First, of the five LNG import facilities, the terminal with
the greatest spare capacity is Lake Charles but the shipping route to this terminal is currently closed due to
storm damage and maintenance at another terminal (Cover Point) is due to continue limiting throughput
until the end of November 2005. Second, there are restrictions on the LNG that can be imported via the
diVerent US terminals due to gas quality standards—for example, Nigerian LNG cannot be processed at
the Lake Charles facility because it has too high an energy content. Third, the extent that the LNG is
contracted on a long-term firm basis to end users makes it diYcult and costly to make diversions on a spot
basis. Fourth, one reason that US gas prices are high is that a considerable percentage of the US gas
infrastructure remains oV-line following the storms, as is clearly shown in the figure above, which is taken
from the US Department of Energy Short-term Energy Outlook. By December, over half of the gas
infrastructure that is currently shut in should be back on-line and US gas prices should start returning to
more normal levels. There is already some evidence that the market is factoring this into prices since US
prices for November 2005 have fallen back by around 7% from their highest levels. An alternative
explanation is that the sharp increase in gas prices is dampening gas demand—for example, a survey of 25
industrial end users showed that 50% were intending to reduce their gas consumption.

Wholesale price developments

Forward prices for this winter increased steadily from the beginning of February this year until early July
but since then they have been declining, although at the end of September they were between 15% and 30%
higher than they were in early February.

However, the actual prices that are seen on the day can be very diVerent from the forward prices traded
for that period. For example, the average price for a forward contract for Q1 2005 in the first half of October
2004 was 60.7 p/th but the average outturn price for that period was only 34.9 p/th. This is a somewhat
extreme example but it illustrates an important point, namely that the price at which you can buy gas in
advance of the day will almost certainly be diVerent from the price at which you can buy gas on the day.
Any number of factors can aVect the relationship between the forward price and the outturn price including
market sentiment, participants’ trading strategies, weather and supply developments.
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Evolution of this winter's forward prices
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The table below demonstrates that forward prices in GB remain higher than those in the continental
European markets to which we are closest (Belgium and the Netherlands). However, the Zeebrugge and
TTF prices should be treated with some caution as most continental European gas is purchased under long
term oil-linked contracts and hence does not feed into the prices shown. Over recent days, theNBP premium
over the TTF prices has increased significantly whereas its premium over Zeebrugge prices has remained
more constant.

03/10/2005 20/10/2005
TTF, Zeebrugge, TTF, Zeebrugge,

NBP Netherlands Belgium NBP Netherlands Belgium

Prices (ƒ/MWh)
Nov–05 23.67 22.25 22.41 22.40 19.60 21.85
Dec–05 29.83 25.25 28.67 30.45 23.50 29.30
Jan–05 34.54 25.45 32.79 36.65 25.25 34.59

NBP premium (ƒ/MWh)
Nov–05 1.42 1.26 2.80 0.55
Dec–05 4.58 1.15 6.95 1.16
Jan–05 9.09 1.75 11.40 2.06

APPENDIX 20

Memorandum by Terra Nitrogen (UK) Ltd

Terra Nitrogen (UK) Limited

1. Terra Industries Inc. is a leading international producer of nitrogen products, with annual revenues
of $1.9 billion. The company is headquartered in Sioux City, Iowa.

2. Terra Industries Inc. has invested over £90 million of capital expenditure in its wholly owned UK
subsidiary, Terra Nitrogen (UK) Limited over the last seven years, focusing on energy improvement and
production eYciency measures. Overall energy eYciency has improved by 20% since 1998.

3. Terra has its UKheadquarters onTeesside with factories at Billingham and Severnside, manufacturing
industrial chemicals and fertilizers. Annual turnover is £200 million with 400 direct employees. Terra is an
integral part of the Teesside chemical industry cluster, and supplies many of the major businesses in the area
with rawmaterials. Without Terra’s input of rawmaterials a significant number of downstream production
plants would find it extremely diYcult to continue to operate.

4. Terra purchases approximately 350 million therms of natural gas per year, which is used principally
as a raw material to produce ammonia. Terra is the UK’s largest manufacturer of nitrogen fertilizers,
supplying over a third of the UK’s agricultural requirements. It is also the UK’s largest industrial
manufacturer of ammonia, nitric acid and carbon dioxide. These chemicals are essential building blocks for
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the chemical, food and health sectors and industry generally. For example they are used in the UK
manufacture of healthcare products, water treatment products, nylon, catalysts, refrigerants and
carbonated beverages.

The GasMarket and Terra Nitrogen (UK) Ltd

5. Terra is one of the UK’s largest industrial users of gas, and a significant user of electricity. Terra’s gas
purchases represent over 60% of variable costs. Natural gas is the principle raw material in the production
of ammonia, and gas and electricity are also sources of energy to run its plants. It is important to note that
the quantity of gas used as raw material, the majority of purchases, is fixed by the chemistry of the process
and there is no realistic alternative to natural gas.

6. Since gas represents such a significant proportion of costs, any shift in current or forward cost prices
has an instant impact on business performance.

7. Terra competes in world markets, and has to purchase its raw materials on a competitive and
comparable basis to the rest of Europe and the world.

8. To eVectively manage business risk and secure a level of price certainty for a period ahead Terra has
to purchase a proportion of its gas in the forward market, as well as for immediate use in the day-ahead and
within-day market. Under normal circumstances it would fix at least 50% of its forward requirements, in
order tomatch some of its commitments to its customers. High prices in the illiquid UK forward gas market
prevent Terra purchasing in this manner.

The Supply Situation

9. The UK is the largest gas producer in the EU, but has the highest gas price in the EU.

10. The UK imports a small proportion of its gas requirements (see Chart 1), and there is no justification
for there to be any shortfall of supply against demand. The current crisis is a direct result of insuYcient
planning and action by gas producers, Government and their agencies. The UK gas market, particularly the
forward market, is not working.

Chart 1

 

Chart 1. (R/P is Proven Reserves divided by current annual production)
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11. The current market fails to create incentives for UK suppliers to ensure adequate supply to their
industrial customers. Competition in the wholesale market is very limited.

12. The likelihood of further consolidation of producers in the gas supply market gives little hope for
improvement. Indeed since the last Trade & Industry Select Committee Inquiry into Energy Prices, BP has
withdrawn from the industrial market, and there is a continuing clear lack of competition when tendering
for new contracts. Vertical integration has lead to less competition and higher profitmargins for incumbents,
even when gas consumption by industrial users is reducing.

13. The UK, which has only limited gas storage facilities, has apparently become the swing supplier of
Europe’s gas, with continental Governments protecting supplies for their own non-liberalised markets at
the expense of UK industry.

14. Ofgem’s recent NGC Winter Outlook 2005–06 (published 5 October 2005) suggests that in a one in
10 cold winter, a 30% demand response from daily metered industrial customers will be needed for 40 days.
In other words 30% of the UK’s energy intensive manufacturing industry will be shut for 40 days. Should
there be short term or sustained restriction of gas supplies to Terra’s plants, which are designed to operate
continuously at high temperatures and pressures, then there will be significant reductions in eYciency and
increased levels of emissions.

15. The UK now has a market where industry will be required to close in order to ensure security of
supply for the domestic consumer.

16. Increasing infrastructure capacity on its own will not resolve the fundamental market failures. There
was plenty of capacity available during winter 2004–05, but it was simply not fully utilised. (See Chart 2)
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over continental oil indexed pricess. On 17 March the UK started to export.

17. Terra has attempted to purchase gas directly from the continent but has failed; due to both unwilling
sellers and gas transportation companies refusing to make pipeline capacity available.

18. In the UK information available to consumers is limited for both onshore and oVshore activity,
limiting the eVectiveness of decision making for large buyers such as Terra. Gas suppliers continue to have
real time access to key data which are not available to purchasers. Terra fails to understand why the UK
gas market should be considered diVerent to other traded markets where such a situation would be
considered insider trading.

19. There is no evidence of improved progress towards liberalisation of continental EU gas markets. The
Government appears to believe that UK market problems are primarily due to interacting with the non-
liberalised mainland Europe market. To the extent that this is the case, the UK must recognise that a
liberalised European market is many years away. In our view the most optimistic timescale is 5–10 years.
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20. Terra sees no evidence of gas suppliers oVering “new and more flexible contract options that allow
customers to manage the risks associated with high and volatile prices”39.

21. Continental consumers have seen gas prices rise due to a contractual link to oil products prices.
However UK wholesale prices in the forward market are 30–50% higher than continental prices. Therefore
Terra has to pay at least 30% more for gas than its continental competitors, when it commits to buy in the
forward market. (See Chart 3)
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22. Uncompetitive UK gas prices are bound to lead to reduced capital investment in the UK.

Terra’s View of the Government Response

23. Terra is extremely disappointed at the Government’s failure to take tangible actions to correct the
situation. We believe the following actions are essential:

24. Interconnector capacity should be made available to third parties including industrial consumers,
using Regulated Third Party Access (RTPA) on a cost related basis to allow sourcing of European gas.

25. Supply sidemeasures. There is a need to ensure that themaximumquantity of gas is available through
all import infrastructures including the Bacton–Zeebrugge Interconnector, Vesterled pipeline, Isle of Grain
LNG terminal and the France to England electricity interconnector. This could be achieved by, for example:

25.1 Purchasing options for physical gas at Zeebrugge.

25.2 Securing storage capacity in mainland Europe.

25.3 Obligating shippers to fill storage early in the year.

25.4 Obligating suppliers to ensure suYcient gas is available to cover contractual commitments.

26. Interconnector upgrade and import facilities. There is a need to ensure that new capacity, particularly
the upgrade of the interconnector is delivered as soon as possible.

27. General reforms:

27.1 Ensuring equal access to market information.

27.2 Encouraging additional supplies to the UK market.

39 Quote taken from Page 19 HoC TIC “Fuel Prices: Response to the Committee’s twelfth report of session 2004–05” HC363
published 21 July 2005.
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28. We accept that “within a liberalised market [Government’s] role is to set the regulatory framework
which allows a competitive market to flourish”. A clear distinction needs to be made between themarket for
gas and the rules applying to essential infrastructure (LNG terminals, Interconnector, pipelines and storage
facilities). Government’s approach must be to address the market as fundamentally dysfunctional and take
appropriate action to manage this more directly. A “light touch” regulatory approach is not suYcient.

25 October 2005

APPENDIX 21 (GS 9B)

Supplementary memodandum by Terra Nitrogen (UK) Ltd

Further to our previous written evidence and the oral evidence session on 31 October we wish to make
three points for the Select Committee to consider ahead of publication of its report.

1. There appeared to be some conflict between the evidence given by Ofgem and the Energy Minister on
the size of the gap between forwardmarket prices in the UK and forwardmarket prices in mainland Europe
at wholesale level. TerraNitrogen’s experience is that UK forwardmarket prices for one year ahead are 30%
higher than prices in mainland Europe.

2. Oral evidence was given which implied that businesses such as ours have a “choice” in the type of
contract we sign up to. We are in the position where we are oVered no choices. The only contracts we have
been able to obtain have prices linked to spot and forward market prices. It was also implied that
manufacturing companies can “make money” by selling gas back rather than consume it. Firstly this is only
an option if you have been able to aVord the high forward market prices. Secondly in our operations any
money likely to be made in this way falls far short of the costs of disruption to our business. A gas market
which relies on this type of behaviour fails to meet the needs of manufacturing companies such as ours.

3. Since the evidence was heard the Committee should be aware that on Friday 4 November significant
gas was withdrawn from UK storage even though demand was relatively low at a time when the UK
continued to export gas to Europe through the Bacton Zeebrugge Interconnector. Exports were particularly
high on Sunday 6 November. Although there is today (9 November) a small flow of gas from Europe to the
UK the gap between UK spot prices and mainland European prices has risen to 15 p/therm (the UK
premiumover Europe being 40%) and prices forDecember have also risen by 15 p/therm. TheUKDecember
price is now almost 100% above the European price. As far as we can tell even at these prices gas is not
flowing from the new Isle of Grain LNG terminal. This is an extremely worrying start toWinter particularly
when there has been no cold weather.

9 November 2005

APPENDIX 22

Further supplementary memorandum by Terra Nitrogen (UK) Ltd
1. The UK is currently experiencing its first moderately cold spell of this winter, and the spot gas price

has risen to over 80p/therm in the last few days. This is virtually double the current price levels in
Continental Europe.

2. Despite warnings throughout the summer and earlier Terra is very disappointed at the lack of any
prompt tangible action taken by Government in addressing this crisis for UK industry, and is greatly
concerned for the gas market at this early stage of the winter.

3. Gas prices at the current levels are creating significant diYculties for Terra and leading to reduced
production and eYciency levels.

4. Base case assumptions of actual physical gas flows through existing infrastructure by Ofgem and
National Grid in their recent Winter Outlook appear to be highly optimistic and increasingly unlikely. Gas
is simply not arriving to meet current (relatively low) levels of demand. During November the Isle of Grain
LNG facility appears to have been idle and the expanded Interconnector capacity has barely been used.

5. Earlier this year Government suggested that industrial buyers purchase more of their requirements in
the spot rather than forward market,40 and the last few days has demonstrated the short sighted nature of
this approach. Industrial buyers have had little choice anyway, as prices on the forward markets have been
prohibitively high. The total cost to industry of current gas prices will run intomillions of pounds and future
investment is already being cut.

40 Quote fromMrMike O’Brien MP, Minister for Energy—“The obvious thing that you would have said to buyers was, ‘Well,
why aren’t you buying more on the spot market and why are you focusing so much on the forward market?’ . . . The spot
market has been fairly steady throughout, we anticipate that it will remain fairly steady in the future, we cannot guarantee
anything but that looks to be the case.” Answer to Q513 Pg EV86 Trade and Industry Committee Fuel Prices Report HC279
published 1 June 2005.
Extract from TIC Conclusions and recommendations—“The DTI is placing heavy reliance on customers changing their
buying practices . . . purchasing gas on short-term markets when forward prices seem excessive.” Page 55 Para 28 Trade and
Industry Committee Fuel Prices Report HC279 published 1 June 2005.
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6. UK industry should not be the poor relation when it comes to allocation of resources, and businesses
such as Terra that are critical to regional and national prosperity must not be handicapped by lack of
Government action.

17 November 2005

APPENDIX 23

Memorandum by UK OVshore Operators Association

1. UKOVshore Operators Association (UKOOA) submitted written evidence to the T&IC’s inquiry into
fuel prices in November 2004, gave oral evidence in January and provided supplemental written evidence
in February. We are pleased to be able to provide further information updating the previous evidence, in
the light of developments during the course of 2005. We have concentrated on matters relating to security
of gas supplies.

Summary

— National Grid’s analysis of the winter outlook, 2005–06, is based upon the best available data of
oVshore gas supplies.

— Last winter’s oVshore gas supplies were remarkably consistent for the 100–120 days of highest
demand.

— New import projects are currently being delivered on, or slightly ahead of, time.

— Day-ahead prices for gas traded at the NBP have been surprisingly stable during 2004 and 2005,
except for two short lived spikes. Forward prices have been more volatile.

— UKOOA’s members are investing heavily to find and develop new reserves of gas (and oil);
sustaining this rate of investment requires fiscal and regulatory stability.

— Storage and its role in security of supply is the subject of a new report by Ilex for UKOOA; this
will be provided to the T&IC shortly.

National Grid’sWinter Outlook, 2005–06

2. National Grid’s recently publishedWinter Outlook clearly demonstrates the tightness between supply
and demand for gas in the coming winter, in anything other than benign weather conditions. UKOOA has
been liaising closely withNG concerning oVshore supplies of gas (sometimes referred to as “beach” gas) and
the bulk of the data underlyingNG’s analysis of oVshore supplies has been provided byUKOOA’smembers
under NG’s annual “TBE” (Transporting Britain’s Energy) planning process.

3. UKOOA was pleased to note that, for the second year running, these data provided by our members
were of very high quality. This followed the arrangements put in place under DTI’s auspices in early 2004,
as a result of a series of talks to improve the flow of information to market participants, including NG (ref
paras 20–23 of our original submission in November 2004). Consequently, there should be greater
confidence in NG’s analysis of oVshore supplies of gas than there has been before.

4. UKOOA and its members have every intention of ensuring that these planning data continue to be
provided to NG each year, subject to the information which contains individual company’s detailed and
confidential production plans looking ahead for up to 10 years remaining confidential.

Performance inWinter 2004–05

5. Now that the information is available, it is interesting to note performance during last winter. We
attach a chart provided by NG showing supplies of gas into the National Transmission System for the six
months from October 2004 to March 2005. The large block of blue represents oVshore supplies (“beach”
gas), the cherry coloured area shows supplies arriving through the Belgium to Bacton Inter-Connector and
the cream colour shows withdrawals from storage. The overall profile, therefore, represents demand for gas
throughout the winter, with the three colours showing how that demand was supplied. In the left hand
graph, “Winter 2004–05 as it happened”, this information is shown in chronological order, with the 10–12
day spell of moderately cold weather at the end of February and beginning of March standing out as being
the period of sustained, highest demand. In the right hand graph, “Winter 2004–05: LoadDuration Curve”,
is exactly the same information, but re-ordered ignoring the chronology, so that the day of highest demand
is on the left of this graph (day “1”), the day of second highest demand comes next (day “2”) and so on to
the day of lowest demand during the period on the right (day “181”). What is striking about this rh graph,
the load duration curve, is how consistent “beach” supplies of gas were for the 100–120 days of highest
demand through the winter. In other words, subject only to inevitable, short term variations in production,
UKOOA’s members did all that they could to supply the market with gas from the UK continental shelf.
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New Imports

6. In our original submission last November, we provided a chart of import projects which will bring new
supplies of both pipeline gas and LNG (liquid natural gas) to the UK. We updated this chart with our
supplementary information in February.

7. We are now able to provide a further update—chart attached. Points of note are:

(a) the Inter-Connector upgrades have been advanced slightly to late 2005 for phase 1 and late 2006
for phase 2;

(b) the first phase of Isle of Grain LNG is now complete and operational;

(c) the Statfjord-FLAGS pipeline connection has been added;

(d) phase 1 of South Hook LNG (ExxonMobil—Qatar Petroleum) now has a target completion date
of late 2007.

Overall total volumes have risen to 76–104 bcm/year from 61–100 bcm/year (please refer to accompanying
notes on the chart).

Prices

8. The genesis for T&IC’s inquiry last year was the rise in the price of gas and other fuels which took place
during the summer and early autumn of 2004 especially, in the case of gas, in the forward market. With the
benefit of hindsight andGlobal Insight’s report about the forwardmarket which was commissioned byDTI
and published inMay, it is worth reviewing what has been happening.We attach a chart of NBP41 gas prices
for 2004–05, showing:

(a) the day ahead price (blue);

(b) Q1 (first quarter) 2005 price during 2004 (red); and

(c) Q1 2006 price during 2004 and 2005 (pink).

9. The blue line,NBP day ahead price, has been remarkably consistent apart from two sharp spikes, being
in the mid-20s of pence/therm during much of 2004, rising to about 30 pence/therm subsequently. This rise
is almost certainly attributable to the eVects of the higher price of oil which underpins the gas market
through our links to mainland Europe.

10. The two sharp spikes merit explanations, because in UKOOA’s firm opinion these demonstrate the
tightness in supply with demand in certain circumstances. The first spike in early 2004 occurred because the
Rough storage field suVered a severe failure which prevented any production from Rough for several days
at a time when very cold weather was forecast. So, an anticipated shortfall in overall supply for the UK sent
short-term prices up rapidly. In the event, the failure was resolved just before the cold weather arrived and
so prices fell sharply.

11. The second, larger spike occurred in late winter of this year during moderately cold weather (already
referred to above) when demand rose, but supplies through the Inter-Connector from Belgium to Bacton
dwindled—see the cherry coloured area of the graph “Winter 2004–05 as it happened”. This dwindling was
caused by a combination of high demand throughout western Europe owing to cold weather and a major
failure of a trans-Mediterranean pipeline from N Africa to Italy, with the result that gas was being drawn
from northern Europe southwards. Although there were large withdrawals from storage across Europe,
demand for gas was not satisfied and, in several countries notably France, Italy, Spain and Belgium, rights
of interruption of supplies were exercised widely. Furthermore, the lack of a liquid trading market, except
at the NBP in Britain, meant that there was little or no response to short term price signals. The arrival of
warmer weather restored normality and short term prices at the NBP fell accordingly.

12. Regarding the forward market, Global Insight’s report for DTI concluded that the market was
technically proficient, but that it lacked the necessary scale, maturity and liquidity to operate as a market
should; it would probably need to be north-west European in size to achieve these attributes. This should
help explain why the forward market seems at times to exhibit unusual behaviour, although it should be
noted that when a potential shortage of supply loomed at the end of February and beginning ofMarch 2005
prompt prices (blue line) rose above the peak of Q1 2005 forward price (red line) and even above the peak
since reached in Q1 2006 forward price (pink line). While one would not expect any direct correlation
between these prices, they are all clearly indicative of tightness of supply in relation to demand.

13. As we stated in our original and supplementary submissions, UKOOA remains convinced that the
fundamentals driving forward gas prices are:

— the price of oil, through indexation of gas prices in continental Europe;

— valid concerns about the supply-demand balance in the UK;

— market sentiment.

41 “NBP”% National Balancing Point, a notional location within the National Transmission System at which gas flows are in
balance. Trading takes place at the NBP.
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To these three can now be added Global Insight’s finding of an immature and illiquid forward market, a
point detected by Ilex in its report of October 2004 (previously provided to the T&IC).

14. Lastly, it is worth recalling that only about 30% of the wholesale gas supplied into the UK market is
traded. The remaining ∼ 70% is supplied under long term contracts where prices are more stable and not
subject to the same volatility sometimes seen in the traded markets.

UK Continental Shelf Investment and Prospects

15. Following the diYculties created by the change in UKCS tax regime in 2002, investment confidence
has now returned, helped in significant part by the price of oil. The recent 23rd licensing round was the most
successful ever, according to the DTI, and included many new investing companies. UKOOA expects its 34
members to invest more than £4 billion during 2005 in exploration for and development of new reserves of
oil and gas, the largest sum by any industrial sector in the UK. Operating costs will add a further £5 billion
of expenditure. Tax revenues for the Treasury are expected to exceed £10 billion.

16. Nonetheless, with this rate of expenditure, production is declining at a rate of about 7% per annum.
Without new investment, it would decline at a rate of about 15% per annum. Today’s new oil and gas fields
are small by historic standards (c 25 million boe42 v 500 million boe historically). It is, therefore, extremely
important to UKOOA that the industry continues to work with government to secure the maximum
economic recovery of oil and gas from the UKCS and that the rate of investment is sustained in pursuit of
this. This will only be achieved in a stable fiscal and regulatory regime.

17. UKOOAhas studied the consequences for the future production of oil and gas of diVerent investment
possibilities and these are shown on the attached chart entitled “ATale of TwoFutures”. This clearly shows,
for oil and gas together, the rapid decline which would occur from existing production, the eVects of current
investment plans and the possibility for a better futurewith the right policies in place. This requires the active
co-operation of all parties: the government and regulators, oil and gas companies, contractors and suppliers,
and unions and workforce. In the longer term, this will yield greater revenues for the Treasury: from 2005
to 2020, £40 billion from existing production, £60 billion with current investment plans included and
£85 billion if a better future is achieved (UKOOA’s estimates). Ultimately, the better future could yield
nearer £120 billion during the remaining life of UKCS oil and gas production.

Storage and Security of Supply

18. UKOOA has recently commissioned Ilex to prepare a report about gas storage, its economics and its
role in helping provide security of supply. The report will also update Ilex’s view about gas prices, since its
report for UKOOA of a year ago and in the light of the rise in oil prices during the past 12 months. This
new report is not quite ready, butwe expect to be able to deliver it to the Trade& IndustryCommittee shortly
after this submission. UKOOA believes that this new report from Ilex will provide some useful
understanding about the role of storage in the UK and its economics within current market structures.

October 2005
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42 “boe” % barrel of oil equivalent; this equates gas output with oil, so that a single measure may be made of the two in
combination.
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New Gas Import Projects

Name of Project Target Date(s) Capacity (bcm/year)

Langeled Pipeline 2006
(Ormen Lange) and 2007 23
Bacton Interconnector* Phase 1 2005 8
Upgrading Phase 2 2006 7
BBL Pipeline 2006–07 12–15
Isle of Grain LNG Phase 1 now complete 4

Phase 2 2008 9
Statfjord—FLAGS Pipeline 2007 5
South Hook LNG Phase 1 2007 11
(Milford Haven) Phase 2 2009–10 10
Dragon LNG Phase 1 2007 6
(Milford Haven) Phase 2 2010–12 6
TOTALS **76–104

*Existing import capacity of Interconnector%8.5 bcm/year
**Figure of 76 applies without Phase 2 of LNG projects Current demand in the UK is

x100 bcm/year
bcm%billion cubic metres
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